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Editorial // Phil Jackson

Editorial

.D. Stephens, a Tenchfisher writing in a
Rotary Letter in 1968 described Tenchfishers
as “gathering a large volume of guesswork”,
which, be honest, is what anglers generally
do. In contrast, Kevin Clifford has brought forward
some important research in this month’s bulletin and
provided much food for thought. The imported strains
of tench he writes about may have played a major role
in the increasing size of tench over the last 50 years or
so. Certainly, much more than I realised, up to now.
The question of whether tench are indigenous to the
UK, or entirely introduced may never be fully answered given the relative ease with which they can be transported.
However, evidence indicates they were in England long
before they were introduced into Ireland in 1626 by the
Earl of Cork (see Tinca Tinca, page 297 )
As far as I can ascertain (and I stress that) the British
record is the biggest tench ever officially recorded
anywhere in the world. However, now that catch and
release is more prevalent throughout Europe one wonders
if it will be exceeded in warmer climes one day by a fish of
the Giant tench strain. As Kevin asserts, it seems that the
Giant tench strains are now mixed up with other strains in
the UK, although looking at the builds of Paul Fisk’s tench
on page 10 and Hugh Boyle’s on page 25, for example, it
is easy to imagine that there is the presence of Giant tench
in the lineages of Bawburgh and Medway Valley. In
contrast, almost all our carp are, I assume, purely of the
domesticated (or King) strains.
I put these points to Kevin and he expressed broad
agreement. He added:
“I think there is every chance that larger tench will be
caught in Europe. In the Czech Republic Martin Flajshans
has been doing a lot of work with “normal’ diploid tench
and triploid tench (with three sets of chromosomes) to
increase the growth rates (as with trout). With trout this
resulted in significant weight gains. There are a few papers
out there, if you search Google Scholar and put in Martin’s
name and tench. I met him at Vodnany a few years ago
and he took me round their fish farm. He’s an interesting
bloke and his favourite species is tench. He’s done some
work with coloured tench as well. He speaks excellent
English and it might be worth a try to get him to write
something maybe. You can mention my name if you like,
as way of an introduction, if the idea appeals.
Turning to carp (and I am generalising with some of
this), there are only wild carp as a species – though the
picture is more complicated as there are sub-species. But
at least from a European perspective, I think we can deal
with them as one species - the wild carp, which Man
domesticated. This followed two main paths (but the two
have mostly been combined):
1. The search for faster growth and greater disease
resistance, through selective breeding.
2. The exploitation of scale mutation - Man bred such
carp from naturally occurring mutations. (It happens in
other species now and then). If you breed from those carp
with scale mutations you get four distinct types, resulting in
various types of offspring: leathers, line (linear) mirrors,
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A naturally occuring roach with a mirrored scale
mutation - showing that mirrored scaling occurs
occasionally in many species
mirrors and commons. The ratios were all worked out in the
1940s by the Russians and follow a Mendelian relationship
with two dominant and two recessive genes.
There are no naturally occurring “commons” - other than
wild carp (and these are now very rare, having been
compromised in the wild by the release of domesticated carp).
Domesticated carp (including the various scaled types)
gradually revert back to feral common carp over time, and
become longer and slimmer, but can never change back into a
true wild carp that evolved over many thousands of years as a
riverine fish suited to a certain environment.”
It is such a pleasure to have a group member who doesn’t
just rely on guesswork! Once this bulletin is put to bed I will
certainly be trying to contact Martin Flajshans at the Research
Institute of Fish Culture and Hydrobiology at Vodnany, to see if
we can add to the fascinating story of the Giant tench strain.
There might even be a trip to the Czech Republic, if anyone
fancies it?
Time for a few quick “thank yous”. Thanks go to Ian Pratt,
Nigel Bray and Ben Kennedy for their help with the text and
Rob Wooler and Mick Clifford at Carp World, for their hard
work. Rob has also been working on the Tinca Tinca ebook,
which will be out this spring. Also, a special thank you to Mick
Cutler who has been a real friend to the magazine with his own
input (and a particularly interesting one this time), and in
facilitating the articles by Andrew Race (Reuben Heaton),
which have been so well received
Finally, with regard to the late Bob Church, Paul Thompson
has come up trumps with a very personal reflection. This is the
sort of thing that make this group and this magazine special..

Remembering Bob Church
Paul Thompson
I had seen Bob Church many times before in magazines and
his Angling Times column, although I must admit, I had not
taken much notice of the “fly fishing” section. In particular, I still
remember the old tench fishing articles in the magazines,
where he was pre-baiting swims on Sywell with his son
Stephen and leaving signs saying: “Pre baited swim, please
honour”, as indeed they were.
The first time I actually met Bob was at Adam’s Mill; it
would have been around 1996-97. I was fishing the snag swim
and I had just had an 11-pound barbel that morning. Bob came
creeping down the bank and sat down to my left, instantly
recognisable by his fly-covered hat.
“How are you doing young man?” he asked. “Not bad Bob”
I replied. He actually looked surprised that I had recognised
him. He always seemed such a modest and generous
gentleman to me. We talked for over an hour about the fishing,
the river and the barbel I had just caught. Bob certainly did like
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Bob as I like to remember him.
to chat too. I think I caught a chub around 4lb while he was
there. After that one chance meeting we had become mates.
Over the years we fished many places together including a
few fly fishing trips. There can’t be many out there who were
taught to cast a fly by a twice World Champion! After our first
fly fishing outing, where Bob supplied all of the kit, he just said,
“Keep it.” The rod, reel, flies, even a pair of Polaroid glasses
and a “priest.” I said he was generous. He once gave me and
my girlfriend at the time, a tour of the Bob Church tackle
factory at Brackmills. It was like an edition of supermarket
sweep! Bob took some of this and some of that off the shelves
and just kept giving it to us; we came away with a carrier bag
full of stuff.
While we were fishing at Adam’s Mill, Bob was diagnosed
with Parkinson’s Disease. It wasn’t obvious at the time but
over the next few years you could see it was affecting him.
The Syndicate on the Mill folded soon after the “Traveller”
was found dead. We had found ottered fish before but this was
the end. I actually did a 100 mile round trip that afternoon to
bury the fish and the place was never the same after that.
Rolling forwards to 2016, I still phoned Bob regularly and
some of the guys from “Adam’s” were invited to Bob and
Jeanette’s for dinner parties now and again. I also used to visit
him and drop off a birthday or Christmas card (he was born on
Boxing Day). He always got me to choose a book from his
bookshelf as my present and he would sign it for me. Before I
left, he asked me if I would get some of the guys back together
for an Adam’s Mill reunion. I said, “yes, of course, no problem.”
He reminded me of this every time I called him but I just
couldn’t sort it out.
The last time I visited him at home he hadn’t been too
good, what with mix ups with medications and a couple of falls.
He was losing his sight too. I knew what was
coming before it left his lips: “When are you going
to get the lads together?” “Ok Bob I’ll sort it” and I
did.
I had phoned Trevor Johnson at Milton
Keynes Angling Association and he gave
permission for us to visit “The Mill” once again.
He even said we could fish if we wanted to. It
was all arranged for February 16th 2019 and ten
of us said we would be there. On Sunday 10th
February I got a call from Grahame King: “We
are still coming but I will be driving as Dick
(Bateman) lost his Dad this morning and I don’t

think he’ll be up to driving himself”. “OK” I replied,
“Condolences to Dick and family”. On Tuesday 12th
February, I was due for a check-up at the doctors. I got up,
sorted my breakfast out and was just going out when I
thought I would make my old Mum a cup of tea. I knew she
hadn’t had one as her cup and saucer were in the kitchen.
Tea made, I took it up only to find she had just passed
away too! I had heard her get up half an hour earlier. Her
heart had given out and despite an hour of CPR by my
nephew and an ambulance crew, it was too late. The next
morning Grahame phoned me again to say his Mum had
also died that morning. So, three people, all going to the
same place, lose someone in the same week. What are
the odds?
Saturday arrived and I was there first, so I went for a
walk to chuck a bit of bait in a couple of favoured spots. I
got back to the car park as Grahame and Dick arrived. We
had a chat about the week and slowly a few others arrived,
so we chatted some more before some of us went to wet a
line. Dick actually caught a chub of 3lbs. Bob arrived,
chauffer driven by his neighbour Mike Carr, so we packed
up and sat round by the cars talking before going to “our
pub”, The Lamb at Stoke Goldington, where we had a
table booked. Two of the invited guys (who were brothers)
hadn’t arrived yet, so I sent a text only to find out that one
of them had lost his father-in-law on the Thursday. That
made four out of ten! After the meal and a lot of talking we
said our goodbyes and went home. Actually, I didn’t. I
drove across country to the Thames and ended up
catching four chub to 4lb+
It wasn’t more than a few weeks later that Jeanette
phoned to say Bob had suffered a huge stroke. He was still
alive but in the intensive care ward in hospital. I kept
phoning to check how he was, but with sorting out my
Mum’s funeral and a new job so I could pay the bills, I
couldn’t get up to see him. I finally got to visit on the Sywell
weekend. I had found out from Jeanette which ward he
was in and a nurse told me which bay. I walked in and
looked around and couldn’t see him. A quick check, yeah I
was in bay 3 and then I saw above the bed: “Robert
Church, likes to be called Bob.” I didn’t recognise him as
he had lost so much weight. He recognised me straight
away though. He was still as bright as ever and even
though his speech was slurred, I could make out most of
what he said. We talked away for a good hour about
fishing, football and his favourite “Cobblers” Northampton
Town and shared many old Adam’s Mill stories. He still
remembered it all. When the nurse brought him some food,
I slipped out to a quiet room to collect my thoughts (and
I’m welling up writing this now). After 20 minutes, I went
back and we chatted for another 15 minutes before I had
to go. He even wished the guys on the Sywell fish-in
good luck as I left. Jeanette phoned me a
couple of days later to say he was still
talking about my visit!
Bob held on to life until September 9th.
His funeral service was at St Matthews
Church in Northampton. I am told the church
holds 500 people and there weren’t many
empty seats that day. Around 200 went on to
Sixfields Stadium (Northampton Town’s
ground) to pay their respects and give him a
good send off.
R.I.P my friend
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Chairman’s Address Spring 2020 // Ian Peacock

Chairman’s Address
Spring 2020
am sitting here at my laptop
pondering the goings on outside
in downtown Manila. It is hot
(nice), there is plenty of hustle
and bustle (sort of OK) and my
thoughts are wandering to getting
fishing back in the UK spring (can’t
wait).
TenchTalk: The recent resurgence
of interesting topics on TenchTalk has
been more than pleasing, indeed
rekindling my need to fish. It is good to
see that thoughtful and informative
debate will be captured for all to search
and refer to in the future. Looking back,
I have accessed TenchTalk from six of
the seven continents (no plans for
Antarctica!) and never experienced
problems other than slow internet
access. Information and help is
available from Phil Jackson or Derek
Brown who will supply the simple
instructions for access. There is a user
guide you can look at once you are on
the site but most people don’t need it.
The Sywell Study 2020-2021: A
recent post worthy of note, is being
driven by Mark Daffern. It’s innovative
and challenging and he is looking for
help. TenchTalk is the ideal medium for
this to flourish. Fair play to you Daffers
and we look forward to seeing what
your hard work comes up with.
So much of what goes on with the
group committee wise is behind the
scenes so I thought I would highlight
just a few of the areas currently
underway and try to portray the thinking
and energy people are giving to our
group.
Tinca Tinca eBook: Since the final
hardback book was sold we have seen
there is still a demand for our definitive
tome. Some fairly basic research
showed that even some people with
paper copies would still purchase an ‘e’
version to read on the bank for both
entertainment and reference. Phil
Jackson and I have been working with
clever people to get the correct formats
prior to making it available through
various electronic means, including
Kindle. It should be available once Phil
has completed his Bulletin work and we
can finalise the various platforms for
publishing.
Horseshoe Lake: As long as I have

I
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been involved with The Tenchfishers we
have had events at the Carp Society
(CS) venue: Horseshoe Lake in
Gloucestershire. This relationship with
the CS has been strong even through
events of recent years. This is fine
testament to Kenny Parsons, in
particular, that we have access to a
great value Spring Ticket. Again this
year, Horseshoe has been chosen for a
resurgent national fish-in. Kenny, like
many, goes about his business quietly
and what we see presented to us does
not do justice to all the hard work
behind the scenes. Thank you Kenny
(and others) we are all looking forward
to a great event this year
Christmas Raﬄe: For a number of
years we have been looking at how to
let those who cannot attend our AGM/
SGM to participate in one of our raffles
and have the chance of a special prize
or two. So there I was blanking for
perch in deepest Kent with Membership
Secretary, Kev Durman, and he
suggested an online raffle using
Facebook and PayPal. A great idea,
says I, you will get committee support
but you will have to make it happen.
Fair play he did just that and we had
three happy winners and made a
modest return to put towards a similar
exercise later this year. Not only that,
but Kev introduced a new sponsor,
Invicta Tackle, who were happy to
supply some of the prizes and ongoing
sponsorship to our group. This was a
great example of turning an idea into
something tangible for our members.
Thanks Kev, more of the same please!
Sponsorship: For those who have
never tried it, finding and maintaining
sponsorship for what is effectively a
fairly small membership is challenging
to say the least. When you have to
follow the likes of Pete Harding and
John Osborne it becomes that much
harder. So much respect is due to
Steve Rabson for engaging with both
existing and new sponsors to give us
great deals and raffle prizes in what has
become a very demanding world. As an
example I went with Steve to a Korum
trade event last year and was extremely
pleased to hear how much they enjoy
doing business with us and respect our
feedback on their products. In return
they give us some magnificent support
going forward. It’s all part of his day’s
work for us, so please support our

sponsors and maintain the great
reputation of The Tenchfishers. Rabbo
your efforts are much appreciated!
Incidentally, as a point of information,
we do allow Korum as a major sponsor
to advertise occasionally on our
Facebook page. Though we do not
want commercial adverts in general.
Finally, we have our exciting new
project working with the Angling Trust
(AT) to protect and promote tench and
tench fishing for future generations. We
organised our first workshop in January
this year which was attended, amongst
others, by EA Fisheries, EA Calverton,
Institute of Fisheries Management (IFM)
and various departments from the AT
including Martin Salter who has offered
to sponsor this through the various
stages. As noted before there are
synergies with the National Crucian
Conservation Project (NCCP) and we
intend to promote our tench initiative
though the National Tench Heritage
Alliance (NTHA). This is plenty of work
for us to do but it is exciting to making
those first steps and receive good
support and encouragement from all
those attending.
So there we are a taste of what
goes on behind the scenes when we
are not fishing or indeed working. For
£25 per year, I think we all get a great
deal, long may it continue.
Have a great spring and summer
fishing.

SEND YOUR
ARTICLES TO
TENCHFISHER

The bulletin depends almost entirely on
members’ voluntary contributions. Good
quality material is always welcome.
See contents page for full details.
www.tenchfishers.com
www.tenchtalk.net
email: info@tenchfishers.com
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Treasurer’s Chest // Derek Brown

Sponsorship Update // Steve (Rabbo)

TREASURER’S
CHEST

ell it’s hard to believe
that another six
months has passed
since I wrote my last
report for the Bulletin and another
AGM has come and gone.
As reported at the AGM, the group
was again in surplus for the year
2018-19 and for those of you wanting
more detail, my annual report is
available to download from the
Document Library on Tenchtalk.
Membership costs have again
been held down to their current levels
and at the AGM I did a simple
breakdown of how your membership
costs are spent, which is shown
below:
What Do I Get for My £25.00
Membership?
2 Superb Bulletins per annum £16.20
Angling Trust Donation
£1.00
IT/Internet Costs
£1.41
Group/Committee Expenses
£2.86
AGM/SGM Costs
£3.46
Total
£24.93
(Figures based on paying members of
400)
In addition to our annual
subscription income, we also raise
money at the AGM and SGM through
Rabbo’s Raffle. This goes towards the
provision of the superb prizes on offer
at the meetings and at other events
that take place up and down the
country.
Talking of raffles, Kevin Durman
organised a Star Prize Christmas
Raffle this year at short notice, offering
a set of the latest Delkim bite alarms
and some Ridge Monkey equipment.
It was such a resounding success
that, where the intention was to only
have two prizes, he sold so many
tickets that third and fourth prizes
were added. Overall, the raffle was
self-funding and also made a small
profit of around £150.00, so well-done
Kevin! It looks like you will be busy
again next Christmas and thanks to all
of you who took part.
Our IT costs are set to rise
marginally when we changeover our
membership database to an online
system in the coming months but no
doubt Kevin will talk more about this at
the SGM.
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I reported that our cash
reserves were at an all time high
in October 2019 and we are now
in a period where we spend some
of that money on a variety of
things. This includes paying for
the Autumn Bulletin, the
preparatory work for producing
“Tinca Tinca” as an e-book,
up-front financing of planned
fish-ins, paying expenses
associated with the THA ventures
we are getting involved in and
some other miscellaneous
purchases.
As most of you are aware, we
have benefitted greatly over the
past few years from the
generosity of Gary Peet from the
Tackle Box, one of our most
generous sponsors. A couple of
bottles of wine at Christmas, as
we have done in the past,
seemed little in the way of thanks
for all he does for us. Having read
the “Tackle Box” advert on the
back of the latest Bulletin, the
committee decided, as a one off,
to make a donation to Gary, for
him to use in supporting one or
more of the charities he is
involved with. More of this
elsewhere in this Bulletin. Please
take the time to read his advert
and see what good work he and
the Tackle Box do.
THA funds continue to grow,
thanks to donations, contributions
collected at the AGM and SGM
from sales on the second hand
table, bank interest and from the
near £800 raised by John
Osborne and Eddie Court at the
Dave Watson Memorial Fish-In at
Sywell.
Finally, a reminder…
UK and Ireland Annual
Subscriptions are £25 for a single
member, with an extra £5 for
each additional family member
living at the same address.
Overseas Members please
contact the Membership
Secretary for costings.

SPON S

i Everyone – here is a brief
update to bring you up to
speed in four sponsorship
areas: Angling Direct,
JMC, The Tackle Box and Invicta
Angling.

H

Angling Direct
Angling Direct (AD)will no longer act
as one of our sponsors. It is a huge
shame, as this means that we are
ending our association with Fosters of
Birmingham, with whom we had a
fantastic relationship. While the staff at
Foster’s continued to be supportive,
once they had been taken over by AD
things went downhill. In particular the
raffle prizes given to us by AD fell well
below the value we place on the advert
they placed in the bulletin. I tried to
encourage them to provide more but I
was unsuccessful, so after the AGM in
November I wrote to them setting out
my views and we ultimately, agreed
that we would part company.
JMC Tackle
As many of you will remember,
following the takeover of Fosters of
Birmingham by AD, Tom moved to
JMC Tackle. As soon as Tom started
working for JMC he encouraged them
to become a sponsor. He has now
moved on from JMC and despite
repeated attempts to contact them, I
had not heard back from them prior to
the AGM. That’s why there was no
JMC advert in the last bulletin. This
lack of contact meant that I had no
choice but to assume that our
arrangement had ended. Nothing has
happened since to suggest otherwise,
so JMC are now also no longer a
sponsor.
Now on to some good news.
The Tackle Box
I recently went to The Tackle Box to
present Gary with a cheque for
£250.00. The committee agreed that
we should do so and asked Gary to
accept it on behalf of one or more of
the various charities The Tackle Box
supports. As well as presenting the
cheque, the visit gave me a great
opportunity to meet many of his team,
including those in the rod building and
repair shops. The Tackle Box really is
everything you could want from a
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N SORSHIP UPDATE
have all the details yet but Gary said
that there should be one available for
us to try at the April SGM. So, if you
would like to get your hands on one of
these, get yourself along to the
meeting.

tackle shop and is well worth a visit but
if you do so, make sure you have plenty
of time.
So, a huge thank you goes to Gary
and his team for making my visit so
enjoyable, not least was the fact that
Gary showed me an example of a new
range of his own brand of upmarket
rods. The example I saw was a 1lb tc
rod, although others, with a greater test

curve, are also presently being
produced and dispatched to the store.
Those of you who are aware of the
The Tackle Box’s Darent Valley rods,
will know that these are superb
examples of mid-range products that
give fantastic value for money. The new
range is aimed at those with a bigger
budget. With these rods everything has
been upgraded to a higher spec. I don’t

Invicta Tackle
Finally, I am sure that you have seen
the notifications on ‘Facebook’ and
‘TenchTalk’ but just in case you
haven’t, we now have a new sponsor
- Invicta Angling. After my visit to The
Tackle Box I carried on into deepest
Kent to meet with Tim and his guys.
Invicta Angling have offered us a great
deal of 15% off all non-discounted
goods but please do not try to
negotiate over the price of goods or
postage. So, if you are looking to bag
a bargain it will be worth giving them a
call to see what they can do for you. I
have already used them myself. The
discount was very welcome and my
goods turned up exactly when I was
told they would. We welcome them on
board and look forward to a long and
happy association with them
Once again, I would like to say a
huge thank you to all of our sponsors
as well as to wish you all a fantastic
tench filled spring.

A Letter from Bob Buteux

A LETTER FROM BOB
BUTEUX (NOVEMBER 2019)

received the Tenchfisher
magazine this week. Many
thanks. It is probably the
nearest I shall get to a tench
again. My last visit to Snake Pit
for the tench was June last
year, and it was my third blank
in a row. Things did seem odd
though, for on each visit I found
that there was a lack of fish
rolling and no bubblers. I had a
chat with the bailiff who said,
“Oh yes, they put some catfish
in a while back, I expect they
have eaten all of the tench.”
I went home really downcast.
This was an exciting place for me.

I

It was a big effort to get there and set
up but when that burst of bubbles
appeared next to the float, it made it all
worthwhile.
The next nearest tench water was
another hour’s drive, and too much for
my old bones and unsteady legs. I did
find a local pond that was supposed to
hold big perch and only four miles down
the road. There were plenty of two
pounders, but when I go fishing I am
really only interested in beating my PB
but surprisingly I did so with a 14 lb
catfish, my very first in fact. I even
caught it again an ounce lighter, just to
rub it in. The bailiff said that there were
definitely no cats in there, so what he

thought I had caught I can’t
imagine! Even this venue proved
too much, and I suppose I must
expect it at 90 years of age.
Looking back, I think that my
era had the best of fishing. There
was much to be learned in the
nineteen fifties and sixties with
bait and tackle, before the big
modem companies really got
involved. We owe a lot to Richard
Walker I think, who pioneered
carp fishing, and his attitude to
catching big fish was so obvious
when explained.
I am so happy to remember
those halcyon days.
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A Memorable Norfolk Spring // David Highe and Friends

A Memorable
Norfolk Spring

This spring has been a particularly memorable
one for the Norfolk and Suffolk contingent for lots
of reasons. We have celebrated numerous big fish,
a big silver cup and hosted a fish-in to remember.
n April we heard the good news
that we had been hoping for all
year. Darryn Stolworthy had won
the Drennan Cup. Darryn
Stolworthy had a fantastic year and
had won four weekly Drennan
awards for four different species. His
first was for a 12lb 3oz Bawburgh
tench, one of over 200 tench that he
caught over the spring. In September
he had a big catch of specimen
bream, topped off with an 18lb fish
plus a 4lb 4oz perch that gave him
his second and third weekly awards.
In November he turned his attention
to a Norfolk stillwater in search of
his fourth award. His perseverance
was rewarded with a 3lb 3oz roach
after fishing numerous after-work
sessions during which he also
netted quite a few 2lb plus fish.
After a long wait to get his hands on
the cup it was finally presented to him in
August which coincided with his 50th
birthday. A good few Tenchfishers
celebrated his achievement and
birthday with him. It was a great
evening but my memory of it all is still a
little hazy!
This year was my third year
organising the annual Bawburgh fish-in
and due to such a good event in 2018,
interest to join us was high. Normally
we fish Bawburgh Lake for the weekend
but because we had over forty names
on the list to attend and not wanting to
disappoint anyone, Tony Bidwell very
kindly offered us the sole use of the
whole fishery. All three of the big lakes
were taken over by some of the

I

10

Tenchfishers’ finest from all over the
country.
With so many driving long
distances, it was agreed that anyone
wanting to get here early could arrive
on the Thursday evening prior to the
Friday morning draw for swims. Most of
us were ferried to the King’s Head in
Bawburgh village by Tony’s wife Tracey.
We all had a good catch-up over quite a
few drinks and good food.
I was surprised to see so many off
round the lakes at 03.30am to look for
signs of fish, despite not getting to

sleep until around 01.00am. Credit to
Cliff Taylor especially who was the first
out of the car park before first light,
despite having lost four pints of
maggots in the boot of his wife’s car
during the night!
I had already done a draw a few
weeks previously to allocate which lake
everyone was on, so everyone had a
look at their lake and met back at the
car park for the draw and bacon rolls.
With the draw done and everyone
off and fishing, there were a few early
reports of fish coming out. Bruce

Paul Fisk and
his big male
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Happines in
Norfolk. John
Syer with
Oscar and
Lola

training to assist them in their roles.
Thank you to everyone who helped
raise such a fantastic amount of money
for such a worthy cause. Next year’s
event is booked in for the 24th-26th April
and will hopefully be every bit as
successful.

Presenting our cheque to
Norfolk and Norwich hospital

Ruscoe started really well on Colney,
finishing up with nine fish to 8lb 15oz, a
male fish a new PB.
The fish on Colney seemed to be
mainly at the south end of the lake.
Andrew McKenzie had a good catch
with fish to 8lb 2oz, a new PB. All
weekend we were getting news on our
messenger group from Cliff Taylor that
he had caught yet another big fish. I will
leave Cliff’s story to him though.
At the other end of the lake where
the fish would normally be in May it was
a struggle to get a bite. I was pleased
for Paul Fisk who went back to
Yorkshire having caught a PB of 8lb
2oz.
Lodge, which is notoriously hard
didn’t give up its’ fish easily. Glen
Burton managed to break his duck on
Lodge and ended up with four fish.
Dom Claydon-Wallace started out
on Lodge but struggled, so instead of
sitting it out for a blank, he packed up
as we were gathering for the social and
moved on to Bawburgh Island. This was
a good move, as he managed to catch
three fish to 7lb 4oz and a new PB.
Nathan Long fished well on
Bawburgh Point and racked up a
respectable return of thirteen fish.
Meanwhile, John Syer made the
decision not to fish the big lakes but
instead decided to fish Lenny’s, one of
the small lakes which was a good
decision, as he had 19 fish to 9lb 1oz.
He fished with his granddaughter Lola,
who had her first experience of night
fishing.
The final tally for the weekend was
125 tench to 11lb 8oz, with 9lb tench

from all four lakes fished. We also had
two bream to 10lb 7oz and two carp to
20lb 10oz.
As we always do, we had the
barbecue and social on the Saturday
afternoon and to cater for the masses
we had three barbecues on the go. A
barrel of beer was donated by Christian
Hodgkinson who runs the ‘Fat Cat and
Canary’ in Norwich, a great pub if ever
of you ever visit our fine city.
This year I organised a raffle in
memory of our good friend and local
tackle dealer Rob Shanks. Rob sadly
lost his battle with cancer at Christmas
last year so I asked Rob’s business
partner at their shop, Wensum Valley
Angling, what he thought about a raffle
and he and Rob’s wife thought it was a
nice gesture. So, I then set about
contacting various tackle and bait
companies and was met with generous
offers of prizes. Many thanks go to:
Daniel Brydon - Wensum Valley
Angling; Oliver Harper - Angling Direct;
Stephen Harper - Harper Fine Angling
Books; Matt Rand and Lewis Porter –
Fox; Dynamite Baits; Tony Bidwell Bawburgh Fisheries; Marcus Sheehan
- Trent Fishing Club; Green Jack
Brewery and other donations from
some of the Tenchfishers members.
The Raffle raised £750 for the
Mulbarton Ward and the Norfolk and
Norwich University Hospital. Along with
Tony Bidwell and Daniel Brydon we
presented the cheque to the Sister in
charge of the ward, which was greatly
received. She informed us that this
money would be used to send some of
the nurses on some much-needed

My own spring was a big success,
starting out fishing on Bawburgh Lake
and then flirting with Colney for a
session or two before the fish-in where I
fished back on Bawburgh. I then went
out with a bang for the last session of
the season on Colney. I won’t go into
too much detail here as I have written a
chapter for Mick Cutler’s book about big
tench, which should be coming out next
spring. Suffice to say that my final
session, in which I caught a PB fish of
12lb 5oz, was the highlight of my
angling career so far and one which I
doubt I will ever beat.
Another highlight was getting an
invitation from Tony Bidwell to bring my
son Oscar to the fishery one evening to
meet Adrian Smith of Iron Maiden fame.
Adrian is a very keen angling and was
fishing on Bawburgh for a couple of
days. It was a privilege for Oscar to
meet Adrian, and he even found time to
play Oscar’s guitar with him. As we left
the fishery that evening, we bumped
into fellow Norfolk member Justin
Grapes who had had a 12lb 12oz tench
earlier that day, which is now the fishery
record. We congratulated Justin before
heading home with a starstruck Oscar!
I believe that 2019 will go down as a
great season for many of the Norfolk
and Suffolk Tenchfishers and I am
already looking forward to next year.
Cliff Taylor and Paul Cannadine
have written about their sessions at the
fish in so I will leave it to them to go into
more detail.
CLIFF TAYLOR
I was cajoled into going to the 2019
fish-in at Bawburgh by my good friend
and fishing partner, Bill Last, who had a
fabulous time there the year before,
landing a succession of quality tench.
I’m glad I listened to him.
We arrived on Thursday afternoon,
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David Highe 12:05

had a walk around our chosen water,
Colne Lake, before heading off to the
local pub for food and the obligatory
pint or two (more for some) with our
fellow Tenchfishers. It was gone 11pm
by the time we got back and myself, Bill
and fellow North West Tenchfisher
Bruce Roscoe decided to sleep under
the stars. Knowing that I intended to be
up at 4am to walk around the water to
spot any showing fish, I got my head
down immediately whilst Bill and Bruce
went off ‘socialising’.
Four o’clock arrived and I was off to
find some fish whilst the other two lay
dormant in their pits, bless them. I
headed straight for the southern end of
the lake, as for much of the preceding
month and forecast for this weekend,
northerly/north westerly winds were
blowing. Sure enough, I saw plenty of
tench rolling - big ones too - and
although I continued to walk round the
lake and saw fish in other areas, my
mind was made up. I just needed a
decent draw now.
Well, I would not call coming out 15
of 16 in the draw ‘decent’. However, I
couldn’t believe my luck when I saw
that the peg I wanted to fish hadn’t
been taken. Bingo! What happened
over the next 48 hours will stay with me
for the rest of my life. I started the
session by Spombing a mix containing
two pints of crushed caster, a kilo of
finely chopped worm, half a kilo of
worm soil, a bag of Dynamite Baits
Frenzied Hemp with Worm Meal,
topped up with a decent splash of
Dynamite Baits Liquid Worm. On top of
this went two pints of hemp. I topped up
the swim three times over the session
with a similar amount of feed.
12

happened though without the immense
effort put in by organiser David Highe,
backed by Tony Bidwell and others,
who delivered a first-class event that
was so well organised and included a
great BBQ and raffle. Even without the
fish I caught, I would have enjoyed the
event just as much.

The rig was the now standard
heli-rig with worm kebab (thanks Dai)
fished on two rods at around 40 metres
to where I’d spotted the fish showing.
My first fish came in the evening, a
stunning, mottled red tench going 9lb
8oz. The following day saw six more
fish grace the net, weighing 6lb, 3 x 8lb
2oz, 8lb 10oz and 9lb. But the best was
yet to come. On the last morning I lost a
couple of fish to hook pulls but had
three others of 8lb 7oz, 6lb 7oz and 6lb
6oz (male).
At around 10.30am I started packing
down in preparation to leave at 1pm
and whilst having a chat to Marcus
Sheehan, one of the alarms went off
and I was in again. This fight was
different, being more dogged than the
others, and once it was in the net,
excitement mounted as this was
definitely my first ever double (previous
PB 9lb 13oz). When we weighted it, I
admit I cried as the scales landed on
11lb 8oz. She was beautiful.
To have my fishing buddy Bill there
to witness the capture and then have
other Tenchfishers from the north west
come and see the fish, along with
others who had been fishing elsewhere
on the complex, made this moment so
very special. It could not have
Cliff Taylor 11:08

PAUL CANNADINE
This year we had the opportunity to
have access to the whole Bawburgh
complex. I immediately chose to fish
Lodge Lake which is not a lake for the
faint hearted. The fish that lurk in those
mysterious depths just make the hair on
the back of my neck bristle with
excitement.
The evening before we had the
chance to have a walk around and my
mind was made up on where to fish, so
when the draw came, I staked my claim
for the ‘runway swim’.
A chance early chat to Nathan had
me searching out the plateau area.
Thanks Nathan that was a great call. I
found drops of 20ft, 4ft, 6ft, and 7ft at
around 40 yards out, to the right of one
of two islands. Fishing PVA bags filled
with caster dried with my special ground
bait, I managed to get through a gallon
of bait.
A single female tench of 7lbs 10oz
came to my left had rod on the first
morning. Dom who was in the swim to
my left did the honours with the camera;
thanks Dom. Try as might I just couldn’t
get that rod back on the drop of 4ft
where I had the take, so I had to settle
for fishing at 6ft which pushed my
middle rod just to the right on the
plateau.
Although we knew there were tench
in the area, Paul Armfield, in the swim
to my right and I battled on in almost
Arctic conditions through the second
night. Somewhere around 4am my
middle rod was in meltdown. My Korum
Expert 1.75lb rod was immediately in
full battle curve as I tried to gain an
upper hand. Wiping out my left-hand
rod but tiring under the relentless
pressure from above, my adversary
was finally ready to net. Clearly not a
tench but a wonderfully muscular mirror
carp. Paul did the honours that morning
with the camera and I christened her
the ‘Ice Fish’. I kid you not, there was
ice on my unhooking mat and that north
wind had a lot to answer for.
As I said earlier, whilst not for the
faint-hearted, Lodge Lake still has me
bewitched and I’m looking forward to
my planned return to the complex next
year.
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On Horseshoe Part 2 // Paul Hawkins

On Horses h
Prologue
Rest of 2018 – summary.

After a reasonable catch on what I described as
Super Saturday, I returned to Horseshoe twice in
2018. In late May I was fortunate to nab a good
brace at 7Ibs 14oz and 8Ibs 9oz from the mid-50s
again and in early June, my final visit was my first
of the year in the much-lauded Summer Bay. With
just the one fish at 7Ibs 4oz on the second morning
to save the blank, I’m starting to think Summer
Bay isn’t the ‘be all and end all’ of Horseshoe.

14
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Mid-April – I fished two swims over a Sunday afternoon and
Monday. I had no tench on the Sunday in the high 60s in
Summer Bay so I moved into the mid-50s on Sunday night and
set up to await the dawn. I slept in the car and was up bright
and early on the Monday to find the lake virtually empty. It was
cold, with the prospect of rain on an ever increasing big easterly
but I’d never experienced such a strong wind pushing straight
into Summer Bay. It created a remarkable tow on the water
leaving the bay, so whilst I was fishing straight out at 38 yards,
my lines were acutely angled to the left. It was quite remarkable
and I was sure that if I’d dropped the feeder weights to 30g,
they would have bounced along the bottom, slowly leaving the
bay as if it were in a slow-moving river! None-the-less, I was
confident with the moving water columns which were probably
sending the smell of the worms to all points of the compass.
That day I caught three tench on paternostered popped-up
lobworms, a lovely spirited scamp of a male all of three pounds
and two nice six pound plus females, hollow but clearly on the
lookout for food. It was a great start.
LATE APRIL & HANNAH
Nigel Bray has been a good influence on my tench fishing since
we met at this glorious venue 11 years ago, as described in my
previous article. Whilst I didn’t attend a particular subsequent
‘fish in’, for reasons I cannot recall, I did avidly read in the
Bulletin about how Nigel and a few other hardy souls uprooted
and abandoned the seemingly ‘tenchless’ Summer Bay mid
‘fish-in’ and pitched up in the forties pegs along the Witney
Bank. The move was prompted by having had a mooch around
and seeing fish showing there in the much deeper waters and
was justified by Nigel and the others catching well.
This episode has been on my mind this season and one of
my objectives this year, having made a decent fist of simply
trying to catch Horseshoe tench last year, was to try and get to
know areas of Horseshoe not commonly fished by tench
anglers. I even made the bold statement to Nigel, that I may
sacrifice any obvious opportunity to catch in known areas in
order to further my knowledge. A statement of such boldness
and naivety!
I’d come down during the weekend when the country was
ravaged by the strong north-westerly gale named Hannah. This
was the end of April and most of Summer Bay had been closed
off due to the spawning activity of carp. This was a little
disappointing as this part of the lake was in the lee of the gale
and would have been far more comfortable than the rest of it!
With such an unpromising forecast I had elected to just fish the
Saturday afternoon, when the winds were due to abate (they
didn’t), sleep in the car overnight and have the full day Sunday.
I looked around the lake on Saturday afternoon, I went over
to the forties pegs as described but the wind into this area was
cold and intense and even if I’d seen tench rolling and fizzing
with a big Mr Crabtree sign pointing at the spot saying ‘tench’,
there was no bloody way on earth I was setting myself up in that
lot!
On looking at the mid-fifties I found returning TF member
James was in one of my favourites and although either side was
vacant, I decided not to interfere with his fishing by potentially
splitting any fish in front of him. So, I decided to brave the winds
and explored a little further, finally selecting one of the low 50s
that had a decent wind break to sit behind and from which
Kenny Parsons informed me he had made a recent catch. The
recent taking spot was at 60 yards though, but this was all but
impossible in the big wind, so I settled at 35 yards straight out
on a cleanish bottom for the right-hand rod. To the left I found a
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delightful tench spot, requiring only a gentle lob to pass a bed
of Canadian pondweed and land in seven feet of water with a
clean gravel bottom. If Mr Crabtree had been on duty he would
definitely have marked that one up.
I didn’t catch but was impressed by the close in spot and
really fancied a crack at it the following day. I had a quick chat
with James when I returned to the car park as the evening
wore away to dark and was pleased to hear he’d managed
four or five tench during the storm. The pegs either side of him
suddenly looked very inviting but despite a wobble in
confidence, when I forced myself out of my lovely warm bed at
the crack of dawn Sunday, and momentarily thought of fishing
one of the pegs adjacent to James, stoicism and a certain
blunt determination to try ‘elsewhere’ got me back into
yesterday’s pitch. The winds had abated but with the
conditions still against me, it was all I could manage to reach
50 yards. Consequently, I couldn’t believe it when the ‘long
range’ rod stuttered into life 10 minutes later. A strange pick up
and subdued fight thereafter, suggested some weed was
involved. There was a big push on the water still and floating
weed was drifting by, so I presumed some of it had got
involved with that take at just the wrong time.
Losing the fish seemed inevitable as the whole mess
drifted far to my left on the still powerful winds, with an
occasional rod tip thump from whatever was attached amongst
the flotilla. I was almost relieved when the hook hold gave. The
only time I have previously felt such hopelessness when
attached to a big fish was during flooded conditions on the
Kennet one winter’s night. I believe I foul-hooked one of its big
barbel which immediately snagged up a passing branch and
despite all the power I could muster through the quite beefy
2Ib TC rod, I was simply wrenched downstream and again
there was almost a relief when the hook point gave out.
This was disappointing of course but with the whole day
ahead I felt renewed confidence and a pride in sticking to it. I
put a juicy lob in the Mr Crabtree spot, a bait I always have
enormous confidence in, but unfortunately not a single fishy
thing happened the rest of that long day. On returning to the
car park, James had ‘only’ added a solitary tench to his
overnight tally and the two Tenchfishers who had taken the
swims either side of him had, as far as I am aware, not caught
at all. Therefore, I suppose I could console myself with the idea
that it may have been a generally quiet day all around.
EARLY MAY
I came down on the Sunday (12th May) and immediately saw a
24:14

16

number of tench fizzing and rolling in Summer Bay. Many carp
were clearly in the upper layers enjoying the first real sunshine
for a couple of weeks. I was aware that good anglers had been
in the bay a few days previously and struggled in the colder
conditions on offer. However, today was the second day in a
period of warmer sunny weather that had clearly drawn the fish
into the bay to enjoy its rapidly warming shallows. A gentle
easterly pushed wavelets up the length of the bay toward the
Road Bank; all the signs were promising and it didn’t need
much watercraft beyond responding to the obvious visual signs
to set up on the split swim, on this occasion favouring the left
of the two and fishing straight out into this body of apparently
tench filled water!
A 50 gram blackcap was lobbed toward the line of fizzing
and landed right amongst the foraging fish. The bottom
encountered was clean enough for maggots, so with little ado,
other than clipping up and measuring the mark out at forty
yards exactly, (how odd, the Tenchfisher's feeder fishing range
if ever there was one) I was fishing within 30 mins of assessing
the peg. One rod sailed out with a buoyant worm kebab rig and
a maggot feeder. The other was my favoured pop up maggot
rig, 2” straight off the in-line feeder, three maggots and a piece
of foam on a size 12 Super Specialist.
I think it took about 20 minutes for a bronze plated,
chestnut coloured beast of a male mirror carp to find the
worms and test my tackle to its limits. It charged off on several
clutch fizzing runs, tearing through several weed beds before
we both just about gave up and he reluctantly let me net him.
It’s not always easy to tell the gender of carp but of course this
time of year the females are swelling up with spawn and I
suspect the males become easier to spot. Also, perhaps with
elevated hormone levels, this is why this fish had such
impressive pelvic muscles which stuck out like hard, stubby
wings almost. No wonder it was so strong! At sixteen and a
half pounds he broke no records but he provided a wonderful
tackle test for the start of the session.
Toward the evening the same rod was challenged even
harder by a slate grey backed, butter bellied, sparsely scaled
mirror just shy of 25lbs. I’ve not deliberately carp fished for 15
years or more but I did enough as a younger man to
understand the obsession and why there are so many devotes
of this hard-fighting species.
In-between these carp, two tench to six pounds odd,
including a hard fighting male, had taken the maggot rig. As I
prepared dinner in the evening, I was acutely aware of a good
opportunity to have a ‘big hit’ on Horseshoe. The presence of
numbers of fish in the area was blatantly obvious. With few
other anglers around to offer competition and with the weather
set for a few more days, particularly this gentle easterly breeze
ruffling the surface and preventing the bay ‘stagnating’ as it
can sometimes, all the indications were for more of the same. I
elected not to fish through the night, quite frankly one of those
‘loony’ carp in darkness would have created havoc I expect, so
the alarm was set for 04:30.
The recently acquired Fox Flatliter bed provided a level of
comfort far superior to either of my previous bedchairs, but
despite this, the hot water bottle and an extra blanket keeping
me nice and snug, sleep was fractious. I just knew a hit was on
the cards and I was like a kid waiting for Christmas. I kept
checking the watch, waiting for the alarm to signal the start.
Why I just didn’t get up and put the rods out is beyond me!
I beat the alarm by 20 minutes and needed the assistance
of my head torch to thread the worm kebab with shaking hands
and apply the maggots to the pop-up rig. The shaking hands
were partly down to the cold because I think the temperature
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sunk as low as three degrees, as evidenced by my ‘steaming’
breath, but it was mainly the excitement of the day’s potential.
I’m just as excited by fishing now as I was when I started at 16!
The dawn chorus was warming up and, in the distance, the
haunting echo of the cuckoo was heard, an increasingly rare
sound. As a kid these birds were common place, but now the
only time I hear them is in the Cotswolds whilst fishing. The
baits were soon in the desired positions and a mixed Spomb of
dead reds, 2mm pellets and hemp went over the top of each
rod. So far in the session the only live maggot had been
delivered via the feeders. The fish were already there and I
simply needed the live maggots to draw them onto the hook
bait. The Spombs were to create some smell and keep the
small fish, including a growing population of roach in the area.
My approach seemed to be working, as a 6Ibs 2oz female
started proceedings at 05:30, the maggot rig doing the
business. I had three more in the next 90 mins, all on the
maggot rod. Location or bait? As the rods were close together,
I couldn’t be certain yet. I fed a Spomb after each fish and the
session developed a delightful rhythm to it, as I rarely seemed
to recast for freshening-up’s sake. I didn’t need to, as if a fish
was landed, I recast the other rod at the same time as a way of
minimising disturbance.
A double figure mirror took the worms and three more sixes
all took the maggot bait up until just after midday when it went
‘quiet’. This gave me an opportunity to tidy up my peg and
consider the options. With nine tench in the bag, eight of those
on maggots, it seemed sensible to change both rods to the
popped-up reds; the tench clearly liked them today and the
carp weren’t finding them so easily, the latter being beaten to
the bait by the former I expect!
It was quiet for all of two hours before the rest of the day

and most of the following, provided a steady stream of tench. I
departed on a glorious sun-drenched evening, feeling rather
knackered having caught 30 tench and the 3 carp. I stayed on
maggots on both rods that second full day, so in all 29 tench
came to that arrangement. With this success you would have
thought that set up would have been favoured on any
subsequent trips but not necessarily - I’ll get to that!
There were many lessons learned or at least reinforced on
that trip. The strength and durability of the Drennan Super
Specialist pattern was one. I didn’t lose a single fish on them I
believe. I’m fairly certain the only loss, a carp, surely as
evidenced by its overwhelming first run of forty yards,
transferred the size 10 ESP T6 I use on my kebab rigs, to a
thick weed bed just after dawn on the first full day, before I’d
gone maggot on both rods. I don’t know exactly how the runs
played out left and right, it seemed fairly even, so I had at least
a dozen fish on each hook and neither of them required a
change during the session. The Super Specialist has a
‘straight’ point, so it’s easy to touch up with a hook file, though
on this session I didn’t need to, as the points continued to
penetrate the maggots easily; my personal test for sharpness
using these smaller hooks.
Also, these hooks had weed to contend with. There was
always some jeopardy during the fight and many of the tench
had to be coaxed through large weed beds right and left. I use
the word coax accurately I think, as when weed was
encountered, applying gentle and constant pressure and
keeping the fish moving resulted in only one instance where a
fish became ‘doggo’ and likely to be lost. However, despite
leaving him on a slack line for a few minutes and being very
concerned the barbless hook may work loose, line was soon
pouring off the spool as he did me a massive favour by running
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On Horseshoe Part 2 // Paul Hawkins
again. A few moments of panic followed as the line held hard in
the weed bed, before the abrasion resistant and immensely
strong qualities of the 12Ib Big Game mainline seemed to saw
through the pivot and we were finally and almost miraculously
re attached and in direct combat. This resulted in another fine
male of six-pounds-plus added to the list.
I was already confident in my tackle, but that session
proved beyond doubt the balance between power and play
was right. The 1.75 TC Wychwoods offered a very satisfactory
compromise between the ‘power’ required to subdue decent
tench and having a decent fighting bend, something you don’t
always see on some of the specialist 2Ib test curve models out
there. Each to their own but I love my pound and three
quarters. Something Stef Horak wrote in one of his many
articles has always resonated with me with respect to test
curves and line strengths; these 1.75Ib TC rods could never
break 12Ib Big Game so I know I can absolutely lean into a
fish, when necessary, knowing full well nothing is going to
‘break’.
An analysis of the catch is interesting though. The previous
season, in four proper sessions and one short afternoon I
caught ten tench at an average of 7Ibs 4oz. This session
alone, 30 tench consisted of four x seven pounders to 7Ibs
15oz, eight x six pounders, seven x fives, seven x fours and
four x threes. Seeing these year classes coming through is
fantastic and a cause of nothing but joy and optimism but with
30 tench landed I was rather surprised not to connect with an
eight pounder. Others fishing in the bay during my stay hadn’t
had the numbers of fish in front of them that I had but
nonetheless, to a man I think, they had at least one eight
pounder. Most, I believe, had come to the worm in one form or
another, with the popular kebab rig the likely favourite.
There was much to ponder as the days away from
Horseshoe stacked up and I made my plans to catch some
bigger tench. I remember reading ‘Casting at the Sun’ and
other diaries about Chris Yates’ time at Redmire and how he
recounted the blank days in between his rota allotments.
Despite trying other venues during these periods, they weren’t
Redmire - end of, and life in general became a waiting room
for the next session. I think a little of that obsession was
starting to find me, as the ten days between that ‘session to
remember’ (clearly such success had fuelled the desire to
return) and the next planned visit drifted by a little aimlessly. I
was itching to get back. I used the time to refill six spools with
12Ib Big Game because during the ‘big hit’, the willow herb,
that snowed at times, had rendered several spools of line
unusable due to the big clots of fluff that eventually coalesced
and created real problems casting. I’d wasted valuable time
reloading spools during that session, so next time out I
planned to have plenty of spares ready for a quick change.
Hook links for the successful method were pre-tied but
threading 10Ib Big Game twice through the eye of a size 12
Super Specialist is bloody difficult bank side and I’ve found by
far the best way is with the hook secured in a vice on my
well-lit garage bench and the line, with an angled cut to assist,
is pushed through with forceps and a bit of spittle lubricant!
Oddly, I didn’t use that rig again!
LATE MAY
On arrival around midday on the Thursday (23rd) I bumped into
some fellow Tenchfishers in the bay. It just didn’t look as lively
as the previous visit and having spoken to the guys it was
clear the tench weren’t there in numbers. Events and
circumstances had aligned, so with a decent, warmish north
westerly pushing down toward the forties, now was the perfect
18

opportunity to consider that area.
I walked along the eastern edge of the Trout Bank towards
the apex of Horseshoe, dropping a feeder here and there to
test some spots. A tench rolled about 30 yards out but the area
was heavily weeded and the relevant pitch was awkward and
unconvincing for a two-day effort. I continued my assessment
around to the Witney Bank and came upon a peg previously
recommended by Nigel. There were many positive things
about this session, the first of which was a tench rolling on cue
in this peg around that ubiquitous 40 yards mark. I didn’t see a
fish the remainder of the day, so that sighting was a very
welcome and fortunate fillip to the session. I could just about
hit 60 yards where the depth felt around 8 feet on the feeder
drop but it was a bit too weedy for my taste. Close in, deeper
water which I later verified at 11 feet with the sonar, was also
heavily weeded but remarkably, ‘that’ 40 yard range contained
the least vegetation and the blanket weed I pulled back in
could be managed, I felt, by my various buoyant or blatant pop
up arrangements. Here the depth was about 9 feet and
confirmed the rising outgoing slope this area of the lake’s
topography is known for. It was the deepest water I’d ever
fished in at Horseshoe.
I wasn’t entirely convinced though and relied upon the
same bloody mindedness I had drawn on when I fished with
storm Hannah to make camp here and not go back to the bay.
Yes, it was ‘quiet’ in the bay but there’s often the odd fish
floating about even if they aren’t ‘having it’. Two relaxed trips
with the barrow were required to deliver the gear and whilst I
may have succeeded with one, I make myself take it easy on a
two-dayer, there is no rush. It is about getting everything as
right as you can and being ready.
Archie and my new acquaintance James commented that I
may benefit from operating outside of the comfort zone; in fact,
James was certain I would get a big fish. I could feel the
session developing through the late afternoon as I set about a
more studious examination of the fishing area and preparing
the camp. I remember fishing on the Trout Bank a couple of
times last year and looking across at the Witney Bank. I don’t
recall seeing another angler set up there and eyed it with a
certain curiosity and I envied its quiescence. This area of the
lake is often uninhabited as it’s probably as far from either of
the ‘end’ car parks you can get. You do the math! Bunnies ran
around the mowed margins with gay abandon, leaving tracks
in the settling willow herb and there really was a wonderful
isolation about the spot.
I’d experienced some small fish activity during the
afternoon so in order to encourage some further swim
cleansing and to ensure there was some grub left for any dawn
tench patrols, I spodded out half a gallon of mixed particles
late evening. I was restless so I brought the rods in and walked
to the Tim Paisley lodge, which is 20 mins away, to avail
myself of the great facilities on offer. A 20-minute walk, Winter
Bay is huge! No one was fishing to my left until you hit the 70s
pegs in Summer Bay, across several hundred yards of empty
water. Going the other way, the closest carper was in the
mid-50s. The evening was still and I didn’t notice a single roll
or show through my journey to and past Winter Bay.
I intended to fish through the night, so I cast out on my
return, the overhanging willows requiring a welly walk into the
lake to enable a safe cast. At 11.30 pm I gave up, the local
duck population was having a party where my lines entered
the water, the constant beeping of the alarms driving me nuts,
so I clipped up and pulled the rods in. The lines stuck as I
pulled the feeders up. This was where the line had settling into
the weeded deep trench at the 15 - 25 yard range, so I hoped
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any tench take would rip the line away from this and give me a
fighting chance. Initially, when assessing the ‘spots’, I’d let the
feeder hit the deck and then quickly retrieved to minimise any
drag and with the sparse pick up of blanket weed I was content
the baits were clean while in situ and would be visible to the
fish. One was buoyant worm kebab, the other my ‘in your face’
popped up half lobworm rig.
As I lay on my bed I thought about my last session and any
conclusions I had arrived at and mentally ticked off the
changes I had determined would be beneficial. Of course, the
weedier ‘choddy’ bottom made, for me, the decision to go
ground bait feeders and chopped worms instead of burrowing
maggots, straightforward. However, I was always going to fish
a worm rig this time round, based upon the anecdotal evidence
of the bigger tench taking the worms of other anglers last time.
I was happy the bases were covered and set the alarm for
04:30; James sent a late message hoping my decision to fish
here paid off.
I DREAMED A TENCH
I beat the alarm by a few minutes and more in hope than
expectation, reached out from the warm confines of my bed
and pulled down the nearest door zip. The scene was one of
an early grey, overcast dawn light, with the sun still to ascend
the eastern horizon and a flat sheet of water broken here and
there by small fish topping. Then, on cue, a bigger fish rolled.
This time, the black silhouette against the grey surface, the
rounded fins and that elegant porpoise we instinctively
recognise as our quarry was on the ‘line’ of the baited area.
Fizzers were evident around this part of the lake and as I
exited the camp with vigour, I noticed several carp backs on

show to my left. Fish were nearby and I was a little over
excited, well, as much as anyone can be before five am. It
looked lively! Even the cuckoo joined in and I briefly wondered
if it was the same bird I’d heard on the previous session. Only
briefly mind, as there was a focus and intensity to my work
now; all my instincts suggested I’d catch.
The right-hand rod was the worm kebab, the popped-up lob
was going to go to the left but the kebab was away within a
couple of minutes of casting. The lob rod, which I was
preparing to cast, was unceremoniously dropped while I picked
up the impressively purring rod and reel, disengaged the bait
runner and pulled firmly into a good fish. I felt a twang as the
nearby weed was ‘plucked’ but otherwise things proceeded
nicely. Wow, this is what it’s all about, when I had seen those
fish showing near my baited area, I almost knew I would catch.
Five minutes into the morning session and I was attached to a
good feeling tench but it was manageable and after a spirited
fight, a lovely male tench of bang on six pounds was weighed
and returned. Time to get both rods out, the worm kebab was
quickly rebaited and went down the same hole as before, the
calm conditions enabling easier casting.
Whilst I saw some more fizzers erupting, what I couldn’t
see was a very large tench, eight foot down and cruising just
above the bottom detritus, attracted by the other feeding fish
disturbing the hemp and pellet mush. It was still dark down
there. A loud splash above, as the lobworm rig finally made its
morning’s debut. A feeder full of chopped worm and ahhh, I’ll
keep that one secret, drifting down and spreading through the
water column, drawing her in. A few minutes later she made a
mistake.
I feathered the cast nicely and hit the clip softly, the rig
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dropped and settled, not the thump on clean gravel we
generally seek but the six pounder had verified the method
and approach despite the ‘choddy’ conditions so, from feeling
a little trepidation as to how the baits were fishing, I was now
100% confident in the tactics. I was wired and ready for action
after the immediate take on the kebab rod. A few minutes
passed, I stepped back, drew breath and wondered whether I
should swap the lob for a kebab too? I gulped as the lob rod
dismissed my strategic musings with a slight drop back, a
pause about the length of a heartbeat, then a tightening that
went from a few clicks on the bait runner to a tumultuous run. I
took two strides, picked up the rod and went into fight mode.
The pre-set clutch fizzed, the rod hooped into the corks and I
hung on for the first of several powerful 10 yard surges. A
carp? All my instincts said tench but blimey my arm was
already aching and the runs were tench like, not the zipping
speed of a carp. These were short powerful runs, slamming
the rod top down toward the surface and I hung on as the fish
kept finding the energy to try to escape.
“Is it a carp?” A carp angler had parked his barrow behind
me, I hadn’t noticed, what with one thing and another.
“I don’t know, maybe, but I think it’s a tench”.
I was being honest but the longer the fight dragged on,
pinging weed here and there, and with none of the tell-tale fizz
blankets the tench often send up here, I was thinking maybe it
was a carp after all. He offered to net it, if I ever got it in but I
declined. If it was a tench I had to do it all, I felt the stakes
climbing with every second of the encounter. Finally, and
mercifully, I felt the fish ‘give’ and it came up in the water and
rolled about a rod length or two out, revealing a substantial
green to gold flank. The gasp from both of us was audible and
frightening. It was a tench, well that’s not quite right, it was a

monster of a tench. He’d ‘never seen anything like it’ and I was
attached to it! I think I did the last bit all wrong, I was panicking
and drew her in quickly, the rod almost flattened behind me
with little control now and if she had found another run, then
the tale may have ended differently but I got away with it.
I’d never seen this guy before but we both looked at each
other and looked again at the monster laying in the landing
net, recovering in the shallow margins and just laughed and
said a load of nonsense. My new friend held the landing net
handle while I readied the carp cradle-matt with a dousing of
lake water and prepared the sling and scales, careful to make
sure it was tared appropriately.
I brought the fish across and laid it in the cradle, a length
scale ‘marker penned’ on the mat indicated at least 25 inches
of tench, though I should have got the tape out and done a
better job, sorry Mr Allchin! My excuse is I was in a bit of a
state! It was so deep and broad it was impossible to guess its
size and trying to convey an air of expertise I suggested it was
a good nine to the carper.
My uninhibited carper friend said, “It’s a double all day
long.” Surely not but here we go. My 12 year old PB of 9Ibs
10oz was the first milestone. I suppose it was always likely any
improvement on that might achieve the ‘holy grail’, the ‘double’,
but I don’t think I was expecting to achieve that fishing in the
Cotswolds. Nonetheless, it eased past the 10 pound mark,
then remarkably past the 11 pound demarcation (stop being
silly!) and wavered between 11Ibs 7oz and 11Ibs 9oz, my
companion said 11Ibs 8oz but I was content with the lower
figure, who cares about an ounce (unless it’s the difference
between 9Ibs 15oz and 10Ibs I guess). Eleven pounds seven
ounces it was!
To be continued…
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Windmill Hill Golf Club, Bletchley MK3 7RB
(West of Milton Keynes on A421
– same venue as last time)

Guest Speaker: Rich Wilby
Tea/Coffee, Breakfast, (Free) Lunch,
Bar and Quality Banter
Rabbo’s Mega Raffle!
Many fabulous prizes!!
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Credit / Debit cards now accepted
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TENCHTALK:
Instant Access on
Android Devices

If you are an Android user and want effortless instant
access to TenchTalk at one touch then carry out the
following on your phone or tablet...
1. Firstly access Tenchtalk using your normal access
(usually via Chrome)
2. In the top right hand corner there are 3 vertical dots.
3. Tap on this area and you will be presented with a list
of actions beginning with “New tab”. Look down this
list and tap on “Add to Home screen”
4. This will open a small window headed “Add to Home
screen” with a square grey box with a “T” in it and
the address of: “tenchtalk.net - index page” This
text can be edited to your own description e.g.
TenchTalk
5. Then tap on “Add” this will put an icon on your home
screen
6. Future instant access to TenchTalk can be achieved
by tapping on the icon.

Remember do not log off from TenchTalk but simply
close the window to ensure that on future visits you
will go directly to the forums screen
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UK tench // Kevin Clifford

A brief outline of
the introduction of
selectively bred
tench into the UK
ench are thought to be
native to the UK, but what is
not clear is how much our
once indigenous tench
stocks have been affected by
introductions of tench from other
countries. Records show these
imports have gone on for a long
time, increasing after the Second
World War, and probably reaching
their zenith in the early 1970s. What
has particularly interested me is
how much these introductions may
have influenced the potential for
faster growth in tench.
Whilst is it well known amongst
anglers that carp have been selectively
bred in central Europe for improved

T

A tench with a pronounced
hump suggesting some
selective breeding took
place in its past.
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growth rate, since at least the 1700s,
the practice probably dates back
considerably earlier with written
references of domestication going
back at least to 1258 (and probably
even earlier in China). Achieving
meaningful growth rates through
selective breeding is not a quick or
simple process, and took the European
fish farmers many generations of
spawning, usually spread over many
decades. The result was clearly
defined ‘land races’ of carp that were
developed in different regions of
Europe, with the races having specific
characteristics – notably, of course,
their growth rate and body shape
(partly defined by their geographical

environment), but often with other
secondary, mainly unintended
consequences, such as disease
resistance, fat to muscle ratios, life
expectancy, and so on.
All of these famous old carp races,
such as the Bohemian, Lausitzer,
Aischgrunder and Franconian have
long ago been lost – two World Wars
being the principle reason, although
their genetic influence is still, however
diluted, often linked in the carp that we
catch today.
One of the main indicators of
selective breeding in carp is a hump,
or notch, behind the head. The wild
carp does not possess such a hump.
The feral carp (a domesticated carp
that has been isolated for a
considerable time) also gradually loses
this hump. However, despite
uninformed views to the contrary, a
domesticated carp will never revert to
a wild carp. Similarly, the dog (say, a
poodle or a Great Dane) can never
revert to a wolf. The wild carp evolved
as a river species. It is man that has
domesticated it, firstly by introducing it
into still waters and this mere act alone
changed it morphologically.
In many of the central European
fish farms in the late 19th and early 20th
century tench were (and still are)
produced as a secondary crop for
human consumption. In
Czechoslovakia tench culture goes
back as far as the 16th century. They
were never as commercially useful as
carp, as their growth rate was much
slower, and ultimate size much smaller,
but a small market for them certainly
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A tench with no pronounced hump.

existed. In the Czech Republic today
there is still significant tench culture,
yet it only amounts to 1% of farm
production – some 150-200 tons
annually – with carp amounting to
87%.
Clearly, in the past, attempts were
made to improve the slow growth of
the tench by selective breeding. The
Quolsdorf fish farm in Eastern Saxony,
Germany, gained some notoriety in the
early part of the 20th century (around
1900-1920) for its fast growing tench.
This was achieved on the estate of
Erich Freiherr von Milkau, after more
than 20 years of breeding selection.
Where a three-year old tench from
other fish farms were achieving far less
growth (Perteltnicken farm – 6½oz,
Konigswartha – 8½oz), the Quolsdorf
tench were managing significantly
more at 1½lb. When introduced into
Sweden they outperformed the growth
rate of the existing tench by 70-100%.
As was well documented with the
best growing carp races and strains,
other fish farmers often introduced (or
integrated) these faster-growing strains
into their own farm stock. This
probably occurred with the Quolsdorf
tench, so their genetic influence
spread to some degree throughout
Europe.
Many members will have heard of
the Galician carp, through its link with
Redmire Pool, although as I
discovered with the Redmire stocking,
it was not in fact a pure Galician blood
line, but almost certainly a cross
between the Galician strain and
another ‘hybrid’ cross of the Bohemian
and Lausitzer races.
However, what I’m sure the vast
majority of anglers are not aware of is
that the same area that originally
produced the Galician carp – at the

was founded in 1906) and that the
Galician strain grew significantly faster
than the indigenous tench. By the
1960s, the Galician tench had become
acclimatized to numerous waters in
southern Finland. Like the Quolsdorf
tench, they were probably integrated
into other fish farms and stocked in
various fisheries throughout Europe, in
the early part of the 20th century.
Another famous strain of tench,
with an improved growth-rate, became
known as the Masurian Giant Tench.
This strain was developed, as far as I
am able to ascertain, at the Thalmühle
fish farm, near Frankfurt, by the
famous breeder Adolf Hübner, and
became well known in Europe between
about 1890 and 1925. In 1906 the
farm, and its Masurian Giant Tench,
were taken over by Otto Preusse,
when Hübner moved his fish farming
interests to East Prussia. Masuria is in
northern Poland – and these fast
growing tench were also produced on
farms in that locality. However, I have
found a note that indicates that
Masurian Giant tench were also
present in Belgium, in 1915, at La
Hulpe ponds.
La Hulpe ponds were located in the
grounds of the Château de la Hulpe,
about 12 miles south-east of Brussels.
These were set up as a fish farm by a
Belgian named Louis Vander Snickt,
who had all sorts of interests in animal
breeding. He was also the editor for a
The only known photograph of Adam
Gasch, the breeder of Galician carp
and tench. Gasch wrote: “... only
breeding carp and tench in ponds is
of great importance in the national
economy, because of the tasty meat,
very great ability to endure transport,
and mainly because of very easy
large-scale breeding. I also think that
in our ponds only these two fish in
large quantities should be bred...”

Kaniow farm of Adolf Gasch (not far
the town of Bielsko-Biala) in what is
now Poland - also had a strain of
fast-growing tench. Unsurprisingly,
these were known as Galician tench.
They were probably also developed by
Alfred Gasch, who became very
famous around 1880 to 1890 for his
fast-growing carp.
Records show that the Galician
strain of tench was imported into
Finland, in the 1930s, from the
Aneboda Fish Culture Station in
Sweden (a Swedish State farm that

Louis Vander Snickt who bred
Masurian Giant Tench at his fish farm
in Belgium. UK fish importers Anglo
Aquarium and Stambridge Fisheries
imported coarse fish from Belgium in
the 1960-70s.
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while of a magazine titled Chasse et
Péche (Hunting and Fishing). He
imported a fast-growing strain of carp
and the Masurian Giant Tench from
Germany into Belgium in about 1890.
He also operated another fish farm at
the Château of Val-Duchesse in
central Brussels, which probably
influenced the spread of his fastgrowing tench. So again, we see how
these fast growing strains of carp and
tench were spread throughout Europe
in the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Old records of tench stockings and
movements are far less common than
similar carp records, perhaps
understandably for commercial
reasons alone. The spread of fast
growing carp, throughout Europe in
the period 1870 to the Second World
War was pervasive and on a very
large scale, and I suspect a similar
pattern existed with tench if not to the
same degree. Having said that, many
anglers may not appreciate the huge
volume of coarse fish that has been
imported into the UK since about
1880. Significant importation started
with the work of Thomas Ford at his
Manor Fisheries, at Caistor, in
Lincolnshire. The coarse fish side of
this business was subsequently taken
over by the Surrey Trout Farm in 1907.
Donald Leney joined this business in
1923 and told me in the 1970s that the
company had been importing “a limited
number of king carp and tench
between about 1910 [actually it was
1908] and 1914 from Holland.” There
were other companies importing and
selling tench around this time, such as
L. Cura & Sons (5-8 inch tench at 60
shillings per 100 in 1902), the
Waterloo Goldfishery Company
and Taylor & Chadwick.
It was Leney, however, who
significantly expanded the UK
coarse fish import business.
Leney imported his coarse fish,
almost exclusively in the early
days, from the Nederlandsche
Heidemaatschappij in Holland,
from a depot at Vaassen. Later
fish were imported from France
and Belgium. The influence of
Donald Leney ended in the 1960s
as other companies began
supplying imported coarse fish:
Stambridge Trout Fisheries, Bilbury
Trout Farm, Anglo Aquarium Plant
Co, and then a rash of others in the
1970s such as Humberside
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Donald Leney who was responsible
for importing a great many tench
between 1923 and about 1960 from
European fish farms.

Fisheries (Ken Ryder), Avon Coarse
Fish Farm (Rags Locke) and Northern
Fishery Specialist (Alan Southern).
Most of these early 1970s imported
fish (which included tench) came from
dealers in Holland, France and
Belgium with almost no meaningful
health checks. The earlier imports of
Thomas Ford and Donald Leney came
direct from continental fish farms,
whose own interests at least
determined that efforts were made to
keep their stocks disease free.
However, as time went on, and
certainly when Ken Ryder, Rags Locke
and Alan Southern were importing
fish in the 1970s, most of their fish
came from European fish dealers
and netters. Inevitably, disease
problems arose, specifically with
the carp imports and,
consequently, the Ministry

of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
became involved and gradually
tightened up the regulations governing
fish importation. This had the effect of
choking off almost all of the legitimate
commercial imports, apart from those
to Ken Ryder’s Humberside Fisheries.
He satisfied the criteria set by the
authorities and imported coarse fish,
including considerable numbers of
tench, from Yugoslavia and then
Croatia, up until about 2006.
More recently, intensive selective
breeding work with tench has been
carried out, principally by Professor
Martin Flajshans, at the Department of
Fish Genetics and Breeding, of the
Research Institute of Fish Culture and
Hydrobiology at Vodnany. This is in
South Bohemia, in the Czech Republic.
It is, of course, impossible to
estimate how much influence any of
these imported tench, selectively bred
for faster growth, will have had on what
we caught in the past or what we catch
nowadays. I think it likely that there has
been some effect (perhaps on specific
waters due to imported stockings), but
certainly much less so than with carp.
No doubt, over time, any impact will
diminish. Some UK fish farmers do
breed tench, but as far as I’m aware
they have not made any significant
advances in selectively breeding the
species for faster growth.

Above: Another UK fish importer was
Bibury Trout Farm. The tench probably
came from Belgium. By the late 1970s
the fishery was producing 4-pounders
and, ultimately, over 8lb (exceptional for
Yorkshire)
Left: A Surrey Trout Farm price list
showing that the company were
importing tench in 1909, even prior to
Donald Leney joining the company.
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Magical Valley // Eddie Court

Magical Valley
ell, it’s that time of the year again, when all of
my fellow Tincarians and I start to plan for the
forthcoming tench season. It goes without
saying that as the days start getting longer
and lighter, our thoughts turn to the pursuit of “Ol’ Red
Eye”, and the Kent members are very fortunate to have
possibly the best tench fishing in the country, right on our
doorstep. I doubt whether anyone would question that.
Medway Valley Fisheries are, without doubt, a superb
complex of lakes – as we again found out at our fish-in of
2018. To be very accurate, you may remember that during this
event no fewer than three double-figure tench were caught, all
of which, incidentally, were PBs for the individuals concerned.
This is a feat, which I believe has not been matched at any
other fish-in. The thought of how many more doubles these
lakes contain is, to say the least, mind-blowing.
However, it is not always plain sailing when we have a
fish-in, as was the case in 2019 when we were privileged to
hold our annual event on the iconic Brooklands Lake. We can’t
control the weather, neither can we induce the fish to feed,
though that doesn’t alter the pleasure of having a get-together.
Now, this year our Kent fish-in will again be held on the
Trout and Big lakes, which proved so productive in 2018. It is
taking place from 22nd to 24th May and promises (if such
promises can be made) to be another “blinder”. This is the
perfect weekend and the bite alarms may well be working
overtime this year! It could be truly memorable.
In addition, let’s not forget the £125 (plus £25, joining
fee) Spring Ticket to Medway Valley, which runs from April
1st to June 30th and is an exclusive Tenchfishers
arrangement, which we have negotiated with Tony
Pocock. To sign up please ring 08712 594846 or email me
at steadyeddie666@gmail.com
I am very fortunate to have had two doubles on my visits to
these waters. You may have read Dai Gribble’s piece in the
2015 bulletin, which will give a good idea of the huge tench
that are present in the complex.
Tony Pocock and his team are always upgrading and
improving the complex, so if you have never seen the lakes, I
would strongly advise you to do so. Of the many lakes, I would
just like to mention Abbey Meads. The Abbey is situated
adjacent to Brooklands and it is another lake we have been
privileged to use as a fish-in venue. It was the scene of Rob
Spinks and Lee Tanton’s famous barbecues (see the
November 2017 bulletin), not to mention their fabulous gin
palace! Dean Taylor, for one, has had plenty of tench from the
lake and this, together with numerous sightings of tench rolling
and porpoising, gets my blood pulsing.
I remember immediately after the 2017 fish-in spending the
Sunday afternoon just sitting in the Lawn Swim looking out
over the lake. As if to order, this enormous tench gently
porpoised out of the water, as if to say - “Better luck next time”.
It is difficult to ascertain the size of a fish some 15 to 20 yards
out but I guessed it to be a “high double”.
After the pack down I went to see Tony to thank him for
allowing me to use his lake for the fish-in. I told him about the
large tench that I had seen. He proceeded to tell me that every
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Eddie Court's 11:14

Hugh Boyle with a
magnificent MV
specimen

year he has seen a group of five tench together that, at first, he
mistook for carp. In fact, they were following a group of carp
and in his words, he classed them as “akin to bullies.” He
believes that it is quite possible that there is a record fish
amongst that group.
I have to say I agree with him. It would come as no surprise
to see a picture headlining in the weekly angling papers. It
would be even more special if the captor was a Tenchfisher.
I truly believe a new record will come from Abbey Meads –
hence the title of this piece - Magical Valley. I wish you all the
very tightest of lines wherever you fish this season.
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Bringing Home the Bacon // Mick Cutler

Ever had something good in angling only for
it to be denied and taken from you?

Bringing Home
the Bacon

nfortunately, some venues
have decided to ban
imitation baits. These
plastic and rubber
artificials have been hugely
beneficial and solved a number of
problems confronting anglers,
particularly the avoidance of
nuisance species. Although some
used foam previously, once they
become commercially and widely
available, and even looked like the
real thing, they were a game-changer
and revolutionised the way we fish.
We soon learned that fish can be
caught solely with them, instead of
being used in conjunction with a
conventional bait. If there was one
moment that made everyone sit up and
take note of their effectiveness it was
when my late friend, Terry Glebioska,
broke the British carp record from a
new venue, Conningbrook. Equally
legendary to the capture was Terry’s
visit to The Tackle Box for supplies that
day and his conversation with Lee
Jackson who, like many, was obsessed
with catching that carp. The following is
a brief extract of the account that Lee
gave in the book Tel Tales.
‘When it came to paying for the
small amount of stuff that Terry had
accumulated on the counter, he held up
a tin of Van Den Eynde (or such like)
sweetcorn and asked me if it was any
bigger than the normal stuff that they
sold in supermarkets? Result, I’d now
get him hook, line and sinker! “Probably
not mate, what you really want though
is some of this new plastic stuff that
we’ve just had in”. I explained to him
that it was a big advantage to use it for
a hookbait as there would be no chance
of it coming off on impact to the water.
In fact it will probably stay on forever,
which was my belief anyway, because
there would be absolutely no way that
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any carp in the world would be daft
enough to eat it. I walked across the
shop and got him a packet and even
gave him a fairly big discount on it,
thinking we’ve got to get rid of it
somehow! I must admit, at this stage I
was having to bite my lip in order to
stop myself from laughing, little did I
know, a few hours later and the laugh
would be on me’.
There was poor old Lee thinking that
Two-Tone was safe for yet another day,
only to receive a call shortly afterwards
telling him Terry had just caught it at the
record breaking weight of 59lb 7oz on a
grain of that plastic corn he sold him
earlier! Thankfully, Lee’s suicidal
tendencies deserted him before
reaching the railway line at Dartford
station. Suddenly, sales of the stuff
rocketed and overnight there was mass
acceptance of the wonder bait.
Countless anglers feel more
confident using plastic baits, and for
many it’s their number one and only
choice. On our social media pages
there’s been regular criticism of such a
ban. I don’t wish to address this here or

A capture that ignited the plastic
revolution – Terry Glebioska’s British
record carp caught on 2nd April 2001

go over the arguments but, in the event
of a line breakage, many don’t see that
a plastic bait is any different from
modern pop-ups that are made buoyant
by glass beads or cork (balls, sticks and
plugs), hard nuts and, ironically, plastic
boilie screws, some of which are
sizeable. All of these are allowed. The
illogical thinking is compounded further
by the regular dumping of leads.
Ultimately though, it’s the prerogative of
the fishery to set its own rules.
So what do you do when, many
years later, you’re faced with the
problem that artificials are banned?
Well, I had just enjoyed two seasons of
the best tench fishing ever and although
I caught doubles on alternatives such
Frank Wheeler ‘The
Rindstone Cowboy’
with one of his
numerous doubles.
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as mini pop-up boilies my results
started to decline. Frustration was
made worse by the fact that real
maggots and worms wouldn’t last five
minutes before being attacked by other
species, especially eels.
My friend Frank Wheeler would
usually visit me on his early morning
arrivals at the lake. After he had
listened to my dilemma a few times,
and trying to conjure a viable alternative
to match the criteria and properties of
artificials, he said, “Leave it with me”.
As well as once being the proprietor of
Catcher Baits, and an experienced
angler, Frank is also a butcher by trade
from an earlier career. To say both
these backgrounds give him a great
insight into how bait works would be an
understatement. The following week he
greeted me with a bottle. “What’s this?”
I asked. “Rind” he replied. On opening
the jar my brain was ticking over as I
studied the contents while Frank looked
on in silence. Eventually, I said “What
do I do with it?”. “Put it on your hair-rig
and cast out” came the confident
advice.
The rind itself was from pork, which
is natural, colourless and odourless.
The maggot shapes provided were
flexible like the real thing but tougher. In
fact its texture is just like a maggot and,
by threading onto a hair-rig, it will stay
there for the day or longer just like the
fakes. Pork rind can absorb any colour
or flavouring, easily, and Frank
delivered them in red to match my
maggots. Essentially, it ticked all the
boxes in providing a solution to the
problem of not being able to use
artificial maggots and casters. He had
also cut sweetcorn, boilie and other
shapes from rind to cover all bases.
Rind is the skin of a pig, just like
pork scratching, but for a hookbait you
will need a lean strip (less fat) piece
that can be cut to any shape using a
very sharp knife or scissors. For
fine-tuning maggot shapes I prefer the
safety of scissors but as we found out
you don’t need to be fussy! Rind can be
bought from any butcher’s shop or
supermarket and if you make your
shapes on the day of purchase it’s
softer and the perfect texture for using
as maggots. Otherwise, if left, the rind
will be a bit tougher like those fake
casters but the fish don’t mind either!
After cutting rind into shapes of your
choice place them in a bowl or jug and
add sufficient liquid colour to the level
required. Don’t worry about matching
colours precisely; I’ve caught on rind
which is almost black when fishing red

Even where plastics
are allowed rind was
still the preferred
choice, as with this
dark one from
Sheepwalk.

The rind went on to
catch the best of carp.

maggots. Mix with a fork and leave for
approximately an hour in a cool place.
Then put rind pieces on a paper towel
to absorb any liquid. Once dry, place in
a hookbait pot (air tight) with a few
drops of your chosen flavour.
Finally, add olive oil just enough to
slightly cover the rind in order preserve
it. When not fishing it’s best stored in a
fridge or cool place, although Frank and
I have both left the rind in our rucksacks
for several months, including a hot van
at the height of summer, without any
detriment. Indeed, my original batch
lasted nearly two years.
A word of warning though, like with
all hair-rig baits, be careful putting rind
on at first until you gauge the texture to
avoid piercing yourself with a needle.
After a few attempts you should soon
be familiar and confident. Once you’ve
got used to the process of preparing
rind as bait it’s quick, cheap and
simple……… and boy did it work, right
from the off!
That evening I kept the baits I’d
been using on two of my three rods and

cast to the same spots. Third rod
though was given the rind but because
the area fished hadn’t produced I did a
simple underhand cast into the margins.
Just as I was beginning to wake at
4.00am I had a storming take on the
rind. Immediately, I knew it was a carp
and held on as it charged towards an
island only for the hook to pull at the
halfway point. I had never been so
happy to lose a fish, for it proved the
rind worked! Immediately, all rods were
replaced with rind and four years later
it’s all I’ve used as a hookbait for tench.
‘Necessity is the mother of invention’
and all Frank and I had to do now was
be discreet. Perversely though, I was
hoping we would have to explain it on a
‘rig check’ but one never came!
The very next morning the rind
delivered its first fish, a ‘milestone’
common carp of 33lb. I don’t mind
catching carp of this size when fishing
for tench but on this occasion I was
elated. Although, no sooner had I
placed her in the unhooking cradle a
member, who witnessed the fight,
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Bringing Home the Bacon // Mick Cutler
walked into my swim. I removed the
hook and quickly concealed the bait in
the grasp of my hand but couldn’t put
the rod down without it being
noticeable. Instead, I pushed it into a
tree but as I sorted weigh sling and
scales I saw the rind swinging on a
branch! Fortunately, at that point my
companion was studying the carp
although, when he turned around, must
have wondered what the hell I was
doing as I buried the bait in waist height
weed growth. Thankfully, he didn’t
question my strange behaviour!
By beating the ban with a ‘natural’
bait our catches improved while those
around continued to struggle.
Confidence in the rind soared and the
only problem now was keeping it a
secret. Very soon Frank moved to
Wales with his job and fished the M4
corridor and I found pastures new.
Despite fishing venues where artificials
were allowed we saw no reason to use
them. That’s not necessarily saying rind
is better than artificial baits but it’s every
bit as good and at a fraction of the
price. It’s certainly far more effective
though when it comes to flavouring.
Frank has been experimenting with
Korda Goo, which comes in a wide
variety of flavours and colours including
fluorescents that stain rind to a different
glow of attraction. The other benefit
here is you don’t have to store rind in
oil, just simply put your cut shapes
straight into Goo. So apart from normal
food colour and flavour in oil as basic
preparation, anglers also have the
convenience of an off-the-shelf product
that provides extra dimension to using

A pond is useful for testing bait, rigs,
lures and pva, as well as providing
non-chlorine water to mix food.

rind. However, if colour is not required
rind could be held in liquids, like liver, or
one of my favourites molasses which is
a lovely sweet attractor in its own right
and always goes in any groundbait I
mix for tench. Another aspect of rind
that’s better is its buoyancy and flutter
behaviour when attached to a hooklink.
Rind is lighter than plastic at the
same volume, due to oil in the fat
content underneath its skin. Oil floats
on the surface and within rind it makes
the bait neutrally buoyant. If you drop a
single rind piece in water it will sink very
slowly and lay on top of any weed. With
two or three pieces the weight of a hook
is negated. Depending on size of
shapes and hook it may be slightly
buoyant. However, if you watch the way
fish feed, from say the Korda
Underwater films, you will notice the
wafting effect a fish has with its
movement and fins when nearby food.
At this point the hooklink and bait will sit
up nicely but is pinned by the
swimfeeder or lead. Therefore,
buoyancy isn’t critical, but more
Rind is the perfect bait
for long-range casting,
where species like
bream reside.
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important is the balance, behaviour and
realistic natural impression rind gives,
that makes it superior to the
presentation of a plastic rig. Even when
the artificial is popped-up off the bottom.
I should mention that after doing
years of meaningful, like for like,
comparative tests with rigs, using all
kinds of materials and permutations, my
main choice is a D-rig with a short
fluorocarbon of four inches. After much
experimentation, on several waters,
with every known alternative it’s been
my preference for over 10 years now.
Simply because of the successful
conversion rate of a ‘run’ to a fish on the
bank ratio was better than anything else
(a story for another time). Also, with
artificials or rind sitting proudly off the
shank, there’s no chance of the hook
point being masked and the whole
apparatus usually means it connects
just inside the bottom lip.
If you study the way fish feed the
hook and bait would be identified as two
separate items. The tench suck in food
items and detritus, and trap the food
items against the roof of their mouth. At
which point a rinsing and filtering
process takes place and the detritus is
blown out. The tench would attempt to
hang onto the food but blow out the
hook. Impossible to do and the
unmasked hook point has a clear
passage on its ejection to the bottom of
the mouth, aided by the weight of a
swimfeeder.
In fact, with a self-hooking rig
mechanism the choice of hookbait is
immaterial. If they’re feeding over an
area you can catch them on the most
innocuous of baits (wood bark chip,
orange peel etc), with an exposed hook
like the hair-rig, by virtue of their act of
searching and selecting food items.
Obviously, you want something to
attract the fish but the most unlikely
offerings will catch due to the concept
of the rig, not the bait.
Now there are a couple of
disadvantages rind does have when
compared to artificial plastics. Being
from meat it will not withstand the
attention of crayfish. The other is, like
all meat baits, it will dry out when
exposed to air. I often kept rubber
casters and maggots on my hooklink
from one session to the next, a luxury I
took for granted, but I’m hardly taxed by
the task of starting with new rind!
However, what happens if you want to
bring your rods in for the night? Well,
instead of changing, simply leave the
bait in a maggot tub submerged with
lake water and it will remain fresh ready
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for the following morning.
Will rind break down? Yes, it will
eventually but who knows how long
any bait will take to breakdown?
However, it most certainly will break
down long before pop-ups, nuts, cork
and other unnatural items on a rig.
The simple answer is it will take as
long as any other meat product. We
often hear the word ‘biodegradable’ in
terms of break down but there’s also
‘photodegradable’, where prolonged
exposure to sunlight decomposes
substances. The natural phenomena
of both have a role to play in the
breakdown process. But long before
they take effect underwater living
organisms would have done the trick
and on clear gravel pits rind could be
covered in weed, especially blanket,
in a matter of hours and beyond reach
of any feeding fish. A pop-up boilie
though is off the bottom, very buoyant
and highly visible, and being difficult
to breakdown could remain ‘fishing’ for
weeks, if not months. Therefore, as
well as nuts, ultra hard boilies, cork and
plastic, rind is a far safer alternative as
a hookbait.
BENEFITS
In summary the benefits of rind are:
• Cut to any shape
• All colours taken on
• All flavours taken on
• Very durable
• Great texture
• Stays on the hair-rig
• ‘Cheap as chips’

us this innovation has been the most
pleasurable and rewarding. Rind has
accounted for double-figure tench,
bream and the biggest carp in lakes.
Most of these fish can’t be shown
because of another ban – publicity!
Remarkably, kept under wraps for
four years, assisted by virtue of us
moving in different directions from its
water of origin, we felt it was time to
share.

Any secret in angling is on borrowed
time before, inevitably, word gets out.
And besides we wanted to claim credit
before some other sod did! Give rind a
try, not just to overcome any ban but
because you may find, like us, it
becomes your first choice of hookbait. If
anyone challenges its use, aside from
being safer than other common baits,
just tell ‘em you can’t get more ‘natural’
than meat!

Rind as bought from
butcher or supermarket.

Cut into strips.

Cut into shapes
and size of your
choice, like
these maggots /
casters...

...or luncheon meat cubes.
They don’t need to be
shaped to perfection!

PREPARATION
All you need for simple preparation is:• Rind (small amount makes loads
of maggots)
• Food colour
• Flavour
• Olive oil
• A small jar (storage will see rind
last at least a year)
In ‘bringing home the bacon’ we’ve
found it’s extremely versatile what you
can do with rind. Going fishing isn’t
always about buying bait from a shop.
Even digging your own worms can
enhance the enjoyment of any catch.
Essentially, it’s about outsmarting the
fish we are after, just like the fun days
of old when we experimented with all
types of bait and rigs.
One of the most satisfying things in
angling is finding solutions to problems,
on whatever level. You just have to find
the answer and, sometimes, the old
books can bring back ideas. For both of

Add liquid colour to match your
bait, as with these red/yellow
sweetcorn shapes. Again, no need
to be precise with colouration.
A close-up of the rind sweetcorn and
maggots (Photo: Darran Goulder)
On the
business
end of a rig
(Photos:
Darran
Goulder)
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The Trials of a Geriatric Tenchfisher // Keith Sanders

The Trials of a

Geriatric

Tenchfisher

t is January and now that I now
no longer go fishing when the air
temperature is below 16oC, I miss
the relief angling provides from
the mental fatigue of incessant
media, political and climatic
despondency. Attempting to lift
myself above this frame of mind, I
am listening to Leonard Cohen’s
London Concert and as his Tower of
Song plays, a line from it strikes a
chord with my apathy - “I ache in
places, I used to play.” Whatever
interpretation old Leonard put on
those words, to me they aptly reflect
my tench fishing over the past
decade.
I remember as a brand new
octogenarian asking some young carp
anglers if they would kindly pull my
stuck landing net pole apart and
another time how to dismantle my
Korum day shelter. Since then, another
eight years have hurtled by and during
that time the challenges have altered,
though my new challenges have
become second nature. First and
foremost, is the need to locate a
comfortable swim which has flat terrain,
near to a closely-parked vehicle. Also,
there is the hope that it is in tench
territory. A cloudy day helps, as I usually
arrive just as they stop feeding and
have then departed before they resume
again - but most importantly this swim
needs to be float friendly.
I once stated that it would take
some future infirmity for me to give up
the float and sit behind audible
indicators. A few years ago, I unearthed
my ancient Optonics and found, with
new batteries, that they still worked. I
then took myself off to Sywell where,
with help from my power trolley, I settled
a short distance along the East Bank.
After casting out a pair of feeders, I sat
back in my chair and viewed the
scenery, searching in vain for rolling

I
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tench, and watching various aircraft
flying around.
Gradually, my mind wandered back
50 years to when I was sitting further
along the same bank, noticing some
anglers from Coventry who had settled
into what was then known as the
Telegraph Swim. Those anglers were
hurling out feeders using 13ft Milbro
Enterprise match rods if I remember
correctly. Of course, the inevitable
happened, when one angler was left
distraught as his Milbro disintegrated
into pieces with a loud crack, but they
were catching tench.
Fishing close by was a young Bob
Church, with Rod Kilsby also observing
these events. A few days later, they
returned armed with feeders, much
more appropriate rods and dough
bobbin indicators, and proceeded to
catch a lot of tench. The rest is history. I
also remember a young Bob Church
shadowing two very good stillwater trout
anglers, Dick Shrive and Cyril Inwood,
and gleaning every last fragment of
information from those gentlemen, then
moving on to great trout fishing glory
and becoming one of the best
ambassadors for the sport. RIP Bob.
However, returning to my Sywell
feeder trip. After four hours, a slight
drizzle awakened me from my slumber
with a headache, and such was the lack
of response from my arms and legs, I
knew that any attempt to launch myself
in my chair in response to a call from an
Optonic would have resulted in, the
very least, me falling over my rods.
Also, it occurred to me that I had lost
four hours of my precious fishing time,
which would not have happened if I’d
have been watching a float.
It was the year in which Tinca Tinca
was published that I began to be aware
of just how much of a nuisance fish
carp had become to me, with the bigger
the carp the bigger than nuisance. For a

few weeks I had been concentrating,
without success, on two waters within
the Grendon Lakes complex: Nidale
and Machinery. There was one swim in
each pit, back-to-back and separated
by twenty paces of land, so very little
mobility was required.
Nidale is a large water frequented
by water skiers but not at this end.
Years ago, a young bailiff persuaded
the owner to invest in a net that was
stretched out and baited with Vitalin.
This produced amongst some large
bream, some equally large tench into
double figures. These fish were
distributed amongst the other lakes, so
here was a little-fished water with some
potential which, had I been 30 years
younger, I would have concentrated a
lot of effort into. Still, this swim was
level, comfortable and presented no
problems.
Machinery, a much smaller water, is
also fished lightly and I remember
produced tench to 6lbs about 15 years
earlier. The bank here had a hedge
right along its length and was unfishable
except for a small gap, which I had
enlarged into a fishable area by pruning
and cutting some high bankside reeds.
The sitting position was away from the
water’s edge and I would have to use a
17-foot rod to reach over the remaining
reeds. Also, there was a drop of 12
inches to a lower piece of dry bank if I
hooked a fish but I would have to grab
hold of a branch to steadily lower
myself down, in order to play it
effectively.
Both swims had been baited with
Vitalin, with some corn, wheat, and
pellets added. At this point I have to
introduce into this tale our illustrious
editor who telephoned me to say that
the Tinca Tinca launch was imminent
and there were still signatures to be
collected on the signing cards, namely
Phil Smith, Jim Gibbinson, and myself.
Phil was to sign, forward to me and,
after signing, I would send them to Jim.
And time was slipping by fast. Of
course, it was Saturday when I found
the card to say “unable to deliver
parcel, collect from Post Depot on
Monday.” OK, I thought, I’ll collect the
parcel in the way to Grendon, sign and
re-parcel before going fishing, and post
on the way home.
So, it’s 8.30am and I’m sitting on the
car tailgate looking for space between
the many other signatures to place my
own and I am a third of the way through
the pile when a tench rolls in the
Machinery swim and then again. Of
course, it was probably the same fish
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Keith chats to Mark Daffern at Sywell

but for a few seconds I froze, not sure
what course of action to take, then I
realised that there was feed in my swim
to hold them. So, I carried on signing
and re-parcelling and 45 minutes later I
was fishing with the 17-foot rod, a
centrepin loaded with 7lb line, a size 14
hook baited with two grains of wheat,
and a small quill float that just
happened to be sitting among a few
bubbles.
I’m thinking, what better way is there
to spend ones time, just watching a
float amongst feeding tench? That is
when the float lifted. I lifted the rod and
suddenly I’m hanging onto the branch
with one hand, trying not to lose the rod
from the other, whilst the centrepin is
burning a ridge in my thumb. I think I
shouted, “Sodding carp” as I half fell
onto the lower level. Thirty-five minutes
later the carp was in the net and I was
knackered. That is when I realised the
predicament I was in. I pulled the net
towards me through the reeds until the
fish was lying in a small pool of water
inside the reeds. No way was I
physically going to lift that fish back
over the reeds and return it to the place
from whence it came. This part of the
complex is very little fished and there
was no one close by to summon for
help. I was totally responsible for this
fish so, with bulging eyes and gritted
teeth, I managed to lift it onto the
unhooking mat. I quickly weighed it in
the net and after subtracting one and a
half pounds there was a 31lb mirror,
which was in great peril unless I could
manage to struggle the short distance
to Nidale and sack it up to recover. I
managed and then took refuge in my
car to recover.
A phone call to the clubhouse was
answered by the owner’s daughter and
she informed me that there was no one

available, so to just release it into
Nidale. So that is what I did, and then
left with enough time to post the parcel
to Jim. My fishing had been
compromised but at least the launch of
Tinca Tinca was not. Three days later, I
was unloading my kit in the same place
when a large carp jumped clear of the
surface in Nidale, as if to remind me it
was in the wrong pond.
During the following three weeks,
Machinery yielded no more fish, while
Nidale produced one large eel, which
could have been over 5lb but I no
longer weigh fish unless it is very easy
to do so; also, a few nice roach and one
tench of about three-and-a-half pounds.
For some years I have fished an old
clay pit controlled by Brixnorth AC. This
is a deepish water with steps cut into a
high, steep bank leading to platforms at
water level. The club has installed
handrails for the use of older members.
The fishing is mixed with quite a few
carp into mid-20s and a similar number
of tench, my best being 8lb 2oz.
Some of the swims are a little
restricted and it was one such that I
settled in after negotiating five steps.
The reason for picking this spot was I
was hoping it would be too deep for
carp. So there I was playing a carp of
about 10lb from a standing position!
Having just netted it, I stepped back to
lay the net on the mat, caught my float
on something and fell onto my back.
The net was just clear of the water and
the carp was near the edge of the net. I
realised that if I did not release the
handle I could not get onto my feet.
Luckily, an angler in the next peg was
aware of my predicament and came to
assist. Just as he arrived the carp
slipped out of net and shot under the
platform. My good neighbour helped me
back to my feet and managed to land

the carp. Since then, I only use
platforms for playing and netting and
fish from behind them using a long rod.
Days later, I was on the opposite
bank where the water is shallower, fully
expecting to be plagued by carp. With
much more space, I was sitting well
back using the 17-foot rod. The first bite
resulted in a fish belting off at high
speed as the rod assumed an extreme
curve, which caused me some concern,
while there was no response from the
centrepin. That is when I realised the
line had wrapped around the tip ring! I
was just thinking “bloody carp” when
the fish surfaced for a second and it
was indeed a tench! With the mind
immediately much more focused, I
pulled the line from the reel hoping to
flick the rod tip to clear the twist. At that
point the top section separated from the
rest of the rod and proceeded to follow
the fish to the centre of the lake.
Strangely, I was thinking, “I hope no
one is watching this!” The rest of the
fiasco is a bit of a blur but I did
eventually regain the runaway top
section and then land the tench, all 7lb
14oz of it.
The following year I caught tench up
to early June when a few dead male
tench surfaced. Since then I’ve not
heard of any tench being hooked by
any angler. The carp and other fish all
seem healthy and the tench have
spawned successfully for many years
so they were not all from the same age
group.
I returned on and off for a couple of
years trying to avoid the carp and
hoping in vain for a tench. The club
restocked with 300 supposedly young
tench but I suspect they were fobbed off
with fully mature, but stunted fish. By
this time, I had stopped using the
centrepin, which I could not effectively
control anymore, as every carp nearing
double figures was just a pain to my
joints. My overriding thought when
starting a session was, “Where would
the carp be?” My second thought was,
“Where would I find the tench?” This, of
course, leads me back to Sywell.
Although I have seen carp there over
the years, including one very big fish, if
they are still there they present no
problem.
In mid-May, I had a walk along the
dam to the apron side of the valve
tower and concluded I could get my kit
this far with the aid of my power trolley
and also negotiate the slope of the
apron with the aid of my walking stick.
This I thought will be a piece of cake
once I’m seated. The only other
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The Trials of a Geriatric Tenchfisher // Keith Sanders
requirement was that I was able to
secure my flat back umbrella. This was
not only to be secluded from members
of the public or the inclemency of the
weather, but also, because when the
need for a leak becomes urgent, the
dam wall is not the best place to be
without some sort of cover and the park
WC was beyond my limit.
My Korum day shelter was dead
easy to erect and secure but not so
easy to dismantle. So, it had to be the
flat back brolly which was sometimes a
little tricky to secure. Anyway, I’d used it
on this spot before so I was I confident.
Before leaving, I pre-baited with a
mixture of different size pellets down
the gully between the apron and the
tower.
The next day I arrived and was
fishing by 9:30 a.m. with an overcast
sky and a light south-westerly breeze
coming from my back. Introducing a few
more pellets, I cast out down the gully
into 8-9ft depth, using a peacock quill
float cocked by paste bait, the paste
being a concoction of ground up pellets.
Fifteen minutes later the float was gone
and I was in my first Sywell tench for
quite some time. It proved to be a
female of about 6lb, all played and
landed a short distance along the dam
so not to disturb other fish. I left at 4
p.m. after landing another three tench,
all on the paste and none of them
officially weighed - I guessed the
biggest to be a big seven. I was indeed
a very contented, non-stressed angler.
Over the next few weeks I continued
to keep the swim topped up with the
pellet mixture and success was
variable. Some days were fishless, with
others producing a single fish and once
I had two. One Monday, a strong
easterly wind made presentation in the
usual spot difficult, so I moved tight to
the tower. Casting to its outer edge and
just a couple of feet from the wall,
surprisingly this produced four tench
with the largest being possibly over
eight.
Inevitably, the dreaded pondweed
increased until I was forced to take
drastic action. So, there I am struggling
to haul the drag out more than a few
feet, when along comes long-time Head
Ranger Geoff who obviously decided I
was not only a danger to myself but
also to anyone in the immediate vicinity.
He kindly offered to drag for me and an
hour later I had a fishable swim again.
What a star! That lasted all of the three
weeks and produced another few tench,
increasing my tally to about 17 fish.
I arrived for what proved to be my
32

Keith's latest tench

last trip and found the weed was closing
in again, leaving just one small area, in
which I was able to get a bait down to a
six foot depth. Meanwhile, the wind was
gradually strengthening from the
south-west. My wife had just phoned
me to check I hadn’t fallen in when I felt
the brolly move in a disconcerting way.
Just as I stood up to investigate, the
securing pegs shot into the air, as did
the umbrella, somersaulting and
finishing upside down in the reservoir.
As this occurred, something caught my
seat and that fell over, together with my
tackle tray, depositing my floats, shot
etc into the abundant goose crap. Then
my rod crashed off its pod into the
reservoir. I grabbed the landing net and
successfully retrieved the brolly. I’m in
the process of taking it down when I’m
hit by a final indignity as my Tilly
headgear, a present from my wife, is
whisked into the water where it
proceeds on its way to the East Bank.
(Sorry Keith, tears of laughter are
running down my face. Oh yes, I’ve
been there! Editor)
I stand there bewilderedly gazing at
the wreckage and thinking - why? One
minute all is peace and tranquillity, then
60 seconds later I am on the verge of
being a broken Tenchfisher. I cast my
mind about trying to gather some strand
of comfort, then I think of course it could
have been worse. At that precise
moment as my world began to
disintegrate around me, I could have
been seriously forced to answer an
urgent call of nature. Now that would
have been funny.
After sorting everything out and
packing my kit away, I made my way to
the car park, diverting along the East
Bank as I have spotted my hat nestling
against some reeds. Removing my
trousers, I waded out with my walking
stick (not a pretty sight) and retrieve my
sodden head gear.

Before driving home, I sat in the car
gazing across the reservoir and
reflecting on the nearly 60 years I have
enjoyed this place and that it owes me
nothing. Meanwhile I owe it so much for
all the wonderful memories and
experiences I have enjoyed with great
people. So, if it felt the need to play a
joke on my final day, then so be it. I
have not returned to Sywell since.
The following year I purchased a
season ticket for Stanwick Fisheries.
This is a complex of lakes including
what used to be known as the Midcounties Carp Syndicate, managed by
Duncan Kay, which played its part in
carp fishing history. The largest lake,
Roman, contains good numbers of
tench into double figures but also living
with them are 200 plus carp to over
50lbs, so of course, it is syndicated and
out of reach. Elsons is purely big carp,
Swan and Mallard have plenty of carp
with tench numbers unknown. Phil
Dunn who manages the fishery steered
me towards Coot. The smallest lake,
although it is quite deep. This contains
tench and bream into doubles, together
with carp, crucians, roach, and rudd.
Large lily beds and grass weed are
present. Due to the hordes of small
roach, 12mm source hard pellets
proved the most effective for the tench.
Up to the end of June I managed
one or two tench most trips. I did weigh
the largest at 8lb 3oz. From July
onwards the grass weed became
increasingly dense and troublesome. In
depths of up to seven foot, fish would
roll themselves in it and often throw the
hook. After I lost one or two fish, the
swim became unfishable due to the
floating grass weed. The deeper water
up to 14 feet produced the odd tench
but mostly bream to 11lbs on pellet or
plastic corn, fished with the lift method.
Five of the platforms I could negotiate
and which I sat behind using a 15-foot
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rod. Then suddenly everything changed
as I began to hook at least three carp
for every tench or bream. I had seen
the odd carp show, but I had no idea it
contained so many. These were fish up
to 18lbs and that is when I decided to
see what I could accomplish on the
other lakes.
One carp angler told me he had
seen Swan Lake “black with tench” as
they spawned one year. Subsequent
visits accounted for plenty of carp
although one glorious day, I landed
seven tench between one-and-a–half
and five-and-a-half pounds. Then in a
local tackle shop, I was advised to try
Mallard. This person had landed tench
while carp fishing not too far out and
from one particular area which proved
to be the deeper water closer to the
bank. It was very easy locating this
swim, which also proved to be very flat
and comfortable, with a large platform
on which a friendly carp angler was
camped in. He informed me that his
friend had landed a tench of 11lb whilst
carp fishing this area.
So there I was, sitting in this super
swim, fishing hard pellets again
because of the roach, not too far out in
eight feet of water, and all was well with
the world. At midday two carp anglers
arrived with enormous amounts of kit,
nodded to me and gave each other an
odd look - probably they were not used
to seeing anyone on this lake sitting
behind the platform and using just one
15-foot rod with no bivvy. Well, they
decided to sit in swims either side of me
and spend the next hour driving pegs
into the rock-hard ground helped by
plenty of banter. Then came an hour of
spodding. I did wonder if this was a well
thought-out strategy, as they managed
to land their spods in most areas (some
of it in front of me), but not where the
terminal tackle finished up.
These days the effort involved in
moving from one swim to another
means it not an option, but I was
thinking, “What am I doing here?” So, I
decided to stay one more hour and then
leave in order to miss the rush-hour A45
traffic home. Ah, the best laid plans and
all that. Fifty minutes later, I was
suddenly aware of the build-up of rain
clouds behind me. As I reached for the
rod to start packing up, the float beat
me to it and I was connected to a large
carp. The rain turned to stair rods and
continued for fifteen minutes. After thirty
minutes, I was not a happy angler but
the fish was ready for the net. That is
when I realised that the angler from the
next swim was ready with his own and

promptly netted it for me. Thanking him,
I requested he just slip the fish back but
I was informed everything was set up
next door and it would be weighed.
I had just finished packing my wet
kit away when the lads returned saying
the mirror weighed 27lb 6oz and that
they would carry my kit back to the car
for me. It just confirmed to me what nice
people carp anglers are.
Three hours into my next trip to
Stanwick and I am content with the lack
of carp activity when a gentleman
approached and informed me that he
had reversed his Transit van into my car
and it was not a pretty sight. He had
apparently started to search for me in
the wrong direction and had walked
around the wrong lake trying to locate
me. The vehicle was drivable and we
parted amicably. I later sent him a letter
thanking him, not for reversing into my
vehicle, but for taking the time and
trouble to search me out after the
incident. I have not returned to
Stanwick.
Following the winter months of not
fishing, I came to terms with the fact
that my compulsion to avoid carp at any
costs was having a detrimental effect
on any tench success. I read a review
of Sharnbrook Lakes controlled by
Vauxhall Angling Club, in the Angling
Times. One pit apparently contained
difficult carp, and tench that patrolled
the margins and were caught not too far
out. This club issued spring and season
permits but only existing holders of
season permits could take out a spring
permit. I missed out by a few days and
had to wait until the 16th of June to visit
I found the lakes to be shallow,
being between eighteen inches and five
feet deep and with prolific weed growth
by June. The lake picked out by Angling
Times proved disappointing, with high
banks and just one area I could access,
which had a maximum depth of
eighteen inches as far as I could cast. I
did spend one day hoping to ambush
any patrolling tench but they were
obviously unaware of the Angling Times
review. One of the smaller lakes did
produce some tench between 2 and 4
lb, mixed in with some larger carp.
Vauxhall have a no publicity rule and
while there I was fairly reliably informed
of two separate 14lb plus tench, taken
by carp anglers on a spring permit.
By mid-August, I had moved to the
Wellingborough AC Ringstead complex.
One of the lakes produced a few tench
in a 13 foot deep established swim.
With reeds growing out either side for
20 feet it required a 15-foot rod,

however, remaining in control of the fish
meant wading out into a few inches of
water which I wasn’t very comfortable
doing. All the tench were about 5lb and
seemed like me, a little aged. The river
running through the complex also
contains tench. I did spot one biggish
fish and actually landed one of 5lb from
a very uncomfortable swim, which I will
not be returning to. In fact, I doubt I will
revisit Sharnbrook or Ringstead again.
It was mid-January 2020 and I had
begun to put a few words down, but we
had now slipped into February and
regardless of the quality of the
composition or content, for me, the
writing proved to be quite therapeutic. I
remember some advice Bob Church
offered me, he said, “Keith if for any
reason you are unable to carry on
fishing for a prolonged spell, sit yourself
down and write about it. You will find it
helps, even if you do nothing with it.” To
qualify that advice, I must add I’d been
confined to hospital for a prolonged
spell and Bob was persuading me to
contribute a chapter to a book, but the
advice was sound.
However, looking to the future, the
name of another water has been
mentioned to me. It involves 40 minutes
travel, has mostly tench and bream and
the tench are sizeable. So, I hope when
the butterflies finally emerge in
numbers, I will too. We all need
something to look forward to because
failing that there only remains Leonard
Cohen’s great revelation at the end of
Tower of Song: “Do dum dum dum de
do dum dum”.
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A Nice Surprise // Dave Slater
n September 2016 a problem
developed in my left knee and I
found it difficult to walk.
Injections helped but river fishing
was no longer practical. My knee
continued to deteriorate so I was
desperate to find some good fishing
with little walking involved and in
well-maintained swims. Accordingly,
I managed to join a small syndicate
lake reasonably near to my home
from April 2018 that was known for
carp and big roach. As I was only
interested in the roach it was easy to
join with a recommendation. The
shallow half of the lake is only
around three feet deep and goes
down to about four feet in the other
half of the lake.
My first couple of sessions were in a
likely looking swim in the deeper end of
the lake. My first session was a bit of a
shock because, as far as I was aware,
the lake had no track record for tench.
My float fished corn produced eighteen
tench of around a pound apiece, a large
red and white goldfish and only three
roach, all good ones though with the
best weighing 1lb 15oz. After another
two similar sessions I decided to try the
shallow end with method feeders.

I

A Nice
Surprise
Unfortunately, all I caught were loads of
the small tench. I returned to the deep
half of the lake and tried a different
approach. I fished the original swim but
used a light ledger approach using two
rods and 10mm tutti frutti boilies. It
worked a treat and I only caught roach.
I caught six in all, averaging around 1lb
12oz. I caught my first two pounder
from the lake, an absolutely mint
looking fish weighing 2lb 2oz. This was
soon followed by an even bigger one
weighing 2lb 9oz, again a fin perfect
specimen. This remains my biggest
roach from the lake to this day.

I asked if I could have a guest ticket
for my good friend Steve Withers the
next day. I explained that Steve and I
had fished together for over thirty years
and he would only be interested in the
roach. Much to my surprise they let him
join immediately. We fished together the
next day. I left the swim I had been
fishing for Steve and fished the next
one along. Steve caught a lovely roach
of 2lb 4oz, a great start for him and I
managed a brace weighing 2lb 2oz and
2lb 3oz. I tried a couple of different
swims over the next week and caught
roach weighing 2lb 4oz and 2lb 3oz
8lb 0oz Male Tench
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plus several good backup fish. Steve
also caught a couple of two pounders.
Towards the end of April, the roach
were getting ready for spawning. We
were of the impression, rightly or
wrongly, that they would move to the
shallow half of the lake to spawn then
move back to their original swims.
Steve opted for a swim that divided the
lake and I opted for a swim facing a
large lily bed in the shallow end. Steve
had a great day with three two
pounders, one of which was caught on
the float. As I had remained without a
bite all day, I thought I may have made
a mistake. As the light was fading one
of my bobbins slammed up. A mint
roach weighing 2lb 5oz was landed so a
good end to the day. We opted for the
same swims the following day. Steve
caught a few roach again, but none
over 2lb this time. My day was a repeat
performance, except the last knockings
roach this time was slightly bigger at 2lb
7oz. At the beginning of May the roach
spawned and temporarily went off the
feed. When they started to feed again,
they were in poor condition but on the
plus side we were catching the odd
tench in the 3lb to 5lb size range among
the smaller ones.
By the time June came around the
roach were feeding again and we were
having some decent catches. Steve
caught another two pound plus
specimen on the float. Although I had
no interest in the carp the lake held, I
did intend to have a go for a grass carp
at some point as I had never caught
one. Over the last few weeks I had
been looking at a wide swim in the
deeper side of the lake with some good
cover on the far bank. It was a swim I
hadn’t got around to fishing before. I
was hoping that some good roach
would start coming my way again. I
arrived early in the morning and
surveyed the swim. There was an
overhanging tree to the left of the swim
and I intended to fish one rod under
this. I intended to fish my other rod
under a willow tree to the right of the
swim. There was also a nice lily pad on
the near bank to the right of the swim. I
saw a carp swimming around about two
thirds of the way out towards the willow
and there were several roach rising in
the same area. I was using mesh bags
filled with pellets and mini tutti frutti
boilies as hook baits and cast to the
spot I had seen the fish. I hadn’t even
cast my other rod when the bobbin
crashed up. Soon a 23lb mirror was in
the net. I phoned Steve and he was at
the gate, so I retained the fish for a

2lb 9oz Roach
28lb 9oz Grass Carp

couple of minutes for him to take a
photo. It was the first of eight carp
caught at intervals through the day.
Steve bought his gear down and
started to set up in the next swim. I cast
both of my rods while he was setting
up. Before he had chance to cast the
rod under the tree to my left was away. I
felt a heavy weight on the end and the
fish was fighting quite well. I saw some
big scales and thought I was into a big
common. When I saw a big tail about
four feet behind the head, I realised it
was a grass carp. I really wanted that
fish as I had never caught one before. It
fought well, and Steve did the honours
with the net. It was a lovely looking fish

and a handful on the bank. The scales
registered a satisfying 28lb 9oz. After
Steve had taken some photos he
managed to cast both of his baits out.
No further runs occurred on my righthand rod, so I cast under the willow tree
to my right.
Carp were caught on both of my
rods during the rest of the morning. At
around midday I caught my first roach
of the day and was very pleased that it
was my first two pounder since they
had spawned. I caught another three
roach at intervals through the afternoon.
I was delighted with the grass carp
caught in the morning but knew they
were in the lake, so the real surprise
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A Nice Surprise // Dave Slater
was still to come. In the afternoon I
thought I had hooked another double
figure carp, but the fish seemed more
dogged staying down and not running
as fast as some of the carp. I was
shocked when a large tench came over
the net. Steve had seen the fish and
commented that she looked as big as
the specimens we had caught from
Sywell in the past. A weight of 8lb 5oz
was recorded and Steve took some
nice photos. Another tench of around
5lb was caught during the evening to
round off a great day.
Roach, carp and tench came to the
net over the next couple of months both
on the lead and on the float. I caught
another couple of two-pound roach on
the lead but still couldn’t catch one on
the float despite several near misses.
One evening I decided to try something
different. I thought paste may work for
the roach, so I set up a light float using
3lb main line and a 16 hook to 2lb 12oz
line. No roach were caught but I did
connect with six fish. The first was a
huge grass carp, probably weighing
over 30lb. It wasn’t pulling much so I
just let the fish go and pumped it back,
repeating the process a few times. As
the fish started to go out again the hook
link parted, strange as there was no
pressure on the fish. The air turned
blue.
I hooked four carp during the
evening. Two came off, one smashed
me up going through a lily bed and I
landed one weighing just under 20lb. I
had another bite before packing up. I
just guided the fish into the net and the
fight only lasted about a minute. It was
another grass carp and I was amazed
at the lack of fight. It was a real handful
on the bank, but I managed a
successful weighing. The fish weighed
22lb exactly. So that was my second
grass carp without ever getting around
to targeting one. I tried paste a few
more times and never caught a roach
on it from the lake. However, it did work
well for the tench and carp. I did catch
one decent tench before they went off
the feed in the autumn. I thought she
may weigh over seven pounds, but the
scales settled on 6lb 14oz. I also
learned that one of the carp anglers,
Chris, had caught a couple of tench
weighing over eight pounds during the
past couple of months.
Every few years the lake is netted to
remove the small fish and maintain the
quality of the stock. This was to be
done at the end of November and the
lake closed for the whole of December
and January. I was due to have an
36

8lb 5oz Tench

2lb 6oz Roach

operation on my knee in October so the
timing was very convenient.
The arthroscopy took place in
October as planned but wasn’t a
success and further knee damage was
discovered which meant replacement
knee surgery would be needed in 2019.
I was still recovering from my
arthroscopy when the netting took place
but was informed of the results. Despite
my big tench and the two fish of a

similar size caught by Chris, no big
tench were netted. I wonder if they had
buried themselves in the silt. They
removed many of the small tench but
did not manage to net all of them. They
also removed several hundred small
roach. The carp stocks were as
expected.
When the lake reopened, I had a
couple of sessions at the deep end of
the lake on the float. It was nice to be
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able to use maggots after the removal
of the small roach. Unfortunately, the
perch seemed to like them, and I
caught far more perch than roach. I
tried prawns one day as I had caught
big roach on these in the past. No such
luck this time and I caught twenty
perch, strange as I had been informed
that not many perch had been netted.
My knee deteriorated further so I
decided to fish the shallow end in
March as it wasn’t far to walk. In the
meantime, Steve had managed a few
roach including a couple of two
pounders from the deep end. I was
using mini boilies and casting one rod
to the lily pad and the other to a gravel
patch to the right of the lilies. As float
fishing was not practical in that swim, I
was using light ledger rigs. Nothing
happened until mid-afternoon when the
left-hand bobbin crashed up. I thought
the culprit was a double figure carp until
a very angry male tench came over the
net. He looked huge and the scales
confirmed a weight of just over 8lb,
easily my biggest male tench ever. I
phoned Steve, who was fishing the far
end of the lake and he came and took
some photos. All the fish I caught for
the rest of March were tench. There
were a few nice fish around the 5lb
mark, and the remainder of the small
ones seemed to have grown on since
last year, mainly over 2lb now.
One of our sessions in April turned
out to be a good one. It was a horrible
2lb 7oz Roach

day with strong winds and almost
continuous rain. Steve was fishing the
far end of the lake again and I was in
the pads swim at the shallow end.
Steve caught three cracking roach, a
brace of two pounders on the lead and
an absolute cracker of 2lb 8oz on the
float. My day started slowly but late in
the morning my right-hand bobbin
crashed up. A lovely plump roach
weighing 2lb 6oz was soon netted. A
few minutes later this was followed by
another big roach which weighed 2lb
1oz on the other rod.
Things on the lake were quite
interesting through the summer months.
I concentrated on the float as I really
wanted to catch a two-pound roach on
the float. Some new pills the doctor had
prescribed for me were working well so
I was able to fish the far end of the lake
again. The maggots worked quite well
for the roach, but the perch seemed to
like them even more. Corn worked quite
well for everything. Again, paste was
catching tench and carp, but no roach.
Using prawns just resulted in perch and
eels. We had also been experimenting
with using mini boilies on the float. This
was very effective, the only downside
being the number of roach coming off
while playing them. The tench and carp
always stayed on. I found that a couple
of swims I hadn’t fished before had
relatively deep margins and fished a
float under the rod top in these swims,
hopefully helping to avoid the carp. One

day in August I was using mini boilies
with the float. In the afternoon I hooked
a very big roach which came off during
the fight. The next cast I hooked
another big one but this time I managed
to net the fish. The roach had a very big
frame and weighed 2lb 7oz and would
have weighed a few ounces more in the
spring.
During September I caught another
two roach of over 2lb on the float, one
on a mini boilie and one on corn. The
monkey was off my back and I had now
caught a few two pounders on the float.
Things were getting quite interesting
with the tench. The remaining small
ones continued to grow at a good rate
and there were also more of the 5lb
plus fish than usual. I caught no more
big ones but a couple were probably
over 6lb. I really think the lake has
some good big tench potential for the
future because it is well managed and
the numbers of small fish are regularly
reduced.
On October 21st I had my half knee
replacement surgery so no more fishing
for me for a while. At the time of typing
this article my recovery is going very
well and I hope to be back on the bank
sometime in January.
Interestingly my tench results on the
lake were far better than on the
recognised tench venues I visited
during the period. This is strange as the
lake has no track record for tench. I will
be persevering on the lake next year
and I would dearly love a three-pound
roach and I know there are a handful of
these present in the lake. I also feel that
the lake has great potential for the
tench and could hold a few more
surprises.

SEND YOUR
ARTICLES TO
TENCHFISHER

The bulletin depends almost entirely on
members’ voluntary contributions. Good
quality material is always welcome.
See contents page for full details.
www.tenchfishers.com
www.tenchtalk.net
email: info@tenchfishers.com
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A Week in Leitrim Part 1 // David Swann

A Week in
LEITRIM

any years ago my maths
teacher would look
over my shoulder and
say: “What pettifogging
boggle, do I see today, Swann?”
Mr Editor may be asking the same
question as he reads this account of
happenings in “Lovely Leitrim” early
in May 2019.
You see a rather wrinkly Tenchfisher
version of the “fantastic Four” plus a
dog, were due to visit on the Saturday.
In readiness Tenchfisher John Bent
(TJB) and I took on the idea of prebaiting George Lake on their behalf.
The lake is isolated in land owned by
Brian, the owner of the visitors’
temporary dwelling place at Lakeview
House, just outside Ballinamore. As we
paddled “Hiawatha style” down the
narrow shadowy channel that leads to
the main lake, we reflected that this
delightful enclave had years ago
provided bream to nine pound an and
five ounces and hybrids to five poundone. In addition, adventurous visitors
had extracted pike to 25lbs. Impressive
figures for a venue so rarely disturbed
by piscators. Fifteen years ago the
owner and I had driven two scaffolding
poles into the silt at the deepest point to
establish a fishable base and they
remain today. TJB hadn’t been out on
the lake before and was stunned by its
majesty and charm. Two buckets of bait
were deposited, which represented the
first tempting delivery it had received for
a few years.
On our return we chatted
enthusiastically with Brian’s other
guests who were on their annual
pilgrimage to tease and tempt the Esox
population of the surrounding lakes.
They had been paddling their belly
boats on Camagh Lough, just over the
hill, to catch 22 pike up to 18lb.
However, we were well aware that the
Blow-ins (BIs) arriving on Saturday had
a preference for the Tinca –kind, so the
aforementioned might be only a
pleasant distraction.

M
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Work on my polytunnel and
preparing TJB’s cottage for a new
thatch occupied my time but afterwards
I decided to treat myself to a short
session on the Shannon-Erne waterway
behind St John’s Lake. A stimulating
drive over the hills and around hairpin
bends took me to an almost secretive
section of this waterway that joins two
great Irish river systems.
The scene was restful and quiet on
the first warm evening of the year and
even though the bankside vegetation
was yet to flourish, a new verdant green
was beginning to replace the muddy
brown of winter. Further, the base of the
hedge where I parked was littered with
pale yellow primroses. Early swallows
were darting across the water’s surface
tha t was barely ruffled by the gentle
breeze and I hoped to see the scene
decorated by the azure and emerald
flashes of a kingfisher.
I had only the minimum of tackle
with a flat plastic cushion in place of a
seat or box. It was to be a case of
angling for any fish that would be fooled

by my questionable waggler
presentation but there was just the
possibility of a Tinca. I immediately had
the sense that this was to be a
productive evening because I took a
hybrid of about a pound on my very first
put-in. The unusual feature about this
was that I was testing the depth with no
bait on the hook. The red maggot hook
must have looked like some kind of
emerging larva.
In the next half-hour the float
disappeared on most chucks: rudd,

The Sunday Tour
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Bolganard

Tenchfishers John Bent and David Swann

roach, skimmers and hybrids from
infantile samples to testing ones of a
pound were gleefully welcomed. The
float then disappeared yet again, but
the rod took on a more substantial
curvature. I took care not to force the
issue until up it came and I caught a
tantilsing glimpse of a breaching olive
back. This caused a temporary sense of
dithering panic and a fear my slight
tackle might prove inadequate.
Fortunately, I was able to scoop a
deep-bodied, solid, unmarked sample

into my net. For the next two and a half
hours fish dutifully obliged and I ended
up with twenty something hybrids, six
roach, four good skimmers, a few rudd,
one tench but no partridge in a pear
tree. This might be place to bring the
incoming Tinca-chasers for some
innocent fun!
Saturday saw me travel out to the
bait farm at Ballyconnell to collect the
visitors’ substantial bait order, while
John shopped for alternative foods for
human sustenance. Dingle and his dog

Buddy were the first to arrive. The
custodian of Tinca-tempting history in
the Emerald Isle had found the location
of Lakeview by questioning the
townsfolk. He likes to do his own thing.
The remaining “luminaries” were met ,
as arranged, by the Abbey in my own
pretty village of Fenagh. John
generously provided fish and chips and
these, with the apple pie left by hosts
Brian and Mary, helped all to settle in.
A stroll to the jetty at the entrance to
Lough George, led to some piscatorial
chat and then to the almost inevitable
topic of health amongst the more aged.
I left with some impressions of the
eager gathering and admiration for their
rich Tinca experiences. Dingle clearly
enjoyed sharing his encyclopaedic
knowledge of Garnafailagh. Phil was
thoughtful and articulate as befits the
longest serving member of the group.
Eddie was forgiven for being a Palace
supporter and seemed a real
Tenchfisher enthusiast. Hugh was
quieter but humorous and again this
man of Kent had caught some
specimens that demanded appreciation.
Next morning a tardy start after
much tea drinking saw the tour started.
Maps were provided and we set off to
give the BIs a choice of teasing
locations. TJB and I, however, had a
nagging suspicion that our visitors may
have arrived a little too early in the
relatively short Tinca-taking season in
the West of Ireland.
One of the most consistent tench
venues with easy access and large
comfortable stands is the famous
Bolganard lake. The old Irish bream
record was taken from here but now it is
better known for multiple catches of
tench. Both stands were occupied but
we knew the incumbents would depart
at the end of the day.
The lake across the road, Corgar,
generated a deal of interest being reed
fringed and lily filled, with minor hazards
of swampy shores and electric fences
to be negotiated. Certainly, Corgar was
promising but perhaps didn’t contain the
same number of tench of its
neighbours.
Next we drove to the attractive
Corduff Lough and then on to
Drumlonan. Here the roadside pegs are
conveniently situated a very short
distance from the road and would be
sheltered in inclement conditions; but
space was a limiting factor.
My most productive venue over
recent years is what I term “The
Railway.” However a lengthy muddy
track followed by “Cardiac Hill”
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represent obstacles that few are
prepared to take on. Whilst the minds of
the visitors were keen, their athletic
bodies might be overstretched. They
were after all on a relaxing holiday. In
keeping with this philosophy, the rest of
Sunday was spent shopping and then
more tea drinking while a fascinating
concoction of reminiscing, tench talk,
stories, jokes and digs was allowed to
simmer.
That evening I slipped away to “The
Railway”, to bait up for Monday morning
and spend a couple of hours trying to
tempt a Tinca from a previously
productive paradise, though it was
apparent that everywhere and
everything was rather late for the
season. I fished like an overly excited
plonker and tackle problems resulted in
a slow start. Roach provided some
gentle sport, except when they were
attacked by a trespassing Esox, which
left them scarred and bleeding. This
was significant in that the roach usually
feed in cooler conditions indicating that
tench will be scarce. Fortunately, the
temperature increased slightly and
golden ruddy tablets replaced the strips
of silver. Later I did tempt two desired
Tincas, and a male of four pounds and
a female of four-and-a-half were
persuaded into the net. Another took
me by surprise and found an emerging
weed bed and a fourth was lost at the
net.
Monday saw three welcome guests,
Phil, Eddie and Hugh spaced out on the
stands at Bolganard – which is usually
Tinca-taking territory. Meanwhile Dingle,
the custodian, and the faithful Buddy
visited the roadside pegs at Drumlonan.
They had avoided the Railway pegs,
and Cardiac Hill so I was free to take
advantage of the vacancy. By
abandoning the notion of taking a
mountain of tackle, and utilising a
minimalist approach, I made my journey
less bothersome. Soon I was amid the
vivid greenness of the lakeside while
the birdlife provided audible clusters of
song, chatter and squabbling. A few
shiny rudd opened my account and
then the float started to behave
differently: it settled, made a slight dip,
rose and then quivered. It shook before
gradually being pulled slowly
downwards. This was obviously the
desired quarry and my usual mumbled
prayer begged for it to remain attached.
At the second attempt, the tench lay
shining in the net – a perfect picture
had been drawn not long after dawn.
Early success builds confidence but
also increases expectancy. Each time
40

the float dithered or dipped I expected
another hard-fighting olive. However, for
some while my strikes produced only
rudd. The repetitive call of the cuckoo
echoed round the boggy valley as I tried
out a bigger treble corn bait which
would mean fewer bites but increase
the chance of a seriously bent rod.
However, my efforts were thwarted by
the arrival of a substantial mugger. The
evil swim-spoiling Esox made fishing
problematic for a while mutilating
several rudd as they were pulled in.
Eventually it hung on and exhibited
considerable power and endurance for
about ten minutes, making repetitive
runs out into the middle of the lake.
Somehow, it remained attached and
after much sweating and swearing its
long form folded in a mottled heap in
my inadequate net. My size 14 was
lodged in the scissors of the jaw. I took
the pike for a walk in the net for some
distance before returning it, wishing it
“goodbye” and requesting we shouldn’t
meet again.
The removal of the mottled villain
seemed to allow the fish to regain their
confidence as they really began to root
around and feed. For the first time this
season a beautiful effervescence of
bubbles began to occasionally decorate
the surface. The Tincas were truffling. In
due time, I added a further eight olives
and numerous roach and rudd. The size
of the tench was encouraging and the
swop to using corn on the hook had
proved particularly successful.
But what of the BIs? Well, they rose
late and managed to snare 7 tincas
between three of them, from the stands
at Bolganard and Dingle had had two
fine tincas of around five pounds from
Drumlonan. These days in Ireland,
successful fishing tends to take place
early in the morning or in the fading
evening. The visitors had enjoyed their

tentative introduction to Irish tenching,
but perhaps they were limiting their
opportunities by their relaxed
timetabling.
That evening we visited Corgar.
Joker Ollie had arrived from Mullingar to
stay with John for the rest of the week
and we were all anxious to get fishing.
Fortunately, the cows were not in the
access meadow but there were still the
equine deposits, hoof prints, electric
fences and tussocky grass - just some
of the hazards the fisher has to
negotiate in the West of Ireland. It was
great to see Ollie back on the bank
again after his recent illness. He and
John took the first stands, while I
ploughed on to have second set all to
myself.
Years back, son Joe and I had
caught good numbers of tench here
using natural baits, with fish to five-anda-half pounds. The evening was
pleasant with the sun highlighting the
natural décor but a lingering coolness
still prevented a comfortable summer
feeling. Perhaps that is the reason that
why no Tincas were seen. However, the
rudd fishing was a really entertaining
alternative. These weren’t the little god
coins that can infest the upper layers
but solid, older fish of between six
ounces and a pound taken on the
waggler with a bait slowly falling
through the depths. While many of the
quicker bites were missed I did
gradually become tuned in and
gathered 60 sexy samples. It was a
really delightful Tinca-less evening,
which was appreciated by all. The two
on the first stand took similar catches
while their minds cogitated the lack of
tench.
Still, the week was yet young. What
would the next four days in lovely
Leitrim bring?
To be continued…
Emerging Corgar
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Bait – Forget the science // Colin Allchin
A chemistry set
of attractants
and stumulants
but how best to
use them?

use

BAIT

Forget the science
was watching a video clip
recently that was in the “listen to
what our sponsored anglers have
to say about our wonderful bait”
section of a very well known bait
producer. It rather summed up
today’s modern carp fishing scene. I
hope this type of thinking doesn’t
diffuse into tench fishing.
Those of you who carp fish or have
carp fished will probably be aware of
the in vogue “spinner” rig or its many
variants. It’s basically a pop-up rig that
can spin through 360 degrees and “can
reset itself after a rejection” (so not that
perfect then) and generally uses a large
hook and a small, “high vis” pop-up.
The common advice when using the rig

I
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is to have a wide selection of different
coloured and flavoured baits so that you
can switch around and “see what the
fish want on the day” and then switch all
three (it’s mostly three) rods to that bait.
The sceptic in me would suggest that at
commonly around £6 a pot then, of
course, the bait companies would want
you to buy a pot of each colour and
flavour.
Actually, I was going to count the
number of different “pop-ups” you could
buy from said supplier, but there were
so many size, colour, flavour, shape
and buoyancy combinations that I
couldn’t be bothered in the end. It does
give the blanking carper an opportunity
though to blame their lack of success

on the fact that they forgot to get any
12mm, yellow, Milky Toffee, from the
“dedicated base mix mini dumbbell
pop-up” range, which was the “going”
bait. Even if said carper did have all of
the range then they would probably not
have the right combination of spray,
enhancer, glug or “system” to match it. I
reckon he would need to be casting at
10 minute intervals around the clock
during his “quick overnighter” to make
sure that he got through all the variants
to see what the carp “wanted on the
day”. Hard work indeed.
It’s nonsense of course, isn’t it? The
last time you went tench fishing how
many different (hook) baits did you take
with you? Worms, red maggots (they
have to be red of course), casters, corn
(yellow of course straight from the can,
but do you buy the ones with added
sugar and salt?), bread, pellets even
yes, boilies. If you only took one, which
would it be? They are all excellent baits,
just check the catch returns for any year
and they will all be listed. Some years
more big fish are caught on caster
(normally fake ones actually) and some
years worms (but not normally fake).
But the catch returns reports are just
that, submitted reports, from an
unfortunately small percentage of
members I have to say. One has to
assume they are representative, but
they might have a positive bias in the
sense that if you have caught well you
are more likely to report your catches
than if you have had a poor year and
caught little. But the reports are always
interesting to read and a very valuable
resource.
If you wanted the best bait for tench
(if there is one) then you could do a lot
worse than just fish the most successful
one or two baits for tench in the
previous year’s report couldn’t you and
leave the rest at home? In fact, my
experience over the last couple of
years’ fish-ins I’ve attended suggests
that’s exactly what many do and in fact
many go further and use the same
presentation as well. No guesses as to
what bait and presentation that is.
Nothing wrong with that of course and I
commonly only take one or two main
hook-baits when for example feeder
fishing, but strangely when I set out to
float fish I often take more of a variety.
I’m not sure why I do that, I suspect that
it is simply that float fishing is a much
more active approach and it is easy to
switch baits around.
The 2019 catch returns will show I
suspect that the majority of the tench
will have been caught on “natural” baits
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(or plastic imitations of a natural bait).
Some will have been caught on boilies,
but no one type/flavour will dominate.
Periodically somebody on TenchTalk or
FB asks, “What is the best boilie for
tench?” Predictably, there will be a
variety of answers but generally there is
no clear pattern and often members just
stick to what they have used for years.
The old folk lore that tench like sweet
flavours often seems to hold.
Boilies are a useful bait. I have
fished one water where, despite the
large amounts of natural food and also
the light fishing pressure, boilies were
clearly the most successful bait overall
and even beat my favourite caster
approach. I have no idea why and it
wasn’t one brand or type of boilie either,
boilies just out fished naturals. Unusual.

At last years AGM, Dai Gribble in his
excellent presentation explained why he
made the switch from maggots to
worms whilst feeder fishing. He said
that it was simply because he wasn’t
catching as many fish as he thought he
should on maggots. When asked why,
he responded by saying he had no
idea, but just went with it and didn’t over
think it. Sound advice.
For most of my working life I was
very fortunate to work in a fisheries
research environment. The pay was
rubbish, the pension good, but the work
was brilliant. I now work in the private
sector - the pay is good, the pension
rubbish and the work somewhat short of
brilliant! However, one of the numerous
advantages of working in a research
environment is that you have access to
both a good specialist library and,
increasingly important these days,
on-line access to journals and also the
much forgotten “grey literature” reports, short papers that generally do
not make it into the public domain. Not
only is this vital for the research you get
paid to do, but is also extremely useful
for the research you don’t get paid to

do. The latter, in my case, was primarily
on fish nutrition and aquaculture and
pretty much anything that might give me
an edge in my own fishing, which, at the
time was primarily for pike and carp.
For pike, I was more than happy to
lure fish and live bait, only resorting to
dead baiting in the winter if I couldn’t
get live bait. Dead-baiting, unless you
were into wobbling and sink and draw,
two methods you don’t often hear about
these days, but which are very effective,
was often a pretty slow affair. It
commonly involved chucking out half a
mackerel on one rod, a popped up
sardine or smelt on another and the
third rod, if we could get them, a
lamprey section. Not much has
changed in pike fishing and the
techniques, baits and rigs I used thirty
years ago would still be valid today, I
think.
We played around with fish oils for
some time, as a potential “attractor”:
herring, cod liver, smelt and so on, but
we never saw anything in our catches
that suggested that they were
beneficial. There were up to four of us
fishing as a group, sometimes we

Above: Peer reviewed research
vs forty years' experience
Right: A Linear tench
caught on plain
red maggots
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caught on standard baits sometimes on
oiled baits. It made little difference so in
the end we didn’t bother using oils. This
rather confirmed what the literature had
suggested: pike are clearly sightfeeders; they have very poor olfaction
(sense of smell) simply because they
don’t generally need it. They can, and
obviously do, scavenge but they are
primarily sight hunters. I think it was in
Fishing for Big Pike, by Rickards and
Webb that Barrie Rickards ranked the
main techniques of pike fishing in order
of efficacy in summer and winter. He
made live baiting top all year round and
dead baiting second in winter. I think
that was correct.
I would just add here a note about
oils. Despite the often-used expression
“oil and water don’t mix” some oils and
water do mix, but to a small and
variable extent. The fish oils we used
for pike fishing in the late seventies and
early eighties were fairly crude oils.
They were often cloudy and had some
solid material that settled out,
particularly at lower temperatures.
Fish oils and oils from seeds and
the like, can be extracted in various
ways. Traditionally a solvent technique
was used and more recently a
technique call super critical fluid
extraction (SFE) is employed. Some
seeds with a high oil content can be
simply cold pressed. All these
techniques extract pretty much any
organic compounds that are present in
the oil seed or fish or shellfish. It is
possible to get some specificity
depending on the solvent used but
generally, the aim is to extract as much
as possible of the oil fraction, so a
rather non-specific, mid polarity solvent
is used. As a consequence, as well as
the target oils, all sorts of lighter organic
compounds including amino acids are
extracted. Depending on the end use,
this crude extract will undergo some
degree of purification and ultimately you
can end up with a highly refined oil; it
still won’t be “pure” and will contain
some co-extractives many of which will
be soluble in water.
As an illustration even crude
hydrocarbon oil has a water soluble
fraction. I used to work on oils spills for
a period when they were all too
common. One I worked on was the
catastrophic Sea Empress “accident”
which spilt over 70,000 tons of crude oil
just off Milford Haven in Pembrokeshire.
One of the first actions post any
significant oil spill is to offer advice to
Defra on whether any local fisheries
need to be closed to prevent
44

Measuring a 9:04
caught without
the use of any
flavouring

contaminated fish getting into the food
chain. When 70,000 tons is spilt and
you are wading knee deep in crude oil
on the local beach (which I did) then the
answer is pretty easy. When the spill is
much smaller and maybe from a diffuse
source the answer is less clear. Even
heavy crude oil will have water soluble
elements. There is even a standard test
for this “water soluble fraction” (WSF).
Note, this refers to truly dissolved
material not emulsified small droplets. If
you add crude oil to water and shake it
up and then let the oil settle on the
surface, it looks like all the oil is on the
surface. However, if you then extract
the water and measure the hydrocarbon
content you will find all sorts of
lightweight compounds present, often at
high concentrations. These compounds
could be absorbed by shellfish in
particular and would lead to “tainting”
and so a fishery would be closed.
A far more pertinent example to the
angler is hemp oil. Hemp is widely used
in many forms for fishing, as the cooked
seed, crushed seed in ground-baits and
as the oil (of varying quality). It is an
almost standard additive for many carp
and tench anglers as well as barbel and
roach anglers. I’m pretty sure I read
donkey’s years ago that it was Belgium
refugees from the second world war
who were the first to introduce it as
fishing bait on the Thames.
The success of hemp in its many
forms is not surprising since hemp is
rich in amino acids (and proteins come
to that). Forget all the nonsense that
hemp seed looks like baby snails, or
fish like crunching it etc., it is simply
attractive to fish because the amino

acids are triggers for a food source. If
you add hemp oil to your ground-bait or
spod mix you will boost the amino acid
content of your mix. You might get a
slick on the surface if you put lots in but
the water-soluble amino acid fraction
will preferentially dissolve in the water
column. I would however argue though
that if you do get a slick on the surface
you might be using too much oil.
Generally we want the fish to feed on
the bottom, what we don’t want to do is
encourage any fish present in the
vicinity of our bait to go up in the water
body chasing what might be seen as
scent trails down the lake. Because of
this when I use hemp (and I almost
always do) I would restrict it to seeds or
crushed hemp, or both, in ground-bait. I
don’t do much spodding either these
days (primarily because my back
doesn’t let me). I do have a preference
for ground-bait in any case. You can get
a lot of particles in a ground-bait ball
and you can catapult balls out very
accurately up to about 50 yards and be
pretty sure the ball will land on the lake
bed where you want it to. Get the mix
right and it will collapse quickly and
spread out on the bottom without the
smaller, lighter particles drifting off down
the lake whilst the heavier particles go
straight down.
Back to the literature. I found a lot
more information in the literature on the
senses of smell (olfaction) and taste
(gustation) of carp and there is much
less information on tench. This reflects
their relative importance to aquaculture
(fish farming basically). However
although there are apparently some
differences in the response to particular
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amino acids (for example) between the
two species, it shouldn’t be forgotten
that they are both cyprinids and both
occupy similar niches. Therefore,
broadly speaking you would expect
them to have a similar senses of smell
and taste, given their target food is
likely to be very similar.
There are perhaps a few
exceptions. It is rare, for example, to
hear of tench being caught on tigers; I
don’t doubt that they might find them
attractive but I am not so sure that
tench could deal with them so
effectively via their pharyngeal teeth.
Having said that if they did pick them up
then most rigs would hook them before
they were passed back to the
pharyngeal teeth, so in all honesty I
don’t know why more tench aren’t
caught on tigers. Maybe they do pick
them up but blow them out too quickly
for our rigs or they have simply learnt
that they can’t deal with them and
ignore them? Even on waters that are
heavily stocked with carp it is still more
likely that most tench will be caught on
natural baits rather than boilies but this,
as I indicated earlier, is not always the
case.
Another conundrum is “plastic
baits”; it is easy to explain why they are
successful when you are feeder fishing
or using a PVA bag. But what about
situations where single or double
hook-baits of plastic corn catch (often at
night) even when no other bait is in the
vicinity? There are all sorts of theories,
something in the plastic from the
manufacturing process, maybe colour
has some influence, even “glow in the
dark” corn has caught. Maybe if your
location skills are good then the fish are
already feeding on “naturals” in the area
and just pick them up in the process. I
don’t think despite all the theories
anyone has proved why they work, but
they do, for carp and tench.
Those of you who were carping in
the ‘80s will remember the heady times.
The hair rig had just been invented by
Middleton and Maddocks and details
were published for the first time in 1981,
I believe by Arthur Clarke. Baits were
rudimentary boilies (designed to avoid
the attention of “nuisance” fish)
commonly based on cat food with
Kit-e-Kat being one popular brand and
some form of cereal or semolina as a
binder and eggs of course. Additives
were limited and basic, ground up
Brewers Yeast tablets was one I
remember. Certainly you had to make
your own. Unless of course you were
also into particles. Tackle was also

rudimentary by today’s standards.
RIchworth was, I think, the first
company to commercially produce
boilies in 1983, followed by Nutrabait,
Nashbait and Mainline in 1986, 1987
and 1990 respectively. The “hair” was to
seen to be the most revolutionary step
in carp fishing but the bait companies
had a very major impact. Early boilies
were simple baits, semolina based with
eggs, a colour and a simple flavour. The
original freezer Richworth Tutti Frutti
gained a legendary status, especially as
a winter bait. I wonder what the thinking
was behind it was, other than it did
smell nice. I think it was just luck and
clever marketing. The better bait
companies progressed rapidly however.
Significant at about this time was
work by a chap called Takayuki Marui.
He was an active researcher in what is
now known as chemoreception basically how and what chemicals fish
could detect. He published widely in the
scientific press but the book Fish
Chemoreception edited by Hara in 1992
was noticed by some in the know in the
growing bait industry and I believe had
a significant impact on bait (boilie)
development for carp fishing and now
across the angling world.
A rudimentary understanding of the
role of amino acids and related
compounds such as betaine was
commonplace. Products used by body
builders and those convalescing from
illness were commonly rebadged and
packaged and sold on as some form of
amino compound mix. Finnstim, a
commercial product containing high
levels of betaine and used in
aquaculture was afforded similar
treatment as was a tiger nut drink Chufa
horchata. (It wasn’t even repackaged.
The company concerned just took off
the original label and put on their own).
Incidentally, that’s why some old school
carpers still refer to tiger nuts as
Chuffers when they use them. Fred
Wilton was very active at this time and
he expounded the HNV (high nutritional
value) theory. Secrecy surrounded the
detail of many of the ingredients,and to
a large extent this still exists today, but
what is true is that the standard of many
of the best commercial baits is now very
high and whether you choose to use
baits from Nash or Mainline or others, it
is easy to get a very effective bait. Of
course, even with the “new generation
baits” from Mainline it is impossible to
say, for example, which is the better
bait when comparing say Mainline’s
Cell with the latest Nash bait since each
has a different set of field testers,

fishing different waters, with different
rigs and so on. One particular wellrespected authority on baits has
described Cell as a “game changer” but
then he is sponsored by Mainline as
well!
Whilst however, these are very good
baits the accompanying claims about
them are difficult to resolve and the
terminology is confusing. It’s mostly just
marketing hype of course, and certainly
has no basis in science.
Most experimentation on fish
chemoreception is lab-based, using
pure compounds at accurate and
precise concentrations on generally
small fish (for husbandry reasons).
Sometimes the chemical is introduced
directly into the aquarium, and
sometimes neutral base materials such
as agar pellets are “spiked” with the
target compounds. The methodology
varies and is rarely standardised. Most
compounds under test will have a
dose-response curve. Too low a
concentration means the compound is
not detected; then there is a sort of
Goldilocks concentration where a
positive response is obtained, and then,
at higher doses, the compounds can act
as a deterrent or be unpalatable. That’s
just for single compounds. When you
get onto mixtures (such as amino acids)
you can then get two effects:
antagonistic (where two or more
compounds work against each other) or
synergistic (where the result is greater
than the sum of the two or more
individual compounds).
That’s just for amino acids and
betaine. Build in other compounds such
as citric acid, maleic acid, n-butyric
acid, sugars, small organic acids such
as fruit acids and esters, and the
combinations are almost impossible to
test. This is where the field testers
come in, of course, when we start
talking about bait.
Going back to the laboratory tests
for a moment, it needs to be borne in
mind that on the dose-response curve,
the concentration-ranges at which many
of these compounds are “effective” (i.e.
the Goldilocks concentration) is often
very low and can be quiet narrow. A
typical range is 0.1mM – 10mM. Excuse
me a what? Sorry, mM is milli mole. A
molar concentration is the molecular
weight of a substance in grams in one
litre of water. So for common salt a
molar solution is one that has 58.44g/l,
1mM is approximately 0.06g/l or put
another way, 60ppm (parts per million).
So basically, not a lot really!
It is difficult to buy a boilie or a
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Bait – Forget the science // Colin Allchin
ground-bait these days that doesn’t
claim to contain betaine or amino acids
or both. The concentration is rarely, if
ever, given. I’ve even seen comments
on some liquid additives that say
something along the lines of: “it is
entirely a natural product and it is
almost impossible to add too much”,
really?
How are we supposed to know if we
have anywhere near the Goldilocks
concentration? Well, to put it simply we
don’t.
Supposing we add multiple and
possibly unknown sources of, for
example, betaine? Green lipped muscle
(GLM) is a common source of betaine
in bait, as is molasses, so are
numerous proprietary liquid additives. It
would be easy to imagine a betaine
overload. We have no way of knowing
how much of the betaine is finding its
way in the water column either and at
what concentration.
Then there are the amino acids
present in fishmeals, oils and seeds.
The same applies, we have no way of
knowing if we are using anything close
to the effective levels.
You may remember a fad for using
“washed out baits” (boilies). If ever
there was an admittance that some
baits were overloaded with “attractants,”
then that was it.
How many times have you read or
heard warnings about being careful
when using hemp because “the fish can
become preoccupied on it and ignore
your hook-bait”. If the magic seed is the
primary source of the trigger amino
acids in the swim then that’s not a
surprise really is it?
I think it’s all gone a bit too far. We
need to be careful about the use of
“additives,” an all-encompassing term to
include palatants, appetite stimulators,
enhancers, feed inducers and oils etc.
Imagine the common scenario
where there might be a dozen or so
carp anglers on the lake and they are
all adding excessive additives, what
happens then?
There are other variables to
consider as well. There is the pH level
(a measure of how acid or alkaline
something is), of the bait, or, indeed,
the surrounding water. Then there is
atmospheric pressure, the dissolved
oxygen level, the water temperature
and the wind direction; even the
moon-phase if you like. There are so
many variables, any one of which could
impact on when a fish choses to feed.
Moving from the carp scene to the
match scene, it’s been very interesting
46

to watch how many of the top match
men prepare their ground-bait. They
use a lot of pretty inert, bulk materials
such as leam. In fact, “lake and leam”
is a classic mix but most of the food
content is actually in the form of added
particles e.g. bloodworm, joker, casters
etc. What they tend not to do is add
various liquids and oils. In one video I
watched recently Alan Scotthorne, no
less, said he didn’t like using them at
all except in very particular
circumstances. Why is it that carp
anglers (and others) often go on about
locating bloodworm beds but never
use them as a bait? Too much effort?
I’ve long been an admirer of Terry
Hearn, initially because he has fished
many of the waters I have and I could
relate to his fishing and approach on
some of these difficult waters. First find
the fish, then watch the fish, then fish
where they feed and use a rig that
doesn’t alarm them and a bait they
want to eat. His recent catches have
been on tigers, maize and casters and
you won’t see him spodding the granny
out of it with buckets of munga.
If you are not a fan of “our Tel”,
then how about Mr James Gibbinson,
another great angler? I can’t remember
the precise words of his advice but he
said something along the lines of: “find
the fish and offer a bait they want to
eat on a rig that doesn’t alarm them”.
A pretty similar approach except
that Terry doesn’t fish much during the
day he is mostly up a tree, but of
course both love fishing marginal
spots. I once fished a carp syndicate
water at the same time as Jim. When I
first met him his primary words of
advice were “don’t ignore the margins”.
I didn’t ignore the two tiger nuts
hanging out of the corner of the mouth
of a carp he landed whilst I was
chatting to him either. Thanks Jim.
In my opinion there are no magical
baits or additives, there is some good
laboratory science that gives strong
indications about some compounds
that are detected by fish and that some
are “attractive” to the fish, but don’t try
and replicate laboratory science in the
field. Leave that to the bait companies.
“New generation baits” which are
thought to use enzymes to breakdown
proteins in the bait to release amino
acids are in very much in vogue.
Outside of the bait industry it seems
that little is known about the base mix
or the active ingredients. However the
science of using an enzyme to
breakdown proteins is well understood.
All Mainline, for example, have done is

use this process in the context of
making an effective fishing bait.
Tim Paisley, who knows a bit about
bait after forty years in the business
and was one of the founders of the
highly respected Nutrabaits, is now
sponsored by Mainline. He has
remarked of Kevin Knight (one of
Mainline’s founders) that he can’t even
get the date of his birthday out of him
let alone anything at all about Cell or
any of the other “new generation baits”.
This is much to the annoyance of bait
buffs, but the point is that it doesn’t
matter. Cell (for example) is a great
bait, it works. The only issue is that
many commercial baits have a very
significant mark-up over cost. I don’t
object to this too much since it costs a
lot to bring these baits to market and
the product life is often only a few
years.
In summary, there is a lot of good
science on fish nutrition and the role of
chemoreception, almost all of it is
based on controlled laboratory
experiments. Very little of this science
can be translated to our fishing.
“Nutritional recognition”, is not a term
you will find in the title of many peer
reviewed scientific papers.
For tench I fish natural baits where I
can. I will use fishmeal based pellets
and boilies (which can in certain
situations out-fish natural baits). I keep
ground-bait mixes and spod/spomb
mixes simple and avoid unnecessary
additives. If the tench on your chosen
water for whatever reason seem to
prefer a boilie, then fish them.
Something from Nash, Mainline,
Nutrabaits or Dynamite will serve you
well. Don’t be a bait snob.
However, If you like a flavour in your
hook-bait and it gives you confidence
then fine, the placebo effect is a
powerful thing. I freely admit to
occasionally adding pineapple flavour
to maggots. I just like the smell, and it
is better than that of warm maggots in
the summer anyhow. I know it’s almost
certainly just a solution of ethyl
butanoate in ethanol and nothing to do
with pineapple at all.
Of course there is no real harm
experimenting with bait additives, many
find it fun. So I am not suggesting that
it’s a complete waste of time and you
may strike it lucky. But in all honesty I
am now of the opinion that you can
forget the science and leave that to the
bait companies. The big bait companies
sell good bait, if they didn’t they would
quickly go out of business. Bait is just
one part of the jig-saw.
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Onward and Upward // Pat Dower

ONWARD
and
UPWARD

ecember 2018. I stood there
disconsolately. The frayed
end of the braid hung
limply from my rod tip as
my Deeper completed its un-tethered
flight out into the Big Pit. It was the
latest episode in a hate-hate
relationship I had with this venue.
There was not much breeze and the
Deeper wasn’t going to get blown to
the shore any time soon. I knew the
routine: get stripped and start
swimming. In theory, it was warmer
than the last time I’d cracked off my
Deeper (the previous January), but it
didn’t feel like it. Deeper retrieved, I
retired to the car with my tail
between my legs and got the heater
going.
My love affair with tench had really
started to develop. Since I was a young
boy, angling has always been important
to me but it had to fit around lots of
other things. In fact springtime, the
peak season for Tinca, was always so
busy with the other things that once the
season closed on the rivers I’d be lucky
to get onto the bank more than a couple
times. Added to that, the two main
waters where I did my tench fishing
both closed from March 15th to June 15th
and I really wasn’t giving them a fair
crack.
Two things recently changed the
path of my tench fishing. One of my
main fishing buddies (a proper, serious
angler) had told me it was about time
that I gave tench the attention they
deserved and a chance meeting with
Nigel Bray, on a working party for one
of our local clubs, saw me join The
Tenchfishers.
I had been content to catch tench of
whatever size that came along and the
ex-match fisherman in me really
enjoyed building a weight, but my
gradual metamorphosis into a specialist
angler saw me start to appreciate
bigger fish and dare I say it, PBs. I’d

D

even upgraded my scales and bought
and new weighing sling! So far, I have
managed not to get too obsessed with
personal bests but I have to admit,
looking back through my angling diary
and following the sequence of tench
PBs does give me some satisfaction!
Apart from one highly eventful visit
to Linear Fisheries in Oxfordshire all my
tench fishing is “oop-north” so I try not
to get jealous of the Kent and Norfolk
captures. As I said in my Tenchfishers
introduction: we need to have our own
perspective and back then, with a PB of
just 6lb 1oz I could barely dream of an
8lb tench, let alone a 9lb one! I was
fishing a variety of day ticket and club
waters on both sides of the Pennines
and was having a great time. With
fishing, the more I go the more I want to
go and the 7lb and 8lb fish were flowing
and my PB was nudging up on a
regular basis. One club gravel pit I fish
starts producing reasonably frequent
bites in February and early seasons in
both 2018 and 2019 had yielded plenty

of 5-8lb fish. It was great sport and
gave me the confidence to try harder
waters with the chance of something
bigger.
The aforementioned Big Pit had
served me up three blanks amounting
to over five days and nights of fruitless
fishing, but tales of a lowish population
of decent tench kept me interested.
Multiple Deeper and leading sessions
helped to get a bit of a feel. In many of
the swims there were dramatic changes
in depth. It could be 3ft or 18ft and there
were all manner of bars, plateaux,
drop-offs, channels and hollows.
Locating fish wasn’t easy. Early
mornings were the best time for shows
but these only indicated a general area.
In my first session there, in summer
2018, I was completely defeated by the
weed. Restarting the following spring I
saw fish but still had two biteless
sessions. On both occasions I’d baited
two areas which were largely clear of
weed - one at the bottom of a drop-off
and one on a plateau. One of the
problems was that I didn’t know the
depth the fish wanted to feed at, and as
I drove home I realised, although I was
fishing to different features, both areas
had a similar depth – about 12ft of
water. It is a big water and I reasoned
that I needed to put at least one rod in
shallower, hopefully warmer water. I
also decided that I was fishing for bites,
rather expecting to bag-up so I needed
to back off on my feed. Additionally I’d
stepped up my gear to allow me to
cover more water because the carp
anglers, who fished at longer ranges,
seemed to pick up more accidental
tench than anyone fishing close.

8:2 from the Big Pit
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Onward and Upward // Pat Dower
9:3 Big pit

Arriving at my eventual choice of
rods and reels involved a process of
coming to terms with the necessary
compromises. I needed a good casting
ability but with a decent playing action,
coupled with good authority for
controlling big fish close to snags
without suffering hook pulls. Some
Tenchfishers’ members will probably
cringe at my eventual choice of 2.5lb
test curve rods and mini big pit reels but
it worked for me.
My next visit to the Big Pit on 24th
May saw me in a swim I’d not
previously fished, staring right into the
teeth of a lovely warm westerly. I was
watching the water from 4:15am and
saw several fish move which I was sure
were tench. I prefer not to cast a
Deeper or a lead when there are clearly
fish in the area, but with no knowledge
of the swim I really wanted to know
what I was fishing to. I limited myself to
three casts and put 3 midi spods of
micro-pellets and hemp onto three
spots I fancied. One was a nice 6ft
deep channel close to a margin; the
second was 76yds on the edge of an 8ft
deep plateau surrounded by 10-11ft
depth and the third was at 60yds in a
large area of 6ft deep water at the
bottom of gentle drop-off. I fished over
all three spots with regularly cast
feeders and heli-rigs. There was no
point in reinventing the wheel!
Conditions seemed perfect; I’d seen
fish in the area and I was picking up
hardly any weed, so the presentation
seemed OK. I had rotated through the
hook baits: worm kebabs, maggots (real
and fake), mini boilies (popped up and
on the bottom) and variety of cocktails,
but still had no bites. And then, out of
48

The mighty
magaligner

Modified feeder
bomb complete
with silicon
sleeve

the blue, just as so often seems to be
the case with tench, the bobbin on the
third rod twitched and pulled up to the
rod. The shock of actually having a bite,
now well into my sixth blank day on the
place, was almost too much, but
thankfully the fish was hooked and the
fight was on. The lack of weed was in
my favour and without drama, the fish,
clearly a good one, was soon close.
Then disaster struck. It snagged up on
an obstacle in the shallows a couple or
rod-lengths out that I’d not noticed. I
could see the big green flank as the
tethered fish floundered. I couldn’t
believe it, but I grabbed the landing net
and waded out to it. Thankfully I was
able to get it in the net, even if my
wellies were full of water. It was clearly
a big fish (for me) and I initially thought
it was even more than the 8lb 13oz it
weighed. It was a triumph and one of
those special moments that angling can
give you. I had suffered for this fish,
almost despairing at times; I had started
to doubt my whole approach and at
times, my sanity; I had nearly lost it but
now it lay glistening on the mat. A
champagne moment for sure!
The same rod was off again within
half-an-hour with another very decent
fish. Having overestimated the first fish I
underestimated this one and was
stunned when the Reuben Heatons
settled on 9lb 1oz and a PB. Five more
Showing
the braid
connection
and the float
stop which
when slid
down
prevents the
feeder from
opening
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9:9 - a new PB

fish came that day including a 7:11
male. Comparing how I felt at 8am that
day with how I now felt at 8pm made
me laugh. I had gone from dithering
idiot, bereft of confidence, to almost
King of the World!
And it didn’t stop there. I decided
that 6ft to 7ft was magic depth and the
following week I was on the water again
on another unfamiliar peg. I’d managed
to get there the previous evening and
find my spots. I put a small amount of
bait in and had rods out all night. I was
slightly concerned by the total lack of
action but thankfully saw a few fish in
my area at first light. I know some
anglers think rebaiting early in the day
can be counterproductive and prefer to
build the swim with regular recasts of
the feeder. However, I put in a few midi
Tench portrait

spombs and then sat there watching
motionless bobbins.
The lack of tench early in my
sessions does make me wonder if my
feeding is right but maybe it is more
down to the preferred feeding times of
the tench on some waters being
throughout the day rather than early
mornings. I suppose the end result is
what counts and on this occasion my
first bite came on a spot at the bottom
of the margin shelf at 7am. I smiled to
myself about this being nice and early
before it registered that I was into a
very decent fish. It briefly weeded itself
but thankfully came out after 15sec of
strong pressure and although it still had
the energy for some heavy lunges is
was soon in the net. It was the biggest
tench I’d ever seen face-to-face and

weighed in at 9lb 6oz. The day
produced nine fish in total in small
clusters; I felt like I’d cracked it! On one
rod I slid the hook link of my heli rig up
the line so that the bait was 2ft from the
feeder and that turned out to be the
most productive rod. However, it’s not a
trick that has worked since, so I don’t
think I’ve stumbled onto anything
magic.
On the hook bait front, the trusty
worm kebab brought most fish,
however, fewer, but bigger fish were
coming to the mag-aligner. I always use
quick change swivels on my rigs and
when fishing with three rods will have 6
hook links on the go, so that I can rotate
them and keep ringing the changes. It
also gets me fishing again quicker for
each cast as I can pop a freshly baited
hook link rather wasting time rebaiting
with the rod out of the water. My new
beefier rod and reel combination was
doing the trick. I’d had a few sessions
practice casting and was more accurate
at distance. I’d started using Drennan
bullet feeders. They work quite well, off
the shelf, but I found they occasionally
released their contents when I was
trying to cast to the horizon so I
replaced the stretchy Powergum with
doubled up braid and slid down a float
stop to hold the cap in place.
More sessions followed with more
success, but as June slid by it gradually
got tougher. The rivers were calling but
I was loving the big pit now. After what it
had put me through it felt like I’d passed
a test and was being allowed a few
gifts. On 20th June I had my penultimate
session on the water. I was back in the
swim where I’d blanked on my first ever
session. It is a popular swim with the
carp anglers so although I’d got other
swims in mind, seeing it was free, I
couldn’t resist. Save for one bite,
mid-morning, the fishing was quiet. I
didn’t care though; that fish weigh 9lb
9oz…
And that was pretty much the end of
my tench season. Following a blank, at
the start of July, I had intended to give
the big pit a rest for the fish to spawn.
Then a busy period at work followed by
a family crisis took all the wind out of
my sails. It has been marvellous and I
wouldn’t have dreamed that the journey
would see me encounter so many
decent tench even if there was no
double figure fish to finish the
sequence. But as one of my angling
buddies (the “proper serious” one) said:
“At least you’ve left something for next
spring!”
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Phil Jackson talks to Ian Peacock

Being Phil Jackson
I think it’s fair that with his extended experience of
the Tenchfishers, we can call Phil Jackson a doyen of
the group. He has carried through most of the jobs in
the Tenchfishers and now been newly appointed as
President, a most deserved case indeed - Ian Peacock
Why do you fish?
I’ve always felt that fishing gives a
sense of freedom. When I was younger
I was fascinated by water and fish. It
just seems to be where I should be and
what I should be doing. Fred Foster
once wrote in the Bulletin that this was
an example of atavism, which is a kind
of “returning to type”, so I would have
been a Stone Age fisherman. My wife
thinks I’m in the Stone Age, anyway! I
think too, that anglers often have a
deep relationship with the aquatic world
and look out for it.
So what age did you start fishing?
Thirteen. There was a guy that lived a
few houses up from me and he called
me over one day and he had got his
fishing tackle in the back garden. I’d
never seen anything like it. And
immediately I was fascinated,
particularly by an old (probably useless)
centrepin that clicked wonderfully.
Do you still get that excitement?
Yes and no. I know you’re a great
planner and organiser of your fishing
but I am a bit casual to be honest. I’ve
heard many say they can’t sleep the
night before, well I can. In fact I find it
quite difficult to get up to go fishing! It’s
only when I’m actually at the waterside
that suddenly the spark reignites and it
happens every time.
Tell us about your tench fishing
The first fishing I did was at a local
pond in Knebworth and the first fish I
caught was a crucian. But I did it all
wrong, I had no one to show me apart
from reading a bit about fishing. There
were tench in this pond and they were
only caught by the older boys not by
idiots like me with the float at the wrong
depth. Then all the tench died in the
hard winter of ‘63, so the first tench I
50

saw were dead, which is something I’ve
never forgotten. The fascination grew
and eventually I went to a place called
the Green Lagoon at Arlesey and I
caught a 7oz tench on a chunk of flour
and water paste. I was just transfixed.
We all know the old story - these were
the fish I wanted to catch and it is still
my favourite fish.
After that, I my search for local
tench led me to bike to a pool right in
Stevenage Town centre, urban fishing
at its best! From there I went on to fish
a water near Bishop’s Stortford called
Hatfield Forest which was full of tench.
They weren’t big, a three was big but
you could catch a few there. I also
fished at Southill Park but not very
much for tench because I couldn’t get
there early enough without a car. So I
fished it more for other species.
I did tench fish eventually at Southill
when I had transport and I was
probably about twenty when I caught
some fours out of there, firstly on
sausage rusk paste and cupping and
then on swan mussel. Luckily I had a
mate called Steve Lawson who did odd
jobs in Alan Brown’s shop. He was like
a conduit and through him I got to know
the going methods.
Richard Walker in the Angling Times
was massively influential. The other
thing that was very important to me was
Angling Magazine, which as you
probably know, had Brian Harris as
editor. He had a whole range of writers:
Gibbinson, Walker, Taylor, Gay and so
on. Angling was a mixed magazine,
going from sea to reservoir trout to
everything and I took all that on board.
So, although I was a tench man, I’ve
always been keen on other sorts of
fishing, particularly fly fishing. I always
thought magazines that were just one
genre, like carp fishing, were less
interesting.

How did you move on from there?
When I was 26, I met a guy called Harry
Green at Southill who was the records
officer for Tenchfishers. I wrote this six
page application letter and bigged up
the few tench I had caught and I got in.
It was a blag in to be honest. The
membership secretary must have just
got bored with my letter and let me in.
The rest is all history, as they say.
Yes, the effect was immediate. I met a
member from the West Midlands, Les
Millington, and he was a fabulous tench
nut and a great float angler, who was
mentioned in Len Head’s book. I fished
with him for twenty-odd years. He
introduced me to Walcot, a great place
for float fishing, and Canwell Reservoir,
which was near Sutton Coldfield and
there I met local expert Fred Taylor, (not
Fred J Taylor). I remember sitting with
him and fishing and it all just opened
up. Then I went to Redesmere with
Tony Marris and had my first five and
first six, and then it was on to Sywell,
Bradley’s, Lodgerail and Dudmaston in
the early 1980s, all through connections
with the Tenchfishers.
Sywell tench on
a Pacific Prawn
boilie 7:01
(August 1987)
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What was Sywell like then? Was
there was a night fishing ban?
It was curious because if I remember
rightly, you could actually stay overnight
but you couldn’t fish. It was a ludicrous
idea.
I’ve never fished on the 16th June in
my life. Partly because my birthday is
on the 15th, but also I was in the worst
job for tench fishing which is being a
teacher. When you get to June you are
either setting or marking exams and so
on. So, most of my tench fishing was in
July to September. This was fine at
Sywell because the water was relatively
quiet.
So, you would’ve missed the first
week of the season rush, where
people used to come from the car
park and pretend to walk?
Not my scene at all.
Well, in my opinion, you didn’t miss
much.
Well, I sensed that to be true, yes.
It was soon all boilie fishing. I
started with conventional baits and then
with paste; I developed a paste, which I
called HP1, (high protein 1) using
Wilton ingredients like casein and
sodium caseinate and soya flour. I
flavoured it with salmon fry and herring
meal and it was effective. It was at a
time when Sywell was going well on
Hutchinson Seafood blend. I also used
a yellow paste that was sweet and
sticky, flavoured with creamed
sweetcorn. I did OK and a lot of people
asked me what I was using.
I’m quite fascinated by this because
they seem to turn onto bait and it
lasts a little while and then for the
life of you, you can’t catch on it.
Yes.
So, would that be your experience?
Exactly, yes.
I think Pete Jackson used sausage
Yes, that was mostly at Centre Lagoon
in the early ‘80s. It was just a matter of
mass baiting with these balls of
sausage meat, I wasn’t involved, but he
did a presentation on it at the
Tenchfishers’ AGM so I know about it.
But yes, at Sywell, once the boilies
came along it seemed the best
approach and it was different.. I had a
few eights out of Sywell in the 1990s.
And then maggots came along, in
your tench fishing?
Well, I remember the day in 1978, at

Canwell, when I ran out of lobs and
tried bunches of maggots instead and
caught just as well. Those two were my
favourite baits.

Wingham 9:04 (2011)

You must’ve bumped into Keith
Sanders?
Not until the ‘90s when I tried to
encourage him to join the Tenchfishers.
Eventually, we offered him honorary
membership after he did a talk. That
was a great connection to make.
Then what have you done for the last
twenty years?
Fished a lot of tench waters. At the last
count I was up to about 45. But I never
thought: “How big are the tench here?”
It was just, “Here’s somewhere else to
go tench fishing”. Barton Pit, was a big
favourite; that was a water near Burtonon-Trent, so it fitted in with my limited
spare time. I fished that for about seven
or eight years. Dudmaston was always
one that I fished a great deal. It’s run by
the Kinver Freeliners and it’s still a very
prolific tench water.
Would it be fair to say that where you
ended up living, in the West
Midlands, did limit your access to,
shall we say, big tench waters?
It did. I could get to Redesmere in the
‘80s and I could get to Sywell. But as
work and family commitments built up I
fished very locally and Barton Pit gave
me sevens (and some double-figure
bream). I had a lot of fives and sixes
and I enjoyed the fishing. I was
regularly catching 50 to 100 tench a
season from 3 or 4 Midlands waters (I
don’t think it would be possible now). I
didn’t worry much that people were
catching nines and tens elsewhere.
And then there was Moby’s. It looked
like a hole in the ground!
That was a Derbyshire syndicate water
we had with the late lamented Steve
Yeomans. We had a good little group
there. It was quite pretty in summer.
The trouble was the traffic noise as it
was flanked by the M1 and the A50.
Next door was the lovely Figure of Eight
which was smaller and quieter. I wrote
about it in the bulletin and in the book.
I know for a fact you did fish
Wingham for a few years.
Yes. It was Steve Campbell who helped
me to join. I went to Wingham
specifically to catch a 9lb tench and the
first day I went there, within an hour, I’d
photographed you with a 9lb tench. I’d
never seen one before. I caught a

number of nines and some big eights
and it worked out well.
I had the privilege of photographing
one for you as well.
Yes, it’s still my PB, which is 9lb 11oz.
Yes, nice fish it was too.
That was really about as big as they
went. I think there were a few scraper
tens, but it wasn’t a sure-fire doubles
water.
Wingham is a lovely place to fish.
That’s important.
So, it has got to have something a
little bit more than just the fish?
Yes, I want good-looking fish and
good-looking waters. I’m not targetdriven, though I respect anglers who
are.
You’re always on the look out for any
other opportunities now?
Yes, I’m looking at a water local to me
at the moment that is carp water but it
has got some big tench in it. I’m
thinking I’ll commit to it because it’s only
twenty minutes from my back door
So, you’re fishing more on your own
terms, rather than it just chasing PBs
and numbers?
I’ve always fished on my own terms. I
derive little motivation from what others
catch.
So, that brings us round up to date;
so where do you see your tench
fishing going, from now.
I want it to be fairly laid back but I will
try to catch a double. And it will be the
first double I’ve ever seen. If somebody
said to me, ‘That bloke over there has
got a double.’ I would walk in the
opposite direction, I don’t want to see
one.
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Phil Jackson talks to Ian Peacock
Good.
It’s verging on the obsessive!
You like to fish for lots of other stuff
and Angling magazine, gave you all
these other ideas and fantasies?
A really good example of that: there
was a guy who used to write beautifully
in Angling, back in the 1970s, his name
was Digger Derrington.
I remember.
He used to write a lot about sea fishing
on the west coast of Scotland. I was
engaged so Fran and I went up there
and we fished off Arran for cod and
haddock and wrasse and later off Skye
for cod and pollack and caught some
decent ones. Also reservoir troutfishing, with Churchy and Arthur Cove
was in vogue, and I fished Rutland the
day after it opened. Fly-fishing is very
engaging and I would say brown trout
would be my second favourite species
after tench. I have trout-fished the
length of the country literally from
Cornwall to Cape Wrath.
It’s interesting, because tench and
trout are almost opposite ends of the
spectrum.
Yes, I like variety. I love chub fishing; it’s
my third favourite form of fishing
because of the roaming element. And
barbel, they always beat you up. I love
that. To be honest, they are another
favourite fish and often they are quite
easy to catch!
And probably you prefer running
water for trout as well, I guess?
Yes, and I never imagined I would ever
fish posh rivers like the Test and the
Itchen. I prefer running water fishing
now. I was once a still-water man and
spent twenty years pike fishing and ten
years carp fishing. I did okay-ish with
twenties of both species.
I seem to recall you catching pike in
Scotland?
Yes that was the best pike fishing I’ve
ever had. Les and I sought out a few
little known lochs.
So, you actually went consciously to
find out some waters?
We consciously avoided Lomond, a bit
of an anti-circuit water thing. I fished in
Ireland for pike as well in some fairly big
loughs in Roscommon mostly. Pike
fishing in Ireland and Scotland is bloody
hard work; it is the most demanding
fishing you can do because you’re
camping by the waterside and there is
52

no water, nothing. You have to carry
everything with you. On one or two
lochs there weren’t even any proper
access roads. You get bitten to bits and
rained on from a great height. God
knows what else. I nearly got
shipwrecked in a squall on Loch Ken.
On some lochs, a bow saw was as
important as a fishing rod. I loved it! We
might be away for a week and there
were no mobiles in those days.
So, this was real out on the edge
type of fishing?
By my standards, anyway. Being “out
there” was as important as the fish.
That would’ve been when? ‘80s,
‘90s?
Yes, the ‘80s were the peak and it ran
into the ‘90s. But gradually, work and
family and stuff took over and I pulled
my horns in.
So, you feel you can satisfy your
needs through the year?
Absolutely, yes. There is never a day
when I couldn’t be doing some fishing.
It’s twelve months of the year. I’m lucky
because my wife is very understanding.
She says, “You are what you are,” and
thinks women that try to change men
are stupid!
So, with your broad church of
experience, what do you see are
your strengths and weaknesses as
an angler?
My weaknesses are easy to talk about,
I’m not particularly excited by the idea
of a target. I don’t have the specimen
hunter’s drive. I think I’m fairly lazy as a
fisherman; quite often I’ll know I should
move but I can’t be bothered.. I need to
enjoy the experience, if I’m not enjoying
it, I just stop, that’s it. Also I am very
poor at taking advice. Honestly, I would
rather blank than be guided to a fish, in
the UK anyway.

A Scottish twenty - nothing better in
pike fishing (1991)

So, is that a strength or a weakness?
Results-wise I ‘d say it was a weakness.
Well, I could see it as a strength,
because if you’re not enjoying it, do
something else. I think you could
perhaps spin it the other way.
Yes.
So, what are your strengths?
I say this without any modesty, I am a
pretty experienced angler. If there is a
sort of fishing, I’ve probably at least had
a go. I think it has given me quite a
good intuitive understanding of tackle
and rigs; I can work things out for
myself. Knots, I’m very careful with and
I know the ones that work for me. So, in
some of the detail and in some of the
thinking I think I’m okay. Prep is not
something I’m very good at. I’ve lost
count of the number of times I’ve ended
up winging it because I haven’t
prepared properly and I’m using
something I’m not entirely happy with.
In Canada Mark Daffers caught more
carp than me because he was better
prepared. No question.
You said yourself you fish for a lot of
different fish, are there any PBs
you’d like to share with us?
I’ve got only a fair list of PBs. What I will
say though is where I’ve got PBs, I’ve
got a lot of backup fish
Can you share a couple of PBs
which you can edit out of course if
you like?
Well, male tench is 8lb 4oz, which was
pleasing.
Pike?
Yes, well, I’ve had quite a few over 20lb.
The best would be a 24 from A Castle
Loch but not THE Castle Loch!
Barbel is fourteen on the nail. I’m
proud of that fish because it was from
the proper Upper Trent above Burton

River Test 4lb on a mayfly (2017)
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where they are much rarer than lower
down. Chub is 6lb 1oz, which isn’t that
big, but it’s a decent Wye fish. I’ve had
very little luck with big chub.
You are a member of the Chub Study
Group.
Yes, it’s a good group.
Have you never had the want to fish
for some of the bigger chub?
Not really but I should, I guess. There is
nothing local. I’ve got some beautiful
local rivers: the Blythe, the Anker, the
Mease and the Upper Trent. I have had
fives from all of them but today their
condition with pollution and overpredation is a scandal. Sadly, I have got
close to giving up chub fishing and
resigning from the CSG because I am
fed up with fishing all day for nothing or
one three-pounder.
I suppose I ought to mention my
game fishing PBs. Brown trout is 7:07,
Rainbow 12:08, my best salmon was
22lb which I caught in Iceland and was
an incredibly exciting fish to catch. I
also have had wild browns to 5:15 in
Iceland.
And jaunts to Canada, where you’ve
battled with bears and fishes large?
I’ve never seen a bear in Canada, just
grizzlies in Alaska.
I caught a 52lb lake trout in Great
Bear Lake and a 15lb char in the Tree
River near the Arctic Ocean. In Alaska,
I’ve had coho and chum salmon and
decent pike using flies. Three-pound
Arctic grayling in Canada are very rare
but big twos are common – loads on
nymphs; I love grayling.
What does the Tenchfishers mean
to you?
The Tenchfishers has always been
Derwent Barbel 13:01 (2010)

incredibly important to me. I’m not sure
why exactly, except I think it’s that blend
of fishing and socialising that I find
enjoyable. I’m a very sociable person
but I fish better on my own. I just find
people that go tench fishing are
sensible normal people and you meet
so many difficult types in life, so it’s like
a sanctuary. I think an involving hobby
like fishing balances people, as long as
they have other things too.

22lb salmon
Laxa-i-Kjos
Icelend (2018)

You’re the magazine editor, that’s
one of your roles. You’re still liking
it?
Yes. I’ve said this before, when this
chunky glossy thing lands on your mat,
you think: ‘I helped to create that.’ And
you develop little relationships with
people because you email them about
their article. It gives you a real
connection. I think of my friends and
acquaintances, probably about half are
from the Tenchfishers.
You’ve also got this role as
president, where do you see that
going?
I think it has strengthened my
involvement. I’m more broadly involved
than before..
You’ve edited the book, you’re a
healthy member of the THA. So,
whether you, perhaps, recognise it
or not, you do quite a bit more than
you might think you do.
Well, it’s nice of you to say that. It’s
good that the president has now come
from the ranks and I hope that will be
the situation from now. With all due
respect to our former presidents, Chris
and Bob, who are/were great people, it
is fitting that someone who started as a
foot soldier in the Tenchfishers is now
president.

That’s a test of time as well.
I don’t want to big up what I do, but
teaching is quite a tough job in modern
urban schools as you know from your
daughter’s experience. You don’t
necessarily make many friends in
teaching because you’re with the kids a
lot and staffroom politics being what
they are, and university’s worse.
Really, is it?
I ran a department of 18 people and in
terms of politics, and egos and it was
pretty highly-charged. So, something
like the Tenchfishers is a safe space
where you can make friends and be
yourself.

River Wye chub - 6:01 (2012)
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Phil Jackson talks to Ian Peacock
It’s very inclusive.
It is, ‘inclusive’ is a very important word.
What are you prepared to give up
good fishing time for?
I’m one of those people, and there are a
lot of people like this, I get quite deeply
interested in things. So you can nail me
down to fishing, certain kinds of music,
cricket and natural history (and
gardening), plus, professionally,
education and economics, and those
are the things that define me really.
Moderator: You’re prepared to give
up your fishing time for those, at any
one time when they come along.
Yes, if someone held a gun to my head
and said, ‘It’s fishing or music,’ that
would be a tough one. I think it would
be fishing because it may keep you
alive.
It’s good to have more than one
thing, I think you need more than
one pastime.
Music is very important. I like a range
from classical to folk but Chicago blues
would be the ultimate like Muddy
Waters or Little Walter. That music
really speaks to me and I like to go
back to the authentic thing rather than
to rock versions. I really like a lot of jazz
(not all), which I first encountered on my
Dad’s old 78s. I was brought up
surrounded by music and have always
been curious about it.

Is there anything you want to add in
there?
I suppose I ought to mention my
harmonica playing because that’s
become very important. The harmonica
is a strange little instrument which a lot
of people dismiss as a bit of a joke but if
you explore the really top players and
what they’re doing you think: ‘Shit, how
do they do that?’
And cricket - the five-day test match
would be the pinnacle?
Yes. The action evolves and it’s a cross
between sport and chess. My Grandad
started taking me to the Oval when I
was 12 so It took root. I played a fair bit,
with a very moderate technique as a
batsman.
So, could you watch a five-day test
match, all five days?
Yes, oh, absolutely but I never have.
Entertainment?
I really enjoy a good film or a play. I
recently saw “Copenhagen” a play
about two nuclear physicists discussing
how Hiroshima came about. On TV I
quite like thrillers if they’re well done. I
like American stuff like Suits and
Breaking Bad, they do those things
really well. Frasier is always funny.
My favourite film is: “A River Runs

Through It”, and it’s not just because it’s
about fishing, although that really helps.
It’s because about the outdoors and
human relationships in the family and
it’s darn good yarn.
I read quite a lot, not fiction so
much. I like books on natural history,
especially anything to do with fish. I like
humour too. I am reading a book by
David Sedaris. He’s a New Yorker with
a sense of humour like Woody Allen. I
read the Times every day and politics
interests me.
Fishing books are very important to
me, I have nearly as many as Thommo!
I used to keep a copy of my favourite
book: Clive Gammon’s “I Know a Good
Place” in my office. If things got too
much I would close my door, read it and
go off to Ireland or Canada or Alaska
with Clive. He was another of those
Angling magazine inspirations.
Generally, in life, what are you very
good at or very bad at?
Sheesh. I’m very bad at being
opinionated and critical, I mean even
arrogant. I’m very good at those things,
but that’s what I mean it’s bad. Also, I’m
poor at small talk.
I think you’re very bad at planning
for fishing trips.
Yes, atrociously bad. Also, I’m not much
cop at sport or any physical skills.
Well, you have got hand-eye
coordination because I’ve seen you
cast a fly quite well.
That took me a long time to learn. I
have trouble as I have crossdominance. I do some things righthanded and some left so I’m easily
confused!

Lake trout Great Bear
Lake 2006 - 52lb
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Come on, don’t be modest
OK, I like people, they interest me and I
take the view if you want to be a friend,
you can be a friend and that’s fine. I’m a
sticker, I stick at things. I’ve stuck at
marriage. I’ve stuck at the Tenchfishers.
The interests like cricket, have been
there for decades.
Yes. I just want to disagree with
something you said earlier, and I
disagree with the ‘arrogance’ bit,
because you’re not.
You should see some of my Facebook
posts.
Before I go on, you are very bad at
timekeeping…
Yes, I am perpetually late, always have
been. It’s in your head, it’s in your DNA,
you cut everything too fine. It’s living in
the moment too much and having a
perpetual misunderstanding of how long
things take.
You are legendary in the
Tenchfishers, for being late.
Hehe, it won’t change.

So, have you got any ambitions in
fishing, or in life, now you’ve
reached, you know, the age of 70
years old?
Beyond staying alive for me, and
Johnny Mac, it’s a double-figure
tench.
With the harmonica I’m really
trying to punch above my weight I
have won one cup for playing and I’ve
got eyes on a contest in, I think it’s in
October, run by HarmonicaUK.
Is there a question you would like
to ask yourself?
I haven’t thought about this one.
Good, they’re the ones I like.
I’d like to ask myself why tench fishing
means so much to me, and I can’t
really answer that question.
Another is: was I right to lead such
a conventional life? I did find my work
fulfilling but when I see, ‘Fred Bloggs,
age 50. Occupation: fishing
consultant.’ I think can you really
make a living out of it? I have been
pretty lucky as it goes. I have taken

risks, but against a very conventional
way of life, really.
Finally, do you have a personal
favourite belief or saying?
I have thought about this. I believe
Richard Walker said, and he was
phenomenally successful on all sorts of
levels in fishing: ‘The most successful
angler is the one who enjoys it most.’
Also, you mentioned that word
‘inclusivity’, and that’s one thing I think
Tenchfishers stands for. I can remember
sitting on the dam at Sywell, back in the
day. On my left was Les, who was a
tool-setter from Willenhall, and on my
right was Ed, who had a PhD in physics
at Cambridge. The way I’d sum it up is,
and this is an Italian proverb: ‘When the
game is over, the pawn and the king
both go back in the same box.’
What a lovely way to end it. I’m going
to finish this and say, Phil Jackson,
thank you very much for your time in
the psychiatrist’s chair.
Phew, oh well.

Putting the record straight // Barry Cushing

PUTTING THE
RECORD STRAIGHT:

Below: The Captain, Barry
and Ian and the Farnham
Trophy

How Farnham Angling Society got
involved with the Tenchfishers
’m Barry Cushing (Baz) - a
Tenchfisher and a member of
Farnham Angling Society (FAS).
In 2015, when I was in hospital
for the sixth time that year, I had
plenty of time to think. I got around
to thinking about the Tenchfishers,
and how the FAS committee are
always considering ways to promote
the association. Eventually I came up
with an idea to link the Tenchfishers
with Farnham Angling Society.
When I left hospital I set up a
meeting with the secretary of Farnham
Angling, Ian Gray and took along a
Tenchfishers Bulletin. I put my idea of
giving a trophy for the biggest tench to
come out of Frensham Great Pond
each year. Ian must have been
impressed because that night he joined

I

the Tenchfishers and put the trophy
idea to the committee.
Getting the go ahead, I approached
Ian Peacock who agreed that the
Tenchfishers would sponsor the trophy
winner with a year’s subscription to the
Tenchfishers, so I then purchased the
trophy, and the rest, as they say, is
history and the link was formed!
Some months later, Ian Gray asked
me if I would be interested in helping
with a Tenchfisher teach-in at Summer
Pit and 2019 saw the third successful
teach-in organised by Ian and Steve
Rabson. Through these events, the
Farnham Angling Society Committee
and Ian Gray managed to secure Mill
Lane for the Tenchfishers Surrey
fish-ins.
I would personally like to thank Ian

Gray, without whose help none of this
would have come about and also Kenny
Parsons, Tony King, Steve Frapwell,
Chris Netto and the bailiff team for
making the teach-ins such a pleasure to
be a part of.
Tight lines Baz Cushing
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Len Arbery

SERIES 3
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THE HERTFORDSHIRE
SPECIMEN GROUP
Almost certainly in 1959,
Jack Hilton, his wife’s
brother Kenny Ewington
and Roy Wickes decided
to form The Hertfordshire
Carp Catchers’ Club. But
after a disastrous
season at Maylin’s Pool when,
despite their best efforts they didn’t land
a single carp, they became more
circumspect in their ambitions,
changing the name to The Hertfordshire
Specimen Group. The full membership
was: Jack Hilton, Kenny Ewington, Roy
Wickes, Roger Smith, Frank Guttfield,
Pete Frost, Bill Keal, Alec Lewis and
Ron Taylor.
Members from both groups were
constantly fishing with each other,
primarily at Southill Park and it became
clear that rather than have divided
loyalties it would be preferable to
amalgamate. Hence, in May 1965, The
Herts-Chiltern Specimen Group was
formed.
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More on
Southill
Park
s I previously mentioned
Southill Park could very
well be considered the
birthplace of that renowned
specimen group: the Herts-Chiltern
Anglers. Perhaps a few words
behind the group’s formation may
prove of interest.

A

THE HERTS-CHILTERN ANGLERS
The Chiltern Specimen Group was
formed in 1957 by Roy Pinnock and
John Coxhill, together with Derek Smith
and Gwyn Williams. By early 1964
these original members considered new
blood was needed and it was decided
to invite another tench angler they’d
met fishing Southill Park. The difficulty
lay in the fact they had no address for
him only knowing that his name was Bill
and that he arrived from the London
area to fish on his motorbike.
Undeterred, Roy arranged for a letter to
be published in ‘Angling Times’
advertising for one ‘Bill the Bike’.
Both Bob Buteux and another friend
of Bill’s thought the letter referred to Bill
Quinlan. After the initial contact had
been made to confirm that Bill Quinlan
was indeed the writer’s intended target,
a meeting was arranged. This took
place one evening after work when Bill
and Bob travelled to a pub in Barnet to
meet Roy and John, joining the group
right there and then. Further anglers
followed and at the final count the full
list included: Roy Pinnock, John Coxhill,
Tony Williams, Gwyn Williams, Derek
Smith, Alan Brown, Dave Hugill, Bob
Carter, Bob Buteux and Bill Quinlan.
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THE HERTS-CHILTERN SPECIMEN
GROUP LATER BECOMING THE HERTS-CHILTERN ANGLERS
As some members lost interest and
left, other anglers were invited to join,
but there had to be a unanimous vote
by all existing members prior to
the invitation being issued. Later
members were: Len Arbery,

Tony Dixon, Trevor Hutchins, Dave
Boothroyd, Dave Cheshire, Tony Abbot,
Peter Jackson, Janet Jackson, Harry
Green and Kerry Barringer.
The vast majority of the Southill
Park photographs I have depict HertsChiltern members, so most if not all
those included in ‘Time Exposures’ will
feature them.
As young lads from Hitchin in
Hertfordshire, both Alan Brown, seen
here, and Frank Guttfield (next pic)
knew Richard Walker well who also
lived in the same town. Perhaps it
comes as no surprise that they too took
up angling, eventually becoming very
successful in their own rights. In fact,
Alan Brown excelled in three
disciplines: match fishing, specimen
hunting and game fishing - both salmon
and trout.
Alan also changed the direction of
his family’s cobbler business, swapping
mending shoes for selling and making
fishing tackle; soon becoming
renowned throughout the country.
Arguably Frank Guttfield became
the most successful Southill tench
angler throughout the ten year period
around 1955 to 1965. Here we see him
with an early brace of Southill five
pounders.
This is rarity for me. It shows a
successful Southill tench angler who
was never a member of the HertsChiltern Anglers. This being John
Simpson. In fact, it is amazing that
John fished Southill at all for he
Alan Brown, Southill
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Frank Guttfield,
Southill Park

lived many miles away in Eton near
Windsor in Berkshire and never learned
to drive a car or motorbike. John used
to come by train, carrying his rods and
landing net in a homemade holdall, the
remainder of his gear being pushedalong in a cobbled-together metal
contraption on wheels. He’d then walk
all the way to the lake from the station!
Furthermore, he’d sometimes fish
Southill for several days continuously
particularly during the season’s opening
week.
Roger Smith, Jack Hilton and Bill
Quinlan would always grumble to me
that John Simpson would be continually
on the scrounge for food during his
extended fishing trips because, as he
explained, there wasn’t sufficient room
in his contraption to carry provisions!
My friends were also very careful not to
give John free access to their food for
John Simpson,
Southill Park

on one occasion he ate Jack’s threeday supply at a single sitting!
John Simpson was a colourful
character and true eccentric. He was a
restorer/conserver of antique books and
manuscripts by trade, which may very
well explain why he included out-ofdate English words like gadzooks and
damsels in his everyday vocabulary.
John had one of the finest collections of
fishing books in the country if not the
world; some of the titles he owned
weren’t even in the British Library.
John never married and lived with
his mother until she died. Then, most
tragically, soon after this sad event he
took his own life we were told.
Back in the early specimen hunting
days, there was precious little tackle
available commercially. One had to
make one’s own gear, everything from
floats to bite alarms, big landing nets
and rods, even including stuff like
luggage and rod holdalls. A couple of
examples may be seen in the picture of
Bob Buteux at Southill. Both Bob’s
holdall and rod were homemade by
him; in fact Bob is very proud of the fact
that he’s never, ever bought a
commercially made fishing rod. Every
rod he’s ever used he made himself. It

Bob Buteux

Bill Quinlan,
1965

is true though, that back in the splitcane era his friend, Cliff Wood, was
called upon to make the blanks.
Wasn’t Bill Quinlan a handsome
beast in his younger Southill days?
Which makes it all the more surprising
that he never married. He got close to
‘tying the knot’ on a couple of occasions
but never quite managed it. In fact, he
never really did get over his final love
affair. (Bill wouldn’t thank me for saying
any more than that.)
Bill Quinlan was the very best friend
a fellow could ever wish for: charming,
humorous, generous and when the
‘chips were down’ always, always, he’d
be there for you. Bill was the ideal
fishing companion being clever,
innovative and very good company. But
he could also be so frustrating at times
for he could be the most unreliable git
that God ever put breath into; many is
the time he’d turn up a day or even two
or more late! He’d also berate
you with an acid-laden wit for
any shortcomings you might
unconsciously reveal as I know
only too well! But his charming
manner accompanied by that
childish grin would soon win you
over and you’d readily forgive
him. Yes, those that never had the
pleasure of crossing paths with
Bill have missed so much. I know
I speak for Bob Buteux here as
well by stating publicly, we were
very proud to be considered Bill’s
close and trusted friends.
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Reel Dreams // Vinnie Kelly

Reel Dreams

y addiction for angling
started when I was just a
lad. I spent many a
summer’s day fishing in
the small river behind my house for
brown trout, with a very little gear,
some of it homemade, and no tuition.
It did not deter me as I loved every
minute of being on the bank, trying
my best to outwit those wary wild
trout.
When I was eleven years old, my
mother’s cousin, Jim, took me under his
wing on my first coarse fishing trip to
the mighty Shannon River. I caught
three new species that day, which I had
only ever seen before in an old John
Wilson book my mother bought me. I
was hooked on this type of fishing from
then on. For the next few years I would
spend as much time as possible by
Jim’s side. I learned so much from him
about all aspects of coarse angling and
nature in general. He was a match
angler, but one day he said we would
try something different and hit a spot
over in Mayo to try and bag a tench. I
had only ever seen photos of them and
really wanted to add one to my species
list. That day ended in a blank.
When I hit sixteen or so, fishing took
a back seat in my life as I am sure
happens with a lot of teenagers. When I
reached twenty I realised that I needed
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to go fishing again but it was not until
2009 that I decided to try for a tench
again. I decided to try a very prolific
water to “blood myself” with a Tinca. I
was armed with a float rod, red
maggots and some ground bait. I was
catching small rudd for the first two
hours of the session but when the sun
lowered in the sky my waggler slid
away and when I lifted into the bite I
was greeted with a solid resistance.
Then all hell broke loose. After a couple
of minutes I had my first tench in the
net. I ended that session with three
tench and from then on my love affair

began with tench fishing.
I mostly did all my fishing in the
Sligo area, so decided it was time to
spread my wings a little. I started to
target waters further from home and
fish them more often and, in 2017, I
decided I would try to catch larger fish
from harder waters. When I did catch
from these tougher loughs, I got a
better feeling and a sense of
achievement. Over the last three
seasons I have learned a lot about all
things tench.
Every season we all set goals or
targets that we would like to achieve.
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This might be a new personal best or a
new species etc. In 2018 I really wanted
to break the Irish specimen barrier. I
spent most of my time on one particular
lough. There were a lot of blanks, in fact
seventeen, before I witnessed the first
fish landed from this lough by my pal
Ben. He caught a specimen fish (on his
first session there, jammy!!) and I then
caught two small fish in the same
session.
By the end of the season, I had only
equalled my personal best and I didn’t
hit the specimen weight target that I set
myself. Throughout the season, I put all
my efforts into this lough, which might
not have been the best idea, I’m still
learning eh…. This just gave me the
desire to go back at it and hopefully
succeed.
Although I sometimes get caught up
with personal expectations, I sometimes
have to remind myself why I go fishing
and what started this addiction: having
fun, and in recent years, unwinding
from the hustle and bustle of work.
In 2019, as winter made way for
spring and buds appeared on the willow
trees and lambs were filling the fields,
excitement took over my thoughts about
the season ahead. I was wondering if I
would be successful this year in
reaching my target. I have to dream!
I decided to fish new waters, as I do
find myself returning to the old reliable
waters time and time again when the
going gets tough. During the colder
months while thinking about the coming
season, I decided that it was better to
explore new waters, as catching from
the same waters would not improve my
angling. However, in March my first two
sessions ended with a blank.
I decided to join the Tenchfishers
since tench are one of the main fish I
target; I wanted to meet likeminded
anglers and maybe pick their brains
about tactics (definitely not to find their
secret spots, that’s a no-no haha!). As
this was my first year as a member of
the Tenchfishers, I decided to attend the
Irish fish-in in April and meet up with
fellow members. It was good to meet up
A nice
tench gets
canine
admiration

6lb 2oz

with them and talk about stories, good
times and indulge in a beverage or two!
This was a nice change as I do most of
my angling on my own. It was even
better to open my account for this
season with a nice male tench from a
lovely Monaghan/Meath water, in good
company.
In late April a good friend tipped me
off about a venue that was a good early
producing water in lovely Leitrim. My
fishing is normally split between float
and feeder fishing with alarms. I tend to
leave the float rod until mid-May as it’s
easier to keep warm and just wait for
the alarm bells earlier in the year! Some
of these waters rarely see a line in them
from one end of the year to the other. I
decided to visit the lake with a marker
float and spod. A lot of the time it pays
to pre-bait in Ireland, as the lack of bait
going in can make it hard to get on the
fish. I was armed with stewed wheat
and pigeon conditioner laced in
molasses and I baited a spot in
preparation for the coming days.
Two days later I decided to do a
morning session and chance my luck.
My chosen tactics were helicopter
rigged maggots (both fake and real)
and worm kebab rigs. I decided not to
spod any bait out when I arrived at first
light. I cast out both rods to the spot
and sat and watched the water. It
wasn’t long before the tench to showed
that they were feeding, as they put on a
great display rolling over the pre-baited
area. After half-an-hour I received my
first bite, which was a good feeling from

this new water. I ended the session with
six tench and a nice bream, with the
maggot feeder accounting for five
tench. Included in my catch was a new
personal best, which was broken by
one ounce!
As I had now beaten my personal
best, I decided a new goal was needed.
Would it be possible to catch that
specimen tench I wanted in the same
season? I did catch a 7lb 1oz tench in a
big carp water in France in 2018, but I
do not count that as my personal best.
It was a boilie eating machine and
caught on really heavy gear and it came
to the net like a dog on a lead. In
Ireland a six pound tench is a specimen
fish, this was now my goal.
Unfortunately, I found myself back at
work the following day. As you know
bait does not pay for itself and I was
also busy sorting out my off-duty, so I
could have my next session at this lake
as soon as possible.
A few days later I was on the bank
of the same water again with high
hopes. Could it be possible to break the
6lb mark? Armed with the same tactics
as the last session I set about trying to
catch a tench. Well, by lunch time of
that day this question was answered, as
I caught two fish over 6lb with one
being 6lb 1oz. That was it, I could relax
for the rest of the season. Or could I?
Over the next few weeks, I was doing
overnighters on different waters, putting
the feeders out successfully with zero
blanks! Throughout the season, I
enjoyed catching from new waters
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Reel Dreams // Vinnie Kelly
because it gave me confidence in my
approach to tench fishing. A lot of Irish
waters fish best at night and I found this
out over the last couple of seasons.
It would be harsh not to mention my
fishing companion, my better half
Aoife’s dog, called “Pippin”. Apart from
trying her best to lick any fish to death
that I caught, she has her uses! At night
you I did not need a receiver for my
alarms, as the minute there was a
single bleep she was out of the bivvy
like a rocket, knocking everything over
on her way. She is good company as I
fish mainly on my own and I rarely see
other anglers.
I remember another time I found
myself off for a few days, so I decided
to do a 48 hour session on a fairly deep
lough in Roscommon. It was early May
and just warming up, so I was not
expecting much. I repeated the process
of pre-baiting my chosen swim. The
marker float showed me that this lough
had no real features. It was shaped like
a bowl, so the marginal shelf was the
best option for both rods. I also gave
my swim a good raking as it had a fair
bit of weed in the margin. What was in
the weed was exciting, as it had a fair
amount of creepy crawlies for this time
of year. My imagination ran wild about
huge tench and the endless
possibilities!
I decided to go easy with the bait, as
it was a harder water and I didn’t want
to fill the fish up. The conditions were
bright with nice warm south-westerly
winds rolling in to my swim. Most of the
bites came at night on pink pop ups
with the tench not showing any interest
in my maggots and worms. The water
Lean fish

was very clear, so bites were going to
be in low light conditions or darkness. I
ended the 48 hours with seven tench,
one of which tipped the scales at 6lb
2oz. This fish was a lean female fish
with good potential. I thought in another
month or so she would be in great
condition, as this lake was a very wild
but rich water. I felt I was climbing up
the specimen ladder ounce by ounce
and I was not complaining!
Come late May I decided to go back
to the lake where I had first broken the
6lb barrier. I was excited to see what
condition the tench were in as they
would be putting on the weight prior to
spawning. More pre-baiting was done!
The weather conditions were not
favourable, but those who dare….! It
was worth the effort, as I bagged a pair
of 6lb tench with a total of 17 hitting the
landing net.
I decided to give the lough that was
shaped like a bowl another 48 hour
session. This was the start of July and I
was thinking I might be lucky and catch
one of these Tincas at their top weight,
but I was too late. I had a 48 hour
blank, as the tench had other things on
their mind and the future tench of the
lough were being created. Next year I
have made a promise to myself to fish
this water more. Who knows what lies
beneath the surface!
I know the guys in the UK that are
reading this will think the fish that I
caught throughout my tench campaign
are only “tiddlers”, but this is what we
have in Ireland so it is all relative. There
have been a lucky few anglers who
have caught some very special fish on
our shores. Who knows, someday I

might be as lucky as these anglers too.
In between the sessions I have
mentioned, I did have plenty of success
on other waters with short morning or
evening sessions. Some of these
waters are very inaccessible, so
travelling light is the name of the game
and plenty of spare clothes were
needed as Irish farmers love barbed
wire! It’s good to get out in to the great
outdoors and watch nature, while
relaxing by the water. It was a good
year for me as I bagged some lovely
wild Irish tench while also trying new
rigs and bait. I found my results really
improved when I changed from
hempseed last year to a mix of pigeon
conditioner and wheat as my main
particle bait. You never stop learning
new things while on the bank! The day
you do, it is time to give up I think.
With work and other commitments,
that was my pre-spawning campaign as
good as done for another year. Now, I
am focused on exploring other wild
loughs here in Ireland to line up a new
spot that I will have a go at in the
coming months. I have enjoyed my
tench campaign and it has been great
to fish different places and meet new
people along the way. Most importantly,
it must be mentioned that I have the
most understanding missus, who keeps
the ship a float at home while I am
away chasing “reel dreams”.
I would like to dedicate this to our
baby Ava, rest in peace little angel x

Tenchfishers
Group
Fish-ins
2020

Horseshoe Lake:
8-10th May 2020
(Contact: Dave Rogerson:
dave.c.rogerson@btinternet.com)
David Watson Memorial Fish-in:
Sywell 12-14th June 2020
(Contact: John Osborne:
johnosborne@totalise.co.uk)

(Lots of other regional fish-ins – see
TenchTalk Events for details)
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Introducing Graham Parry // Graham Parry

Introducing
Graham Parry
I
have been fishing on and off for
60 years, usually as a casual
angler doing day-time trips to
local lakes as work and family
commitments have allowed. Only in
recent years has there been any sort
of organisation and planning
involved and that has certainly paid
dividends.
At 66 I don’t handle the cold well
and so multi-day sessions in a bivvy fill
me with dread. I try to fill the year with
lots of different types of fishing starting
with tench in the spring, chub and
barbel in the summer, perch and similar
in the colder months and a bit of
grayling trotting as an occasional cold
weather variation. I love trout fishing as
well but its difficult with work and family
commitments to fit everything in.
My earliest recollection was
catching small perch and roach in the
margins of the Derwent in Derby,
supervised by a friend of my Dad when
I was about six years old. This is my
only recollection of my Dad ever driving
me anywhere. We later moved to West
London and I discovered school-mates
with an interest and ponds they had
discovered in Staines and Ashford
where a 2lb tench was huge reward for
29:08

a cold night watching bottle-top
indicators illuminated by bicycle lamps.
A story often repeated involved my pal
waking in the middle of the night and
dissolving into such fits of laughter that
he slid off his chair into the margins of
the lake and just sat there in about 4” of
water until his composure returned. To
keep warm I had put on my father’s
boiler suit that he used when working
on the car. Dad was short and stocky
with particularly short legs and the
crotch on the suit was around my
knees. Dave had woken to see me
standing up to cast and thought I was “a
seven foot bloke stood in a two foot
hole”.
The years passed and we found
another pond that held tench, crucians
and the exotic carp. The latter being
ignored by most anglers except one
very secretive guy who used small
boiled potatoes as bait but wouldn’t talk
about how and why he was successful.
Caught one once using floating crust in
the middle of a bed of lilies. Behind us
was a railway line and high barbed-wire
fence perimeter of a local prison.
Shouting from the inmates was a
regular experience. One or two were
interested in the fishing but many had a

different focus on teenage boys.
Skip on a few years and my wife
and I moved to Buckingham where my
brother-in-law, Ron, had access to two
brilliant estate lakes, both in the
grounds of public schools. The fishing
was excellent and there were tench in
serious numbers but generally small.
Sweetcorn float fished over mashed
bread and liquidised corn regularly
produced large bags before we
discovered how to make our own boilies
and their use at night to trap carp and
bigger tench. Rods were home-built on
North Western blanks. Ron was an
engineer and built his own monkeyclimbers comprising a series of tiny
switches inside a tube, operated by a
small magnet on the monkey. There
were wires and plastic boxes all over
the floor but they worked a treat if you
happened to nod off. The climbers went
through numerous iterations to address
faults like the monkey flying off the top
and into the lake, corrosion on the
aluminium tubes stopping the monkey
climbing, non-waterproof boxes
containing batteries and alarms, etc. It
took about a year to perfect them which
nicely coincided with the first Optonics
becoming readily available in the tackle
shops. Success on those lakes was
virtually guaranteed and the estates
were stunning. One being designed by
Capability Brown with stone follies and
temples amongst the trees around the
water, ideal locations for school kids to
drink bottles of vodka and have illicit
liaisons in the dead of night. A bit
distracting when you’re fishing and this
activity was happening about 20 feet
away. One night I had to speak to a
couple whose ecstatic giggles and
squeals were becoming a bit much. I
asked the young lady to reduce the
volume a bit but she eloquently argued
that the boy was to blame and she
wouldn’t be making so much noise were
he not doing whatever it was he was
doing quite so well. She’s probably a
supreme court judge by now. Later, as
they were heading back to school, the
young man stopped by to apologise.
Diplomatic Corps?
Sadly, there followed a very long
period in the wilderness when fly-fishing
was discovered. The winter months
could be spent fly-tying and reading
endless books and magazines to find
nuggets of useful data on techniques,
venues and flies. Although a costly type
of fishing, it had the benefits of minimal
tackle requirements, mobility, lots of
social interaction and easy access to
water wherever we lived. 18 years ago
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Introducing Graham Parry // Graham Parry
when we moved to Bath following the
birth of my son, local streams and
Chew and Blagdon reservoirs were a
great distraction. Little trips and short
sessions could be fitted in around a
long working week and weekend family
commitments. The people I met were
generally so friendly and helpful. I
asked one old boy wearing a yellow
waistcoat, check shirt and tie whether
he’d had any pulls. “Not really”, he
replied, “but I have had one or two
polite enquiries”.
Then, in 2011 I had a long overdue
stroke of luck. My employer of 30 years
sold out to an American venture capital
company, trousering huge dollops of
cash in the process and leaving the
employees to wait nervously for the
inevitable down-sizing. It wasn’t long
before I was dumped and a late change
of career was necessary. Working for
myself meant I could control my time
and coarse fishing came back onto the
agenda. Local lakes provided a
distraction for a time but the
preoccupation with carp fishing didn’t
float my boat and then another stroke of
luck. A fishing buddy of mine booked
himself a day of guided tench fishing
and that opened the flood-gates. Our
new friend, Kenny Parsons was a mine
of information. Firstly he introduced us
to a local club that had lakes and
stretches of the Bristol Avon that were
idyllic. Unfortunately the river’s heyday
when there were more barbel than
water was over but there were lots of
obliging chub and other species. The
lake, on the other hand, could not have
been better. The tench and roach were
not huge but they were plentiful and
once 10mm bloodworm boilies had
replaced the rudd-mullering smaller
baits, very pleasant days could be had
catching tench to 4lb and roach to 2lb.
The ticket to cover all waters, including
a trout lake and river stretches stocked
with trout, was expensive but worth it
given the fantastic surroundings and
lack of angling pressure.
Unfortunately the club lost control of
the lakes and it became a carp
syndicate. It is still a cracking place but
the aggregate cost for both clubs was
prohibitive. Kenny stepped up again.
Try this lake in the Cotswold Water Park
and, to get you started, fish this
particular swim at 32 yards with maggot
and casters. Always up for a challenge
my friend John and I did just that and,
at the first attempt, had a blinding day
with at least 20 tench caught including 3
consecutive sixes including my PB at
6lb 10oz. These results were repeated
62

on three or four occasions before the
fish dispersed. The river season had
started and the Wye and Bristol Avon
were calling.
All the following winter I dreamt of
getting back to that lake and
preparations were made including new
rods and reels more suited to the task
than light barbel rods. No detail was
ignored. April finally came and after a
few days of temperate weather I was off
like a shot. First day, one bite and a

very nice perch. Second trip, nothing.
Third trip, nothing. Bailiffs didn’t say
anything. Carp anglers were clueless
and then we heard the bad news.
Following complaints by regulars that
shoals of tench were clearing out beds
of bait intended for carp, a netting
campaign had been carried out and
large numbers of tincas had been
removed. So, a change of plan and a
day out at Horseshoe. I checked the
website the night before and all was

7:03
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well. Arrived at the gate and waited for
the bailiff who cheerfully tells me that
the lake is closed due to spawning.
Back to the other lake and immediately
met the bailiff who fessed up about the
netting and suggested an alternative
bar to fish to where carpers had
recently taken tench. For once the intel
was accurate and over the next couple
of trips I caught a handful of tench to
about 5:08 and all was well.
All stories have to end on a happy
note and this is no exception.
In the winter of 2017/18 I did some
serious thinking about my fishing and
concluded that my plans had been too
erratic and solely based on catching
success. What I needed to do was
concentrate on a sensible plan, record
in a diary everything that happens and
is told to me (advancing years, aversion
to the cold and failing memory are a
bugger). Just as an aside, the
information proving to be most true
comes from either my new thermometer
or male dog walkers who stop to chat.
10:04

With no vested interest those that walk
the dog morning and evening notice who
is catching, where and when, invaluable!
April came along and the snow
and freezing temperatures had been
replaced by a steadily improving
spring. A small shallow lake, quick to
respond to the warmer air produced
some nice results with maggot feeders
in mid-afternoon. Over the following
three weeks, the bite spree moved
an hour later each week as the water
temperature rose from 11C to 14C.
Larger lake now at 12C so time for a
move. Again, late afternoon was the
best time and again maggot feeders
proved successful with fish to over 5
lbs in threes and fours in shortish late
afternoon sessions.
May was toasty. Could I crack
Horseshoe? Could I get onto the only
two spots where I knew where the weed
holes are? Can I choose a day before
the spawning closure? Can I nick a bite
in daylight hours? Should I follow the
advice and focus on casters? Covering

the bases I also took a couple of pints
of maggots and emptied my small
garden of worms. Spombed out a mix of
chopped worm, 2mm halibut and krill
pellets, casters and dead/live maggots
with a bit of hemp. I gambled on Dai
Gribble’s suggested hair-rigged worm
stacks tipped with red maggot on a
helicopter set-up like he uses at Linear.
As expected there were just a few liners
and no surface activity until about 4pm.
Then the tench arrived. First bite and a
new 7lb 8oz PB. 45 mins later and a
second at 6lb 6oz and finally, at 7pm, a
fish that moved the feeder 20 yards
across without a bleep on the buzzer. At
8lbs exactly, it was an absolute lump.
Must get a camera that compensates
for nervous shake!
Lots of lessons learned about timing
and persistence. Log-keeping has
made a real difference not only as a
help for future seasons but it’s also
quite fun to write. Best buy of the
season? I have a very old Trakker
open-fronted day shelter which goes up
in five minutes and keeps me warm and
dry during the day. Thought I’d find a
wrap to use the shelter at night but
Trakker don’t make one and no-one
could advise on a suitable alternative.
Then my local tackle shop in
Chippenham suggested a JRC general
purpose mozzi-front. Its designed to fit
the front of a range of different shelters
and at about £30 is an absolute
bargain.
To bring us up to date, 2019 has
been a cracker. Various permits
including a twelve-week Tenchfisher
‘special’ for Horseshoe filled the wallet.
Beware those that follow – two long
weekend events and the annual carp
spawning closure means that you only
get nine weeks for your money. A pair of
Drennan Distance Tench rods and a
new bivvy set me up for nine 24-hour
trips to Lechlade, three blanks but the
balance produced 32 tench to 10lb 8oz,
several sevens, an eight and a nine
plus three mud pigs to 29lb with every
fish caught on worm.
Elsewhere float-fished corn was by
far the most successful although, worm,
maggot and pellet contributed to nearly
200 tench, a few crucians and other
species.
2020? Starting with the same plan
as 2019 but working from the new
garden hideaway.
I wish everyone the very best of
fortune. Remember, as the great Mr
Geirach once wrote, “Life is short and
responsibility overrated”. (Great quote
from JG, thank you Graham)
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The Syndicate // Paul Cannadine

The Syndicate

recent conversation with a fellow Norfolk
Tenchfisher Nathan, reminded me just how really
important the locations of my angling adventures
are to me. A bit like ‘Goldilocks and the Three
Bears’, the venue has to have fishes worth catching and a
natural environment where the seasons tell their own
story; it just has to feel right and it’s just me and the fish.
Commercial fisheries and busy day ticket waters don’t
form any part of my angling. Where I angle has to make
my heart sing and my rods bend.
Since moving to Norfolk in 2006 I have been very fortunate
to have fished in some wonderful places with many likeminded anglers. This story is about one particular venue,
which for reasons of privacy and respect to the owners, I shall
just refer to as “The Syndicate”. It’s strange how this particular
water came to my attention as I wasn’t seeking to join, in fact I
didn’t initially know of the lake’s existence. It just came up in
conversation with my friend Michael and was logged in the
memory banks.
I had been trying to find someone to second my nomination
for a water, a large 60-acre gravel pit on the Suffolk/Norfolk
border. Then, I had a stroke of luck and a chance meeting with
an angler rooted in the region’s angling folklore. I was visiting a
construction site where the builders, two brothers, were having
difficulty with deep drainage and adjacent foundations. Our
conversations eventually touched on our joint passion for
angling and before I knew it, David (not his real name), one of
the builders, agreed to second my nomination for the large
gravel pit.
The stroke of luck was that he also ran fisheries of his own
and once I had established that one contained a good head of
tench, my journey began. Initially I joined Henham, an estate
lake now more famed as the venue for The Latitude concert.
This was close to the coast near Southwold but more of that
another time maybe. I then joined Brooke, another estate lake,
which was close to home at the time but it was only several
years later that David confided in me that a place had become
available at “The Syndicate”.
We met on the banks of The Syndicate in early May, during
his close season. It was a steep-sided mature deep gravel pit,
shrouded in oak and willow with marginal lily pads and a fringe
of reeds. There were not many swims, as the lake was about
four acres. The syndicate comprised just 20 members. I found
out later the gravel was extracted to build a local airfield
between the two World Wars. Tench were present and several
double figure fish had been caught in recent times, although,
primarily, the syndicate members prized the king carp that
resided there. I jumped at the opportunity and joined.
The Syndicate is different to most venues I have fished,
with narrow marginal shelves, the majority of the lake drops off
steeply to depths of 17 to 22 feet. Being well established and
tree lined, much debris and silt had accumulated over the
years with rich beds of bloodworm forming natural larders for
my quarry. Snags and sanctuary areas are a plenty.
The last eight years fishing The Syndicate, has taught me a
great deal about fish location and how important this is. I have
found that by scanning the water at dawn the tell-tale signs of

A
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fizzing have given me spots to try. The key point is to find the
places where the fish naturally feed and not where they show
or where I think I should fish. Occasionally, a frothy foam on
the surface has suggested previous activity and other places
to look at have been the more obvious features of overhanging
willows and the lily beds in the only shallow area. I have mostly
managed to catch during the daylight hours. Many of the
syndicate members fish overnighters and are present for long
weekend sessions. I still fish bivvied up, but I have found with
the passing years, my own preference is daytime angling. It’s
better for my photography, there is less to carry, my recovery
time is quicker and I can be home for a meal with Angela and a
comfy night’s snooze. What did my friends at work tell me
before I retired? Oh yes, “a happy wife is a happy life!” A top tip
if ever there was one.
Well let’s get back to the adventures I have enjoyed and
revelled in and of course the fish. Being a mixed fishery, the
lake contained numerous specimen roach and rudd, along with
the tench and carp and of course the predatory catfish, perch
and eels. This abundance gave me plenty to focus on and also
to try to avoid, at times. With hindsight and in such a small
lake, I must admit the presence of the carp and catfish did
rather put a lid on the tench fishing. I’m still in search of that
illusive double figure Tinca tinca but as you’ll read, I’ve had fun
trying.
Although casters are my favourite bait for tench, it soon
became very clear that to avoid the attentions of roach, rudd
and eels I would need to make changes. After various
experiments, I settled on using boilies, in combination with
crushed or halved boilies in PVA stockings. My good friend
Dennis has been making boilies since the early 1970s and has
a very successful all-year-round mix that gives me great
confidence, wherever I fish. The best combinations were either
two 18mm boilies on a KD rig fished hard on the bottom or an
18mm boilie tipped with a yellow 12mm silent assassin
‘Northern Special’ pop up, fished snowman style on a blowback rig. Looking back through my diaries, these accounted for
all my tench captures on The Syndicate.
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The swim that gave me the greatest success had a mass of
native lily beds fringing the shallows to my left. This turned out
to be a favourite spawning location too. As the depth increased,
smaller and more delicate non-native lilies filled the sloping
shelf, thinning out and disappearing as the depth increased.
One particular spot at the junction of the two lily types was
particularly consistent earlier in the season, around the end of
May. Fizzing was often seen there and the lily stems were light
and soft enough to give way while playing a hooked tench
away from the spot. I also found a gully close in, leading from
deep water into the thick of the main lily bed. This turned out to
be a favourite patrol route for most of the specimen fish. It was
also the scene of an epic battle, which I lost unfortunately and
must have been with a catfish. I can’t ever recall, before or
since, being attached to a fish that would not relent to constant
pressure. I recall my rod in full battle curve, creaking and the
butt jammed in my groin and my hand over the spool…….the
inevitable parted line dangling limp from the tip. I had baited
that channel spot on and off, little and often all weekend and
left the rig untouched. A memory etched into my brain.
I have also had some fabulous carp grace my landing net
on this venue. I started to do particularly well with the carp
using very large 18mm pop-ups that my good friend Dennis
developed for me. With bottom debris, some of the snaggier
looking spots under willow overhangs and on the edges of
cabbage patches didn’t respond well to bottom baits. I would
often have rigs coming back with all sorts of sticks and leaf

debris attached. One lovely spot under an overhanging willow
along my right-hand margin was a particularly productive
area. The bottom appeared to slope away from under the
willow in two directions forming quite a slope or cone shape
even. I would get drops of six, nine and eleven feet within
one or two rod lengths. The side cast to avoid the overhead
oak tree had to be just perfect or I was in trouble from
branches waiting everywhere to snag my line.
One particular autumnal morning I recall turning up before
dawn and making my way along the southern bank to this
swim cut out below the oak tree. My first cast of the three
rods was always the right-hand rod. The choddie rig with the
large pop-up would settle on a drop of seven feet and I would
be happy. A scattering of chopped boilies over the top would
be all that was required if my quarry were in residence. This
rod would be fished locked up, tip up high and slightly angled
towards the overhanging willow. The siren alarm would be set
and then I could concentrate on getting the other two rigs set
on spots in the more open water.
This particular morning, I’d had a hook pull around 9.00
am and had recast, however, doubting my rig’s hooking
potential, I sat and tied a new choddie, a slightly larger hook
this time with a straight point rather than a curve point. Ready
to re-rig, I had just lifted off my chair when the right-hand rod
arced around. Rod in hand and giving no line, I stood my
ground just stepping back a pace to get the fish away from
the snag and heading into open and deep water. The ploy
worked but this fish stayed deep and tested my trusty 2 ½ lb
test curve rod to its limits. Run after run, the action of the rod
and clutch were doing their job, the runs shortened and then
it was all to play for under the rod top. The water boiled with
the powerful tail of this majestic common carp coming into
view. It was not ready to net and needed a gulp of air before I
was confident to place the landing net. It was such a relief to
see her lying in the folds of my net.
I was quite focussed and absorbed with what had just
happened. I was in my own fantasy world. Then, I was
startled by a voice from behind me and in the field beyond
the oak tree was Martin, the landowner, who had witnessed
the whole event! That moment shared will live on forever.
Help with the photography is always welcome and seeing
that magnificent creature return to the depths is a memory to
savour.
Late autumn would see me slider float fishing for roach.
Don’t you just love those tell-tale signs as the shot settle and
the line slips through the ring of the slider float on its way to
nestle against the sliding knot, Billy Lane style of course. Just
two rod lengths out in deep water, a spade end size 12’s and
a single grain of sweetcorn, coupled with dark ground bait
laced with corn, was all that was required. The perfect day
out, when the nights were drawing in.
Each year I would leave The Syndicate at the end of
November in search of gravel pit pike. Perhaps a story for
another time. Tight lines everyone.
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Carp Society Horses
Lake Rough Guide 2
Venue and Rig Tips

The View from Peg 65

f you have yet to select a main
venue for your tenching this
season, then this ‘Rough Guide’
may help you make a choice. For
newcomers to our National Fish-In at
the lake on 8th to 10th May 2020 or for
potential day ticket purchasers, it
will give you an idea of the potential
of this beautiful venue, set in the
heart of the Cotswolds. I would
strongly recommend applying for the
National Fish-In - if you have not
already claimed a place.
This guide, based on my spring
2019 season, will give you an up-todate perspective on the water and
should be of assistance to the
newcomer in tackling this large and
challenging lake. I know the water well,
having fished it right back to the days
when it was an ARC water.

I

GETTING UP TO SPEED
Horseshoe is only an hour’s drive from
home and that made day sessions a
distinct possibility, however, apart from
66

the odd day ticket foray, I had not
actually fished it seriously since 2010.
Therefore, it was obvious that I had
some catching up to do, as any 65 acre
pit is no push over. At this point I must
say a serious thank you to Paul
Hawkins, Kenny Parsons, James Keat
and Vince Williams for helping me get
up to speed. Paul Armfield (aka: Neo)
was also another 2019 Horseshoe
Spring Ticket “virgin” that completed the
HS Sextet!
EARLY DAYS
I acquired the exclusive Tenchfishers
Spring ticket (April - June) and was
allowed to have a wander round just
prior to the start date. I visited twice
more from first light to have a look see
and get a few clues. Frankly, Summer
Bay looked pretty lifeless and there
were always carpers in the popular
Winter Bay swims, all fishing at range.
Some tench graced their nets, so that
was a fact to store away.
The second trip was a warm early

April day and I did see fish activity at
the bottom of Summer Bay (Pegs
70-73) that gets a lot of sun (and weed).
Also, up around Peg 56 there was
certainly some carp activity. Now from
previous experience here, I know that
carp and tench are good mates, so that
was a very positive sign. Winter Bay
was continuing to produce tench to
carpers from Boat Point and swims
13/14/15, albeit, this was certainly not
margin fishing at 100 metres +. The
next recce, later in April, saw me meet
Kenny who had a good haul building
up, so I guess this was a prompt to get
started.
DAY OR STAY?
This guide is an overview and not a trip
by trip account, although I will
summarise my results for you. In
retrospect, if you live close enough,
then I would say day trips have a lot to
recommend them. My first trip was just
that and fortunately I saw some fish
activity off Peg 73, a swim I know of old
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and it’s a cracker for float fishing out by
the tree on your left. I had a ledger rod
out on an alarm but concentrated on the
waggler at nine metres. I had one tench
on the feeder and two to 7:02 on the
float, so that was a good start. There
were reports of catches up at Peg 57,
so as I was traveling light, it was easy
to pack up in five minutes and move.
Whilst I had no further tench, at least it
proved I could relocate as needed.
GETTING MOBILE
I think mobility is pretty key at
Horseshoe. Certainly, productive swims
seem to lack “repeatability” and swim
choice is a bit of a lottery as there is not
exactly a lot of visible tench activity in
April/early May. You can have one
tencher bagging up big time and the
tincateer next door, which is quite close
in Summer Bay, staring at motionless
bobbins for 48 hours. To an extent, this
replicates what has transpired at
fish-ins too. Last year I found Summer
Bay was pretty devoid of weed and the
water level was lower than I recalled,
with just three and a half feet in Peg 65
for example. Perhaps, this is why the
tench were so nomadic; even by the
end of June the weed was still easy to
manage.
THE NUMBERS
I fished nine sessions (day and bivvy)
for 178 hours actual fishing. I landed 41
tench and blanked on two of those trips.
By contrast, I fished a combined 47
hours at two other venues and had 9
tench. That is a one tench per hour
superior catch rate. So, I would not
describe Horseshoe as an easy venue
at all.
Here are The Horseshoe Results By
Weight:
4lb 5lb 6lb 7lb 8lb 9lb
7
7
12 11 4
nil (41)
Forty-one tench caught in 178 hours
(two rods) with 10% over 8lb. The best
female was 8:12 and male 8:01. I also
had bonus carp to 22:06.
SUMMARY
I’m happy to say the two biggest fish
mentioned were Horseshoe PBs and I
upped my best bag from 17 to 30. To
the best of my knowledge there were
three tench over 10lb captured that
spring and one was a multiple capture.
In terms of how this venue ranks with
other specimen tench venues, I would
say it offers the best tench fishing in the
Cotswold region. It is a beautiful lake

with superb facilities and you are
assured of a warm welcome from Miles
and his team. Every time I unlocked the
entry gate I knew, tench or not, I would
be sitting on a scenic lake at peace.
If your focus is on the biggest
Tincas, then you will head either due
east or up to East Anglia. For me, the
fishing experience is a bigger concern
than the ultimate size of fish. I believe
Horseshoe is on its way up and Paul
Hawkin’s superb 11lb 7oz capture says
it all. Horseshoe does not see the
number of tenchers that the current
“circuit” waters do. Just five regulars
from the Tenchfishers group on a 65
acre pit is not likely to realise much of
its true potential. In the week, you will
always have an extensive swim choice
and you do not have to queue at the
gate or do a 500 metre dash with a
bucket! I am not joking here, as at
another fishery, I joined a line of 30
vehicles that left the car park in a Le
Mans style start. In addition, many
Horseshoe swims have no history
whatsoever, so you have a chance to
do some pioneering, just as Paul
Hawkins did, capturing the season’s
best tench. In addition, the bonus carp
are lovely scaley fish and look splendid.
2019 LEARNINGS
Before I look at rigs and tactics, what
did I learn in 2019?
• Certainly do not discount the Witney
Bank or Winter Bay.
• Later in May, Summer Bay can get
very busy, whilst Pegs 50 round to
30 are pretty deserted. I liked the
look of Pegs 48 (deeper margins),
and 44 to 40 but never got to fish
them.
• Pegs 20 and 21 and 27 looked
interesting too. So new swims are
on the ‘must do’ list for 2020.
• The Trout Bank double swims
seemed patchy for tench and carp
this April/May but were previously
my favourite and most productive
swims.
• Be aware that you need a barrow if
you are going to fish the Witney
Bank, as you can only park behind
Peg 56 to get closest access to the
low “forties”.
• Of course, Summer Bay is the
mainstay for tench anglers and did
produce the two biggest
Tenchfishers’ bags that totalled 57
tench. I have a shoulder injury so I
must admit I got lazy and avoided
the barrow pushes, which is unlike
me and could have cost me tench.
So do mix up the swim locations.
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Heli rig components

Scaley carp

Modified Combi feeder with
Cusom made Heli RIg

A custom Combi feeder

DETAIL - HELI RIG 2019 (SEE
FIGURE 1)
The lower stop is the largest Drennan
float stop. Next is the lower bead and
above that a Korda quick change swivel
mounted on a protective Hellerman
sleeve that Chris McKechnie supplied.
Above are the critical release bits: a
Fox tapered main line stop which the
quick-link and sleeve can easily bi-pass
and above that there is a Korda Safety
System. With a Korda ‘No-Trace’ bead
just lightly sitting on the stop I am 100%
confident in this rig for safety; I lost
loads of top beads just on the retrieve.
(see photo).
BAIT AND TACKLE
Worm accounted for 75% of my tench
and I used open-end modified Korum
Combi feeders with chopped worm and
a ground bait mix. These distribute their
cargo far more effectively than a
block-end. I always tank test my rigs
and want to see that the bait comes out
of the feeder quickly and block-ends
just don’t do that with worm. I cut down
60g Combi feeders (see picture) to a
45g net weight to best suit my 2lb Torrix
rods, which are just not up for casting
baited 60g feeders. Mainline was 10lb
Synchro XT Loaded (excellent line, in
my view, by ESP – editor) and I used
10lb ESP Soft Ghost /for hook lengths.
Hooks were Gardner Covert Talon Tip
68

in 10/12 (barbless).
Reels were Ultegra 5500 CI4+
which weigh less than a 6000 Aero. I
can’t speak too highly of these Shimano
reels which are super smooth, with
great line lay and they balance a 2lb
Harrison perfectly. Yes, this tackle is
up-weighted but I was glad to have it
with carp over 20lb liking lobworms!
Chris Brown stage stands were handy
bits of kit for fishing swims like Peg 65
with wooden steps.
So there you have it, simple stuff but
some extra effort and thought put into
rig safety and bait delivery.
One thing to note is that I did not
have much weed to deal with at all. If I
had, the heli rigs would have stayed on
but I would have dumped the feeders
for PVA mesh or bags with inline leads.
In addition, I would have avoided the
Canadian pond weed-choked swims,
which most years predominate in
Summer Bay and gone looking for the
coarse blanket weed that you get in the
Trout Bank double swims, for instance.
I fish over these with a 24-inch hook
links and a balanced hook rig. (The
actual rig is detailed in Tinca Tinca page
263).
LOCATION AND BAITING
Most tench seen were out about 30
metres and apart from one session,
when I had 30 tench, I just relied on

feeders cast every hour to introduce
bait, as I never felt there were many
tench out there. Mass Spombing will
just attract swans and tufties which are
a pain in shallow water. At most, I would
put out about five or six small Spombs
in 15 hours fishing. I did not fish from
22.00 to 04.00, giving the swim a
complete break and I guess ‘tench time’
was from 07.00 to 15.00 as a
generalisation. On day sessions, I
would arrive at 04.30 for a good look
around and not worry about starting till
around 06.00. One thing I noticed, even
during the 30 tench haul, was that I
never got a pick up soon after recasting.
Now, in my experience that is unusual,
as often I am setting up the second rod
when the newly baited rod one roars
off. I think a stealthy approach is
beneficial on Summer Bay, with
Spombing and tight lines not the best
approach. ESP XT Loaded line sinks
well and I used a decent bobbin drop
once it had been given it plenty of time
to sink.
BAIT AND FEEDER MIX
Worm was the most prolific bait, with
chopped dendro’s in the feeders and
hair rigged large whole lobs. Whether
on the deck or popped up, it seemed to
make little difference. Willy Worms
supplied all the maggots and worms,
which were excellent.
Rudd proved not to be much of a
problem and I am sure my reluctance to
spod helped with this issue. A
Horseshoe regular told me he did well
for tench using 10mm Mainline Cell
(freezer bait), so if your baits are torn to
shreds by small fish, this could be the
answer. I don’t use plastic bait these
days.
When using ground bait feeders you
need to think about your mix, as if too
sloppy it will not plug the feeder and if
mixed too stiff, it will not “explode” out
of the feeder and most will still be there
after an hour. I used a standard match
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brown crumb mixed 50/50 with method
mix and that was fine for up to 30
metres. Beyond that range I think you
are better off using method mix/feeders.
If you mix your groundbait like a match
angler and sieve it, you end up with a
fluffy mixture, that with the method mix
addition, will hold the bait cargo. It’s
worth taking the time, as otherwise the
rig will not work as intended and you
will end up with a lot of unwanted
re-casts.
HAIR-RIGGING LOBS
One point about hair rigging whole lobs
is to make sure you have an adequate
length of hair which can looks ungainly.
I used one of two mounting points,
either from the hook shank, with 2mm
of shrink tube sleeve at the shank end
or alternatively, reverting to hair rig
history, a hair tied directly to hook bend
and secured with rig glue. I know there
is a “Kebab” rig (worm sections I think)
Specimen male

My Horseshoe home

and I have seen that in use with quite
short hair lengths. Not a rig I have great
confidence in but I know it catches
tench. For me it has to be a whole
“snake”!
DAY KIT - GO LIGHT
My day kit was carried in an Aqua
quiver plus Aqua rucksack, with the
excellent Fox Duralite chair (see
picture) so I was highly mobile with a
quick set up. The float rod was the
Acolyte Plus Compact 13 foot, fished
with an Aero 2500 front drag reel. Line,
as ever, was 6lb Maxima with a Supplex
or Reflo hook link. I used HMT Onion
floats which are a great design and a
must for any tench float box.
Don’t ask me about the long stay kit
minimizing - that is a different story. At
least on Summer Bay you can unload
near your swim and avoid sweaty
barrow pushes!
So, there we have it, a rough guide
to assist your tenching at Horseshoe
this spring.
See you there.
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Simply Bread

hat came first bread or
angling? Well bread was
created so we anglers
could use it as bait of
course! Well, today’s bread is so
completely different to that used
centuries ago and aren’t we glad.
So how do you make a loaf of
bread, well it’s simple, 1 large egg,
675g of strong white flour,1½ tsps of
sweetener, 3 tsps of yeast, 1½ tbsp.’s
of oil, 450ml of water, quite a bit of effort
and wait for it to come out of the oven.
This will give you a loaf of bread but
then again, it’s so much easier to nip
down the shops and purchase a loaf.
But the question then arises which
loaf? Well, that’s down to what you wish
to use it for tactically, for example, a
sliced loaf is not too good to use as
crust, whereas, a tin loaf is useless
really to use as punch. However, all
loaves are made of two parts, crust and
crumb.

W

CRUST
So, starting from the outside, the crust.
This for me would be a ‘tin loaf’ as it
gives you two types of crust, the top of
the loaf and also the part that was in
contact with the tin it was baked in,
which is firmer. This is best used as a
floating or popped up bait, held down
with a shot of sufficient weight to just
sink it. By slicing the crust from a tin
loaf, cutting it into similar sized cubes
and placing into a poly bag to keep it

fresh will make it easier to use. It can
be used with a float or ledger tackle for
most species, usually for the larger
specimens. Crust can be coloured and
flavoured.
The biggest downside when using
crust as hook bait is it will very rarely
survive a bite or a retrieve to cast again,
as it usually has taken up so much
water that it becomes super soft and
the hook will pull out. No problem, as
then it becomes a form of groundbait.
You can hair rig it or bury your hook in it
completely, but whatever you do don’t
try to move it once it has landed on the
deck.
FLAKE
This can come in sliced form or from
the inside of an uncut loaf. Now bread
flake is a very adaptable substance and
can be used in many ways. If using
flake, then basically it’s one of two
ways, directly on the hook or on a hair. I
favour a hair on still waters, except
when using a punch to form a bait
where it is then put directly on the hook,
and in running water I use it directly on
the hook.
Using a hair, you need some form of
stop to squeeze it round: a bead, a
quick stop or a paste spring are all
suitable. All you have to do is pinch a
thumb nail sized piece around the stop,
leaving a good fluffy edge. If it is too
large to sink on its own, then use a
small shot, just large enough to make it

flutter down gently and pop it up. This is
especially the case if there is any weed
present, enabling you to fish it at the
level of the weed so it can be seen
easily by your target species, hopefully
a nice Tinca. You can never be sure just
how far to pop it up and sometimes it
can be up to a foot (30cm for the
youngsters) or more, so start low about
an inch and each cast move the shot
another inch from the hook until you get
interest. The biggest problem with most
anglers using bread is not having the
confidence to use it, as every time you
retrieve your tackle the hook will be
empty. To gain confidence in using
bread, use it in the margins in clear
water for at least 10 to 15 minutes and
you will see it stays on the hook until a
fish takes it or you move it. Once you
know how long it will last, you can try it
in greater depths or coloured water
where you cannot see it but know it is
still there and thereby gain confidence.
There are other ways of using flake
and one of these is to use a punch, be
it a Drennan Flake Punch which I
favour (pity they are no longer made) or
a small round punch which can be
bought from all tackle shops. I place the
punched bread directly on the hook and
using a bait box of water, check that the
hook is just heavy enough to sink it. If
you wish to use a larger disk of bread
from a slice, then find something of the
right diameter say like a bottle top and
use that to punch the disk. You can also
use a large disk to wrap around your
hook, giving a pinch around the shank
and leaving the rest nice and fluffy.
BREAD GROUND-BAIT.
There are two basic ways to make it
and if you wish it to be a bit active then
leave the crusts on.
Liquidised bread: this must be
prepared before you leave home and
can be frozen if required. To
make good “liquy”, fresh
bread is best to use in
the blender or food
processor (the Missus
needn’t worry as its
quite a clean job).
Using the freshest
bread possible, take
two or three slices at a
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Bread punches for tench

time, break them up a bit and give them
a blast in the blender. Then run it
through a maggot or pinkie riddle
according to how fine you want it and
return any that does not pass through to
have another blast, along with a couple
more slices. Keep doing this until all
has passed through the riddle and then
store it in a re-sealable plastic bag.
When using this crumb to ball in, it
will float until it has taken on a bit of
water. It can also be used in a PVA stick
or bag to good effect. If you wish to add
anything to flavour it, then its best to
use powdered ingredients like krill, liver,
milkshake powder even baby milk
powder, which also gives off a bit of a
cloud. I always start off using it plain
and if it does not seem to working as
well as I expect, then an additive will be
brought into play to enhance it if
necessary. If you add liquids to your
‘liquy’ then use very small amounts or
you will end up with paste. If you
compress ‘liquy’ into a stick with a bit
too much force it will not explode but
just sit as a lump allowing a fish to feed
on it rather than merely attracting them.
It does take a bit of practice to get right
but this tactic works well at all times of
the year when very small punches are
used, working best from September
through to April.
You can prep a double slice of fresh
bread for the punch by laying down one

Drennan flake punches

slice and thinly smoothing a very thin
layer of Marmite, peanut butter, fish
paste or any such item on it, just
enough to make it moist. Then you lay
the other slice on top and compress it;
using a meat punch is best for this
sandwich.
If ledgering, you can use a bit of
plastic bread or a white boilie or even
white maggots dead or alive on the
hook, as these are a bit more durable
and use the ‘liquy’ as your ground bait.
Using bread in PVA sticks is so simple
and you can create your own mix of
ingredients. It makes it so satisfying
when you start catching on your own
mix. Using ‘liquy’ as a base (don’t forget
to keep it in an air tight bag) make your
sticks as needed. You can add dried off
sweetcorn, hemp or casters but only a
few are needed in each bag with a
pinch of desiccated coconut meal
(which will rise up in the water column)
attracting the fish down to your baits.
Use narrow PVA and make the sticks
about 3 inches long, pulling the hook
link through and carefully place the
hook into the end of the bag, avoiding
the knot.
If you wish to make a fine cloud
groundbait, cut up two large tin loaves
into two-inch cubes, put them onto a
tray and put this into an airing cupboard
for about two weeks or so. Crush these
in a bucket with a club hammer, put the

powdered bread through a pinkie riddle
and bag up in a re-sealable bag. To use
this powder, put it in a small pillowcase
or similar and soak in a bucket of water
(this can be flavoured) for a couple of
hours before squeezing out as much
water as possible. Then put it back into
the bucket and using a potato masher
mash, mash and mash some more and
when you think it’s done, mash it some
more. It should end up like very thick
custard, which can be balled into the
water. This is also very good for roach.
If you leave it too late to prepare
‘liquy’, then you can put four slices of
bread, with or without crusts and
preferably stale, into a bait box filled up
with water on the bank. Allow it to really
soak up the water, drain off and then
squidge with your hand into a very fine
mush; this can be used straight away
but not in PVA.
Paste is another form of using bread
which is an art form in itself. There are
many ways of making paste from plain
without crusts to extreme versions
using all sorts of other ingredients like
maize, meal flour, custard powder or
even oils and this topic could be
another article for a later date.
Bread may get you an early or late
season bite when others are blanking. It
is cheap and easy once you use your
loaf!
Don’t ignore the power of bread.
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Reflections on the
Tenchfishers Fish-In
at Mill Lane 2019

he Tenchfishers fish-in at
Mill Lane (17th – 19th May)
2019, went very well, with
36 tench being caught by
the 18 members that took part. They
also raised £480, which was
donated to Farnham Angling
Society’s (FAS) chosen charity: The
Phyllis Tuckwell Hospice in
Farnham.
Fittingly, Ollie Sheridan, the
Regional Organiser for Surrey, was top
rod with twelve fish to 7lb +. I had
seven, which luckily included three 8lb
fish and other Tenchfishers had four,
three and two. A further five attendees
ended with a fish apiece.
Unfortunately, one angler had to leave
due to ill health, and six anglers
blanked.
Tench are shoal fish and gravel pits
sometimes prove difficult. Mill Lane
has a history of producing quality fish,
which often prove hard to catch, so
such ‘all or nothing’ results are always
a possibility. However, the potential for

T
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Ian Gray with another from Mill Lane
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a PB or a number of quality fish makes
it well worth the effort.
The overall catches were as
follows:
3 x 9s - 9lb 9oz (male),
9lb 4oz (float caught) & 9lb 1oz
4 x 8s - 8lb 6oz, 8lb 5oz, 8lb 1oz
& 8lb 0oz
3 x 7s - 7lb 15oz, 7lb 10oz
& 7lb 8oz (male),
8 x 6s – 6lb 15oz, 6lb 13oz,
6lb 10oz, 2 x 6lb 8oz, 6lb 6oz,
6lb 4oz & 6lb 1oz
6 x 5s – 5lb 11oz, 5lb 9oz,
5lb 5oz, 5lb 2oz, 5lb 1oz & 5lb 0oz
4 x 4s – 4lb 13oz, 4lb 12oz,
4lb 8oz & 4lb 0oz
Plus eight more tench,
all between 4 - 7 lb.

Of the tench that were caught,
most of which fell to various worm,
maggot or caster feeder rigs, they
included both the 6th best float-caught
fish and the 6th best male tench of 9lb
9oz in the respective Tenchfishers’
lists. Also, two delighted Tenchfishers
had their male PBs.
In addition, a PB 31lb 12oz
common carp and a 12lb recently
stocked mirror carp were caught, plus
a grass carp of 20lb and a lot of jack
pike between 2 and 5lb + which were
landed on worm kebabs, which they
find irresistible. A lot more of these
sharp toothed critters were inevitably
lost.
The results once again
demonstrate just how good the tench
fishing at Mill Lane can be - with the
best tench of 2019 that I am aware of,
a whopping 10lb 15oz. The water looks
set for a golden period over the next
few years providing the weed does not
make presentation and playing fish too
tricky.
I should also mention that a good
number of FAS members have really
benefitted from attending the Tench
Teach-Ins on Summer Pit. I am certain
they have learned new ideas and been
enthused by the Tenchfishers who run
the event.
We also need to remember that
FAS it is not all about Mill Lane.
Double figure tench have been caught
at Frensham Great Pond, with large
catches possible all year round.
Nine-pound tench reside in both
Horseshoe Lake and South Lake,
seven-pound fish in Summer Pit,
whose productivity improves year on
year, and Nursery and Copse Lakes
produce fish to seven-pounds. Add to
those Frensham Little Pond,
Pumphouse Lake, Badshot Lea Big
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9:04 by Chris Netto, a
great float-caught tench

Ollie Sheridan with a fin-perfect 7lb tench

Pond, Stockbridge Pond and King’s
Pond as starting points and it is clear
that FAS offers the full spectrum of
waters for anglers to start on and work
their way up to specimen tench fishing.
I first met Barry ‘Baz’ Cushing
whilst having a bumper tench session
in The Oaks at Frensham Great Pond
in the early 2000s and then over the
years at FAS AGMs which he normally
attended and we have become firm
friends over the years. I only joined the
Tenchfishers in 2015 after Baz decided
to donate a shield to FAS to be
awarded for the best tench caught
from Frensham Great Pond each year;
this was in association with the
Tenchfishers who included a year’s
membership of the group as part of the
award. When Baz was putting the idea
forward to me, he gave me one of the
Tenchfishers magazines to have a look
at, so I understood what the group
were about. I was so impressed I
joined immediately after reading a
couple of the articles and getting a
great vibe about the group!
Since joining, I have learnt a great
deal personally, improved my PB
significantly, and had some memorable
tench fishing sessions at Mill Lane
(thanks to Alan Murphy). In addition, I
have been lucky enough to see the
11lb 10oz monster tench caught by
Cliff Taylor from the swim adjacent to
me at Colney Lake in Norfolk. I have
also reverted to eel fishing with some
success at Brooklands Lake on the
Kent fish-in and joined the National
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Anguilla Club as a result.
I enjoyed a wet & windswept
Sywell with a fellow Normark fanatic
and witnessed long-range spodding
like no other, in great company. I have
also caught PB barbel and chub on the
same rigs that worked so well at Mill
Lane. Most importantly, I have made a
lot of new friends and been fishing with
some great guys. Myself and Baz were
even awarded a rather special award
last year in recognition of the bridges

built between FAS & the Tenchfishers.
So, on a personal note, the
Tenchfishers have improved my fishing
and dare I say it, life in general rather
significantly. All this, in essence, is
down to the generosity of Baz in
initially donating the shield for
Farnham AS members to fish for – so
many thanks indeed Baz.
FAS has also benefitted through
the commencement of the Tench
Teach-Ins at Summer Pit, to
complement those already run for
barbel, carp, catfish and pike. The
event is very well run by the group
volunteers and many FAS members
have improved their tench fishing
significantly as a result.
Personally, I do recommend to
anyone I meet, who loves tench and
wants to learn a lot more about how to
catch them and catch their next PB,
that they join the Tenchfishers!
Adam Bojar's
9lb 9oz male
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Chris Brown
Products
Beautifully engineered
Designed & manufactured in the UK
Lifetime guarantee
Tel: (01622)872401
www.cbproducts.co.uk

The Tenchfishers
Membership Renewals
Process
Renewal payments for the forthcoming year of
membership become due on 1st June each year.
1. The cut-off date for receiving payments will be the 30th June.
2. Payments can be made by standing order or by payment to
the “tfmembership” PayPal account. Members can also pay by
cheque or bank transfer.
3. During early July, received payments will be cross-referenced
with the Membership database and all payees will be marked
as “Paid”.
4. When this exercise has been completed a list will be produced
of non-payers. E-mail addresses for these members will be
harvested and one email (Bcc) will be sent out reminding
them that they have not renewed their membership of the
group and invite them to pay the appropriate amount (single or
family membership) by 31st July. On payment of the amount
required they will be reinstated as members.
5. Any non-payers failing to pay by 31st July will be permanently
excluded from the live database and if they wish to remain as
members will have to pay the £10 re-joining fee but will NOT
qualify for the badge and bulletin offer open to first time
members.
6. Such members will also be invited to put in a place a standing
order for their annual payment to avoid a recurrence of the
problem.
7. Any members not responding or stating that they no longer
wish to be a member will be deleted from the membership
database.

Please see TenchTalk announcements for
further details on how to renew.

32” & 36” tench

Open since 2006, the shop
holds a massive selection
of the latest fishing tackle
from all leading
manufacturers, including
Fox, Drennan, Greys,
Shimano, Daiwa, Chub,
Korum, Preston
Innovations, Maver,
Garbolino and many more.
We also stock items from
unique manufacturers such
as Century, Steve Neville
and JAG Products.
As well as providing
competitive prices we’re
committed to providing
the very best levels of
service and expertise.

HUGE
RANGE
STOCKED

ASHFORD KENT'S PREMIER
INDEPENDENT TACKLE RETAILER OF
NASH, FOX, PRESTON, AVID, GARDNER,
MAINLINE, AND MORE..
Shop Opening Hours
Monday – Saturday: 8.30 – 6pm
Sunday: 09:30 - 15:30

Tel: 01233 661770

Email: mail@invictaangling.com

www http://www.invictaangling.com
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THE
LATEST
FISHING
TACKLE

FREE

DELIVERY ON
UK ORDERS
OVER

£50

Invicta Angling
94 Hunter Avenue
Willesborough
Ashford
Kent
TN24 0HG
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Introducing Kevin Smith // Kevin Smith

INTRODUCING
KEVIN SMITH

s I mentioned in my maiden
post to The Tenchfishers’
Facebook page last
September, “I feel a bit of a
fraud and must admit to having not
done a lot of tench fishing over the
past 30 or so years.” This is because
I have been addicted to rivers, with
chub, in particular, being my choice
of substance abuse. However, I have
been promising myself over the past
few years that I would give tench
fishing a try again.
The catalyst that concentrated the
focus and sparked this lifelong
procrastinator into action was the
chance capture of a river tench in July
2019 just after I had netted, weighed
and photographed a double figure
barbel from the Warwickshire Avon.
Baiting up with another boilie and
wrapping it with paste I dropped my rig
into a run of pacey water created by a
narrowing of the river. Five minutes
later the rod tip nodded and then
hooped over as a hooked fish shot off
downstream. I didn’t feel I had a barbel
on at the end but I was into something
that certainly wasn’t a chub as it
repeatedly set the clutch on my reel
singing and kept deep and unseen.
A carp?
No! A minute or so later I was
staring down at a beautiful tench and
she went 5:02 on the scales. She was
perfect except that the top lobe of her
caudal fin was missing. It was getting
dark so I quickly photographed her on
the mat and congratulated myself on a
successful evening’s fishing. I drove
home, with a warm feeling in my gut
and the tench lingering in my mind’s
eye.
I’m drawn to big open gin-clear
waters, gravel pits, the sort I cut my
tench fishing teeth on in the 1980s such
as Wraysbury One and Wraysbury Two.
Wraysbury Two, in particular was a
delight, a treasure trove of islands,
bars, bays and promontories. I loved
the wild, left-to-nature habitat of these
gravel pits. I caught very few tench,

Kevin with a superb
7:12 from the Thames

A

Kevin's surprise tench from
the Warwickshire Avon

nothing huge, but each capture was
incredibly rewarding. My favoured
method was stalking, spotting the fish in
the crystal-clear depths and dropping a
few kernels of sweetcorn onto their
noses.
Progressing on to Long Life in the
Colne Valley and after a dalliance at
Yateley, my personal best tench slowly
climbed to over 9lb before I moved
away from London.

I am looking forward to exploring a
few of the waters close to my home in
the Cotswolds. I have walked around a
few but everywhere seems a lot busier,
syndicated and ‘closed shop’ compared
to my experience of the Colne Valley
pits of the 1980s. I have come across a
couple of gravel pits I fancy giving a try.
I have no idea if they have a head of
sizeable tench, but it will be interesting
finding out.
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